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To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter signed by me and 54 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and we
request that EFSC deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by the US Postal Service.

Sincerely,
Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter signed by me and 54 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and we
request that EFSC deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by the US Postal Service.

Sincerely,
Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter sign by me and 46 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and
requesting that EFSC Deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by US Postal Service.

Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gray McGuire <gray.mcguire@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 22, 2019 4:56 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order 5/23/2019.
EFSC comment.pdf

Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council,

Please see my attached comment.

Thank you,
Donald Gray McGuire
60552 Bushnell Road
La Grande, OR 97850
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TO:
Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St N.E.
Salem, OR. 97301
Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council:
I am a longtime resident of La Grande and live within a birds-eye view of a portion of this proposed
transmission line project. The process to approve this route is meaningless if the Energy Facilities Siting
Council does not consider what is in the best interests of the citizens impacted by the development. Please
consider my concerns. I appose the route due to degradation to recreation and tourism, increased risk of
wildfires, failure to comply with noise standards and the lack of stability in geologically unstable areas.
RECREATION AND TOURISM IMPACTS
National Historic Oregon Trail Interpretive Center
The Draft Proposed Order fails to support Applicant’s assertion that the Oregon Trail
Interpretive Center, a protected area, will not suffer significant negative visual impacts from this project
as delineated in OAR 345-022-0080. Visual Impacts, (Exhibit R p. 79) The development will create an
energy corridor directly in front of the Interpretive Center, opening up the area to construction of future
transmission lines and utility lines which could be developed without consideration of damages to this
site.
The effects of placing this line as close as 105 feet to the Interpretive Center is significant. The
structures proposed will present a wider profile than standard structures and will be significantly taller
than existing transmission lines in the view-shed.
Applicant has exaggerated the cost of placing the line underground, failed to provide
documentation to support its claims and proposed no meaningful mitigation. An independent study of
costs to bury transmission lines in geographically similar areas is necessary to meet the standard of
preponderance of evidence.
Ladd Marsh
Impacts to Oregon’s Ladd Marsh Wildlife Management Area would be severe and permanent. Ladd
Marsh was established as a wildlife mitigation area for past federal projects and the refuge should not
be compromised. IPC itself recognizes and designates Ladd Marsh as “irreplaceable.”
Recreation - OAR 345-022-0100
Protected Areas - OAR 345-022-0040
Scenic Resources – OAR 345-022-0080.
Morgan Lake
Morgan Lake Route 3 also establishes towers within 500 feet of Morgan Lake Park. Here, the
impact on La Grande’s public will be High. The first stated goal in the Morgan Lake Park Recreational
Use and Development Plan (Section 1, Page 2) - A goal of minimum development of Morgan Lake Park
should be maintained to preserve the maximum of natural setting and to encourage solitude, isolation,
and limited visibility of users while at the same time providing safe and sanitary condition for users. Also
noteworthy is the fact that the City of La Grande Chamber of Commerce has long promoted Morgan
Lake Park as the #1 Recreation Tourist Destination in the La Grande Area. And the State of Oregon

designated Morgan Lake Park as a State Wildlife Refuge in the 1960s. Today Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife identifies the Lake as an easy access fishing destination for the handicapped.
Morgan Lake Park encompasses two separate Lakes. Morgan Lake is 70 acres in size and is
developed with road access and camping. Twin Lake is 27 acres in size, undeveloped, and with no road
access or camping. Twin Lake has been identified by both Federal and State programs to conserve,
restore, and protect wetlands. Oregon has developed a Wetland Conservation Strategy (Oregon
Division of Lands, 1993). This Strategy is implemented through the Oregon Wetlands Inventory and
Wetlands Conservation Plans (See Web page). This planning process allows local governments to
balance wetlands protection with other land-use needs. Twin Lake is recognized as an important,
persistent, emergent vegetation wetlands, which includes both submersed and floating plants.
WILDFIRE RISK
The increased potential for wildfire has been established as a given along any transmission line. Not only is
there an undetermined and potentially significant amount of time that will elapse prior to the identification of
the fire, but then there may be a response time of up to 40 minutes after a fire is located in some areas according
to fire fighting resources. There will be ample opportunity for the fire to grow significantly. Given the
potential lack of speed in getting to the location, the difficulty traversing the terrain, and the lack of specialized
equipment available to fight forest fires, local resources are not adequate to protect the public from wildfires
occurring due to the construction and ongoing operation and maintenance of this transmission line.
Responding to fires that do occur will limit local resources available to provide service to their local areas of
responsibility and the developer is planning to rely upon those local resources to deal with fires along the
transmission corridor. Concern over the increased risk of fire as a result of this transmission line including
multiple comments voiced by the citizens of the counties as well as special advisory groups prompted both
Union and Baker counties to request funding for an analysis and recommendation to identify and mitigate the
increased risk created by the construction and operation of the transmission line. Funding for that activity is not
being supported by the developer.
NOISE STANDARDS
For the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line, Idaho Power failed to provide
noise estimates for the lay down areas and other previously unused sites with impacts
from items contained in OAR 340-035-0035(5)(b)-(f), (j), and (k). The developer
incorrectly determined they were not required to do so.
The exception to requiring noise impacts from sources listed in subsections (5)(b)-(f), (j),
and (k) does not apply to developments on sites not previously used. When a lay down
area or other development is located on a site not previously used, OAR 340-0350035(1)(b)(B)(ii) states, “Sources exempt from the requirements of this rule which are
identified in subsections (5)(b) - (f), (j), and (k) of this rule, shall not be excluded from
this ambient measurement.” The applicant must provide noise monitoring results for all
lay down areas or other areas where these types of noise will occur and the area was
not previously used.
The applicant has not provided information necessary to determine compliance with the
noise standard or if conditions can be included which would make them meet the noise
standard.
GEOLOGIC INSTABILITY

The proposed route sited to the west of La Grande is placed on a ridge noted to have instability and high risk for
slides. The geologic study provided by Idaho Power references several studies (below).
Table H-2. USGS Quaternary Faults within 5 Miles of Project by County on page H-12 clearly shows that the
project is placed right on an active fault in the West Grande Ronde Valley Fault Zone. In addition, in exhibit H,
Geological Hazards and Soil Stability, Table B3: Soils Descriptions, Union County, much of the erosion hazard
is rated “severe.” Below is part of the report:
5.2 La Grande Area Slope Instability
As part of our study, we reviewed DOGAMI’s open file report: Engineering Geology of the La Grande Area,
Union County, Oregon, by Schlicker and Deacon (1971). The study identified several landslides in the areas
west and south of La Grande. The majority of the landslide features mapped by Schlicker and Deacon (1971)
were similarly mapped as landslides or alluvial fans in Ferns and others (2010). The current SLIDO database
uses the feature locations mapped in Ferns and others (2010). While the two map sets generally agree, there are
differences in the mapped limits of some landslide and alluvial fan areas, and there is one landslide area in
Schlicker and Deacon (1971), near towers 106/3 and 106/4, which is not included in SLIDO or Ferns and others
(2010). The Landslide Inventory in Appendix E includes mapped landslide and alluvial fan limits from both
SLIDO and Schlicker and Deacon (1971).
This slope instability is not inconsequential to a project like this. Recall in 2014, Oso, Washington, was the site
of a catastrophic mudslide as the result of logging disturbance of the soil upslope from the town combined with
significant rainfall. This resulted in 43 fatalities. We must learn from previous mistakes in not heeding the
geologists’ warnings. The area down slope from the proposed B2H line lies the Grande Ronde Hospital and
Clinics, which employs hundreds of people and is the critical access hospital for this region. La Grande High
School and Central Elementary School are also positioned down slope from the proposed towers. At least 100
homes are positioned down slope of the proposed towers. According to “Engineering Geology of the La Grande
Area, Union County, Oregon” maps published by Schlicker, and Deacon (1971), the ENTIRE area of the
hillside is deemed a “landslide area” in The La Grande SE quadrangle. This is not a safe place for a
transmission line.
The next significant hazard to our community is wildfire. Oregon is ranked 8 th Most Wildfire Prone state in the
United States according to Verisk Wildfire Risk analysis. La Grande is ranked in the top 50 communities in
Oregon with the greatest cumulative housing-unit exposure to wildfire as referenced in “Exposure of human
communities to wildfire in the Pacific Northwest,” by Joe H.
Scott, Julie Gilbertson-Day and Richard D. Stratton (available at
http://pyrologix.com/ftp/Public/Reports/RiskToCommunities_ORWA_BriefingPaper.pdf). Finally the proposed route is in the vicinity of Morgan lake, the highest risk area (#1)
in Union County in terms of wildland-urban interface, according to the County’s Community Wildfire
Protection Plan, August 10, 2005.
Cal Fire cites Pacific Gas and Electric equipment and power lines as the cause of numerous wildfires in the state
in the last 2 years.
This includes the Camp Fire in Butte County (2018), Tubbs Fire in Napa/Sonoma Counties (2017), Witch Fire
in San Diego (2007), Valley Fire in Lake/Napa/Sonoma Counties (2015), Nuns Fire in Sonoma County (2017),
which were all attributed to transmission.
The Boardman To Hemingway Transmission Line Project proposal places lines about 2000 feet or less than half
a mile from the La Grande city limits, including medium density housing within the city as well as Grande
Ronde Hospital. If a line from this proposed route were to spark a fire, La Grande residents would have little
time to react. According to National Geographic, wildfires can move as fast as 6.7 mph in forests and 14 mph in

grasslands. A fast-moving fire starting at the B2H lines could move to residential areas of La Grande and
HOSPITAL in 10 minutes. This is frightening and an unacceptable risk for our citizens.
The current proposal for a Boardman to Hemingway transmission line does not adequately address the issue of
landslides, basically by stating it will be mitigated somehow when the time comes to build. The proposal offers
no analysis of wildfire risk, which is an unacceptable omission. All of the routes proposed are unsafe and create
an unacceptable risk to the citizens of La Grande.
Considering the points above, the project will not comply with state standards and will degrade the quality of
life in Union Couty. Therefore EFSC Must Deny the Site Certificate!
Signature

Donald Gray McGuire
60552 Bushnell Road
La Grande, OR 97850
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To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter signed by me and 54 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and we
request that EFSC deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by the US Postal Service.

Sincerely,
Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mc Iver, James Duncan <James.Mciver@oregonstate.edu>
Saturday, August 17, 2019 8:52 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Mc Iver, James Duncan
Comment on the B2H Project
B2H_Comment_McIver_17Aug2019.docx

Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council -- Attached please find my comments on the Draft Proposed Order called
the 'B2H' project. Specifically, I am opposed to this development, primarily because the DPO dismally fails to provide
evidence that the developers have done due diligence in understanding potential unintended consequences of the
transmission lines. Please deny this certificate. Thank you, JimMc
James McIver
Senior Research Associate Professor
Oregon State University
541-910-0924
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16 August 2019
Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St. N.E.
Salem, OR 97301
Via email: B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov
Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order 5/19/2019
To Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council:
I am a practicing scientist who has worked on natural resource issues for the past 30 years,
primarily with the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management. I am writing this letter to
voice my concern for the B2H transmission lines that would course through the countryside
near La Grande, Oregon. In particular, I am a bit stunned that the Draft Proposed Order does
not address the need for consultation with federal agencies commissioned with the protection
of threatened and endangered species. At the very least, for a significant project like this,
which has the capacity to cause a host of unintended consequences, consultations should be
done, to bring the significant expertise of federal regulatory agencies into the mix.
For example, the Draft Proposed Order p. 304, line 32, through p. 307, line 21), acknowledges
that there will be impact on habitat of salmon and steelhead, but is unable to quantify it. Since
any impact is prohibited for Cat-1 Habitats, the applicant has failed to meet the requirements
for issuance of a Site Certificate.
There are numerous other potential impacts that B2H would have, all of them rising to a level
that predicts a suite of negative unintended consequences should the transmission lines be
allowed to be built. The Certificate should therefore be denied, for lack of due diligence in
meeting federal and state requirements for adequate consultation.
Sincerely yours,

James McIver
James McIver
Senior Research Associate Professor
Oregon State University
COPY to info@stopb2h.org
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going to be experiencing a bunch of noise. That is like
inhumane to approve something like that.
And if the developer thinks that putting
noise-blocking blinds up is a way to mitigate for having
exceedances of the noise standard. So all these people
in all these counties that have beautiful views can
choose between going nuts with tinnitus and noise
impacts or not being able to see out the front window.
So those are not real good options in my mind.
I could go on for hours. And my last comment
I guess would be, I have done a lot of, spent a lot of
time reviewing rules and identifying various areas that
are problematic. I'm having a really hard time getting
through this application and the draft proposed order
and analyzing what it all means. And so I really
believe that you have a lot of people out here who are
laypeople, and I'm hearing from a lot of them saying,
I'm completely lost, I can't understand all this.
I think that July 23rd is really not realistic
for people -- I'll get through it by July 23rd because
I'm willing to working until 2:00 or 3:00 in the
morning, if that's what it takes to get through all of
these rules. But there are a whole lot of people out
there that have jobs -- I'm retired -- and they are
struggling.
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And thank you for showing up. Thank you for
listening to me over and over. I hope I covered some
different things this time.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you,
Ms. Gilbert.
We have Margaret Mead next.
MS. MARGARET MEAD: My name is Margaret L.
Mead. I live at 57744 Foothill Road, La Grande.
This doesn't meet a lot of your
specifications, but I feel like it's something that
needs to be said. And on behalf of a friend who
testified last week, he just had said, Would you please
say to the Council, listen to people talking. He had
the impression last week that people were more involved
with their computers or their laptops or whatever. And
I said, I really thought that people were taking notes.
So I'm just delivering that message. And I guess if I'm
the last speaker, it's irrelevant basically.
A myriad of reasons Idaho Power's preferred
route should not be approved have been presented in
previous testimony. My remarks primarily concern Idaho
Power's reason for choosing this particular route. It
is the least costly for them. Their cost estimation,
however, completely ignores the truly important costs,
that to the people who live along this proposed line.
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So it seems to me that 60 days is not a lot of
time for them, especially when the Department of Energy
has been working on this for years. So that's my final
comment.
Any questions?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: What do you believe
would be a reasonable time if Council were to consider a
request to extend it?
MS. IRENE GILBERT: I think they should have
had 90 days anyway. It's not good for me because I plan
on going somewhere this summer, and I probably still
will. But from what I'm hearing from people, they are
just now starting to figure out, at least a starting
point, but they are overwhelmed.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: So total of 90 days
or -MS. IRENE GILBERT: A total of 90 days.
Another 30 days I think would be reasonable to give
people. Like I say, they are just starting to figure it
out.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Okay. I think, as I
indicated at the outset, we will approach, that Council
will approach that request I think at the end of the
public comment tonight.
MS. IRENE GILBERT: Thank you.

Min-U-Script®
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And yes, we, the people, matter. We live and
work here, we pay taxes, we are engaged in volunteer
activities that make our community better. We own
businesses, farms, ranches, and homes. We might have
been born here or we chose to live here, often because
of the natural beauty that surrounds us. We have a
quality of life that is not found in urban areas.
Should this line be built as proposed, that
quality of life will be greatly diminished. 74 percent
of the land along the preferred route is owned by
private persons, with only 26 percent being public.
What right does a corporation have to usurp
our private lands, this land individuals have cared for
and that provides a livelihood and/or a place of refuge,
our homes?
I understand eminent domain as a privilege
only for the government, which, theoretically, is for
the public's good. Corporations should not have the
capability to take from private persons. The cost to us
is great and immeasurable.
My Minnesota story, which I share because it
is similar to what millions of other people throughout
the United States have experienced. And I really hope
that the people who live along the proposed route won't
have to.

M & M Court Reporting Service
(208)345-9611(ph) (800)234-9611 (208)-345-8800(fax)
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You have heard many in eastern Oregon counties
speak to this personally what the effects would be on
them. For example, a tower being built where a house
currently stands. I grew up on a farm in the Red River
Valley of Minnesota, flatland with rich soil. In the
late '60s I had moved away by then. The freeway began
to be built in the area. It cut through my parents'
half section, leaving a 40-acre triangle on one side of
the freeway and the majority of acres in a triangle on
the other.
This ultimately resulted in a 4-mile drive
each way, often with farm equipment to get to the
smaller acreage, thus adding more time and cost, as well
as inconvenience of farming this smaller section. The
same applied to farming triangles; more costs, more
time, being much less efficient than farming a
rectangle.
In Minnesota we get rain; and, therefore, we
have deep and wide ditches. The freeway construction
screwed up the drainage system which wasn't fixed until
1996, when my mother had to pay $90 an acre to have it
done. There was no governmental compensation for any of
these added expenses which exist still today.
From the time my parents knew their land was
going to be taken, until many years later, my mother was
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compensating for these costs, many of which cannot be
paid for with money.
Most landowners would also not have the
resources to sue for damages; farming and ranching,
usually not being lucrative operations.
I have heard the Grande Ronde Valley is the
largest circular valley in the US. Please help us keep
its natural beauty and not discard it with the ugly
monstrosities Idaho Power wants to erect in this very
scenic area. There are other options if indeed this
line has to be built at all.
There are strong reasons for building
microgrids or none at all, but that is a different
chapter.
With all the testimonies you have heard, you
must have a strong sense of the devastating impact this
power line would have on the natural lands and all the
critters, including humans, who would be affected should
it be built as Idaho Power wishes.
I conclude with these questions: Does Idaho
Power have the right to determine the negative impacts
on our environment and our personal lives? Do we the
people not matter? Please hear us.
And I also request that the deadline be
extended because summer is a very busy time for many
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upset and often angry about it. And this, of course,
affected those around her. The inconvenience, the extra
costs, the constant noise, the pollution caused by the
diesel vehicles all contributed to this.
When Mom moved to town, my nephew moved to the
farm, and although he planted even more rows of trees
than what already existed in an attempt to block the
freeway noise, it bothered him and he eventually moved.
Yesterday I asked a local counselor if she was
seeing more people who were depressed or angry due to
this proposed B2H line. She said, Yes, whenever there
were additional stresses that caused people to feel
helpless, her business increased. It wasn't something
she wanted.
Our property is adjacent to the freeway near
Ladd Canyon. We look out on the foothills. I drive
Foothill home whenever possible. The beauty relaxes me
and is a type of medication. Should the power line be
constructed along there, and especially along the
Miracle Mile, the scenic value would be ruined.
These costs, emotional, personal hurt,
stress-related health issues, inconveniences, extra
work, immediate and ongoing expenses, as well as
long-term effects we can't yet know add up. They take a
toll on us, the citizens. Idaho Power will not be
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people along this route. Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
I have received an additional comment request
So we'll hear from Fuji Kreider.
MS. FUJI KREIDER: Good evening. Fuji
Kreider, 60366 Marvin Road, La Grande.
I really did not plan on continue speaking
tonight, but I didn't realize that you might be actually
contemplating extending the comment period. So I
thought, I have to talk about this.
Margaret mentions the stress and all that is
going on. It's been very intense. It isn't just within
our group and these hearings of late, it's been going on
for quite some time. But I wanted to focus on the
media, which is since last week you all heard everyone
speaking very passionately about what's going on. The
phone, emails, everything has been nonstop, over the
top. People are so confused about where even to find
the table of contents, how to navigate the draft
proposed order, the application, et cetera.
Back when you had the informational meetings
last November, I asked Kellen and the staff that were
there, How long will it be for the comment period?
Kellen said, How long do you need? I said, We need at
last 6 months. You guys have had way longer than that.
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you provided your address at the outset but if you could
do that.
MR. BRUCE NICKELS: I live at 1140 F Street in
Baker City, Oregon. I am a Baker County Commissioner.
And I have a phone number and everybody can call me and
talk to me about it.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you,
Mr. Nickels.
And did you want to -MS. CHRISTINE MENOLASCINA: Yes.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: So this is, is it
Christine Menolascina?
MS. CHRISTINE MENOLASCINA: Menolascina.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Menolascina, okay.
We'll hear from Ms. Menolascina and then we
will also hear from Fuji Kreider before we -- I'm going
to have Idaho Power go last just so it can have the
opportunity to respond to some of the concerns that have
been raised. So if you want to have a seat.
MS. CHRISTINE MENOLASCINA: I'll stand. It's
Christine, C-h-r-i-s-t-i-n-e, Menolascina is
M-e-n-o-l-a-s-c-i-n-a.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: If you could provide
an address for us, please.
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were put up not far from here, just up on the ridge, I'm
sure everybody can point out where it is or what they
call the Stonehenge snow fence, which was an eyesore and
not correctly placed, was put along 84 up here.
People do notice. But they're at home sitting
on Facebook pushing "like," but I am not; I am here
because this is what makes a difference.
So my question is, since everybody is here -is there a representative from Idaho Power here? No?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: No, I believe we
will hear from somebody from Idaho Power.
MS. CHRISTINE MENOLASCINA: And there is
somebody here in this room that can hear my voice?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Yes.
MS. CHRISTINE MENOLASCINA: Okay. So to that
person who has pitched a bid to whoever to build these
and start finding out everything there is to know about
where to put 80 towers, how many towers are there going
to be in Baker County? How many towers are there going
to be from Boardman to the border? How many towers
along 84? How many towers along a mile?
There are federal regulations that I'm sure
that they know about. State regulations. I grew up in
southern California; I know these towers. They are
God-awful, unsightly, noisy, cancer-causing interruption
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MR. CHRISTINE MENOLASCINA: Um-hmm. It's PO
Box 84, Baker City, Oregon 97814.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MS. CHRISTINE MENOLASCINA: Hi. So here in
Baker, I think people have felt railroaded a little bit.
I've known this meeting is coming. I didn't know about
the previous meetings.
So my understanding is Idaho Power needs more
power for its citizens, and it does have some of eastern
Oregon, Malheur County, which is I believe east of here,
more Ontario, and then to Blackfoot, Idaho. So it
really doesn't affect too much of Baker or Boardman, or
any of the beautiful land it will be going through.
Though a lot of it will be on irrigation and
farmland, a lot of it will be going through some of our
favorite places; La Grande, Pendleton, over the
mountains, where truck drivers from all over the country
see that, travelers from all over the country see that.
Down 84 here where people traveling from Utah, Idaho,
and everywhere else go down this freeway.
I understand it goes through Morgan Lake, one
of my favorite fishing places, along with probably many
others that people aren't aware of, because a lot of
people don't get the paper here or a lot of people don't
think that it will affect them. But when the windmills

1 of solitude and peace of mind, knowing that something is
2 humming overhead, drawing power from out of your area,
3 crossing through your yards, over your children, your
4 food, your house, your land, to eastern Idaho. Where in
5 return, they will give us, we can draw off the solar
6 power, 4 percent they get from solar power which they
7 buy from Phoenix because they can't guarantee sunshine.
8 We're in Oregon; nobody guarantees sunshine.
9
So why not run it down the Snake River?
10 Because it's a couple miles shorter. Why not run it
11 through eastern Washington and down the border? Because
12 it affects everybody. Yes, everybody needs power. I
13 use blow dryers, I like coffee in the morning, everybody
14 does. But these are gigantic, monster towers. And you
15 don't put just one or we don't know how many, somebody
16 knows. I have a friend who puts up solar or puts up the
17 windmills, and before it even hits the table, those
18 engineers know that -- this is what I was told -- it
19 depends on how many feet it rises above the previous
20 tower.
21
Now, we all go to La Grande to go shopping at
22 Walmart because we have one grocery store in this town.
23 So going from Walmart, do you think you're going to stay
24 the same level or do you think you go up 2 feet, 5 feet,
25 a hundred feet? How many towers are going to go in
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1 between here and La Grande? What do you think that's
2 going to look like out in that cow pasture? Are the
3 cows going to be happy? No. They aren't happy now when
4 it gets hot or it snows. I'm not happy when it gets hot
5 and it snows. There's a lot that needs to be said and
6 done here.
7
Now, Idaho could rectify this by putting in a
8 natural gas plant. It's expensive but they're close to
9 Wyoming, and there's lots of natural gas there. And
10 Wyoming is not that pretty of a state. I've been there
11 many times, I used to drive long haul from Boise to
12 Chicago twice a week. Lots of open area from Blackfoot
13 to Sinclair. They have the big towers, they have the
14 natural gas. There's a natural gas pipeline that runs
15 to the West Coast. Put it in, extend it.
16
Don't put the towers through this valley
17 because we're going to stop you. And I like to talk a
18 lot. I have nothing to lose. Shoot, I've been camping
19 for a day and look at this, I still look good.
20
So come on, really, we need to think about
21 this. We need to get together, inform the people,
22 there's got to be a solution. I know this needs to
23 happen. We need to get eastern Oregon bigger, we need
24 to help Idaho. I get that. But we cannot do it running
25 down 84 where everyone sees. We cannot do that.
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1
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
2
MS. FUJI KREIDER: I was not planning on
3 speaking tonight but a couple things came up that I've
4 been hearing about and I just want to make a couple
5 comments. It won't even take the whole time I don't
6 think.
7
I am with the Stop B2H Coalition. I'm a board
8 member. We are not a NIMBY organization; we are
9 activists fighting the line entirely. I'm not talking
10 about moving the line; we do not want the line.
11
However, you will hear, as you heard tonight
12 and you'll hear all along the way, and all the public
13 comments will be directed towards your standards and
14 about the siting of the line, all the impacts that
15 you've heard tonight and more, so I won't get into that.
16
What I do want to just say is I related to the
17 cost and some of the issues that I've heard tonight
18 mentioned. Things are changing for Idaho Power.
19 Technology is changing radically and the costs are also
20 changing. I started in the 2015 OPUC docket. Since
21 that time I've attended every Idaho Power Integrated
22 Resource Planning meeting in Boise. I go every month;
23 anywhere from two to five of us attend those meetings
24 every month. We went through eight meetings and a
25 workshop in the 2017 IRP and the PUC docket. We've been
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There's a big mountain up there, I know there's a
airstrip because I fly. Put it up there. Go over the
mountain. It's going to cost more.
But even though you're not going to start
building until 2023 when most of us will be gone or in a
home or not able to remember this meeting, it's going to
make a difference on the kids, and the kids that are
going to come and visit you in that retirement center.
Not in Salem, not in Washington, DC. But every rancher,
and I heard somebody saying, Oh, we're not going to get
the promises. You know, it's politics. Forget about
the promises, we all know how that worked out. So
that's off the board.
We're all going to get together, we're going
to be informed and we're not going to go on Facebook and
push "like" any more. We're going to get people to
these meetings. The '60s were great. We need to go
there.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MS. FUJI KREIDER: I'm Fuji Kreider, 60366
Marvin Road, La Grande. That's all you need; right?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Yes. If you would
spell your last name.
MS. FUJI KREIDER: K-r-e-i-d-e-r.
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to every meeting in the 2019 IRP. The docket will be
opened in the summer when OPC opens it up.
Much of what I -- well, generally a lot of
what I talk about with cost I will be referring to the
PUC on to protect the ratepayers. But I do want you to
know that this B2H line is not the only option. It is
not the only option for Idaho Power. And the options
keep changing. As technology keeps changing, they have
more and more options.
Also, the cost of things are going down. So
back in the 2017 IRP days, when we insisted put
batteries, put stored, put some alternative technologies
into your Integrated Resource Plan, it was like, Oh, no,
no, no, that's too far out. Ten, 20 years from now I'll
say, Well, it seems like it's coming awfully sooner than
that. Talk to the Idaho Power executives and stuff that
are in the room, Oh, I agree with you, Fuji, yes,
distributed generation and distribution is the way of
the future, but that's still 20 years out.
Well, next round IRP 2 years later, we're a
year and a half later, solar and batteries are in their
Integrated Resource Plan. They just signed on with
Jackpot Holdings, the cheapest solar in the country.
Things keep changing.
Now, when you hear tonight a number of things
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August 19, 2019
Dear Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council,
I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the B2H Draft Proposed Order. I have chosen to not use a template letter
but rather express my personal views, limited in scope that they are.
I am not as well versed on this subject as some....I have not read every document.However, I do understand the impact
this line will have on this particular area of Oregon, i.e. the Grande Ronde valley and La Grande. The lines will not only be
a visual disturbance to the "Valley of Peace" as it is called by the original inhabitants, but it will bisect the trail and cause
some to have to deal with noise polllution, etc.
It therefore seems to be not extreme to ask that the route be changed to one of the other routes first proposed, one I
believe is called the BLM preferred.route. This route does not affect the population nor the scenery nor the trail as
much. It is placed further south and away from population.
Please consider this idea as a strong collaborative approach to a specific area of concern with the Draft Proposal as it
now stands.
Yours sincerely,
Carol Lynn Messinger
Summerville, Or.
541-534-5541
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preparing for tonight, I pulled up some comments that I
had written earlier. And these comments, I won't
provide them tonight because I printed them out on some
other stuff I'd prefer not to share with you. But I've
already sent them to you. And these are dated
September 2010. I'm not going to read them, I'm just
going to use them as a cheat sheet for myself to page
through some of the topics that I want to cover.
I'm going to focus on forests and the
grasslands and the wildlife and the fish. Just in terms
of background, I have a bachelor's degree from Cornell
University, where I studied forestry and arboriculture.
I have been a certified arborist in good standing for
the last 23 years. I have lived and worked in northeast
Oregon for almost 40 years, and during that time I have
studied extensively the forests and the grasslands of
this area.
One of the most important aspects of our
ecosystems is the connectivity of a variety, a wide
variety of habitat we have here, forests and
non-forests. And connectivity is the way that plants
and animals can move across the landscape. As we
continue to see the effects of climate change, that
connectivity is going to be so much more important.
Constructing a power line through the middle
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forest, our shared public lands, will be clear-cut as a
part of this project and will be maintained in a
non-forest condition.
Also, the Forest Service has waived their
requirements for protecting riparian areas, and they
waive their protections for large trees and older trees
with this project.
I have looked at the new draft proposed order
for the project. I have not found a total on the
acreage of private land forests that will be clear-cut,
but I assume it's extensive also. These are really
important ecological damages that will result in this
project.
Let's see, just to name a few wildlife
species, sage-grouse down in Baker County. In Union
County this line would cross some of the most important
and the most valuable elk habitat in the state of
Oregon, just south of La Grande here. And pronghorn
antelope and mule deer, they all need habitat, they all
need to be able to migrate, they all need connectivity
of habitat. And this line would severely damage all of
those functions.
I did want to read one section that I wrote
8 years ago, 9 years ago. It says: "Rural Oregon tends
to have higher poverty rates, lower wages and higher
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of these native forests and grasslands goes right
against the concept of connectivity because by the
nature of it you are disrupting it, you are creating a
barrier.
It was mentioned earlier that in the forested
areas that the right-of-way would be 300 feet wide. And
in layman's terms what that means is there is going to
be a 300-foot wide clear-cut through all the forests
that this power line crosses. 300 feet is the length of
a football field. So if you stand at the zero yard line
and you are looking clear down to the other end of the
100-yard football field, that is going to be width of
the clear-cut through the forest.
Personally I feel like clear-cuts are not a
good thing to begin with, but under a power line it's
always going to be a clear-cut, and it's going to be
maintained either by cutting down the trees and shrubs
that grow back in or spraying with herbicide. Herbicide
is a necessary tool, but it comes with a lot of
environmental damages, and creating a new magnet for
herbicide is really just a bad idea.
I have reviewed the environmental impact
statement, and I objected, we objected to the national
forest decision on this project. And one of the reasons
we did is because several hundred acres of national
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unemployment than the urban areas where the electricity
would be shipped. Environmental justice is not served
when these rural areas are saddled with the
environmental cost of a transmission line and more
affluent urban areas are the primary beneficiaries."
That remains true, and that is just not right.
So my time is almost up. In conclusion, I
would just -- I hope -- again, I want to thank you for
coming and listening, coming to the community where we
all live.
I mentioned some of the challenges we face in
the community, but we are a strong community. So I urge
you to do the right thing and prevent this line from
being built.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Following Ms. Metlen we will have Joe Horst,
and I think we will do one more after Mr. Horst. We'll
hear from Gail Carbiener, then we will take our break.
MS. ANITA METLEN: Good evening. Thank you
for hearing me and allowing all my fellow community
members to make comments on this project. My name is
Anita Metlen. I live at 65208 Hull Lane, Imbler, Oregon
97841.
I strongly agree with all the previous
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comments about fire and environment and the viewsheds.
I have lived in this valley for 43 years. I've been a
business owner, I have raised a family. Two of those
businesses do involve tourism and serving local people.
Those people enjoy the benefits of Morgan Lake, the
wilderness area, Ladd Marsh, the Oregon Trail, the
scenic bikeways and scenic byways that crisscross this
area. These are all very important to our culture here.
And Glass Hill, Glass Hill is also something that we all
gaze upon and truly enjoy.
My comment is that I am opposed to
installation of this transmission line. My greatest
concern is the damage that the system would cause to the
viewshed or the countryside in which it travels through.
I would encourage you to look to other options. I know
that solar panels, batteries, and all these kinds of
options are now available.
But have you even thought to maybe aboveground
type conduit? Like within a house you can have conduit,
where you have transportation of your power, but it is
less visible. Yes, there would still be some issues,
but at least we wouldn't all have to look at it all the
time.
So rural areas are dependent upon tourism.
Tourism in 2014 was $12.8 billion worth of the economy
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thereafter contacted the Oregon Trail Society. They
came and marked off the trail. So I've had this little
piece of heaven up there.
In 2014, my wife and I decided to build,
rebuild our house or we actually entertained the idea of
building on another piece of property, having 2 acres up
there and a lot of places we could build with a view, we
decided to go ahead and rebuild the house where it is,
not knowing what the future had in store. We could have
built the house on another section of property.
The first time that I was ever -- on May 5th
of 2016, I got a letter from Idaho Power about -- and
this is the first time I ever heard anything about this
project, ever. And it was a very short letter. It just
said that -- they put bold letters in the middle of the
letter, it said: "Permission to enter your property for
survey and information gathering does not constitute
your consent to grant a future easement."
So I didn't think too much about it, but there
was a name on there. I contacted a gentleman at Idaho
Power named Mike Takac for more information. And we
talked about it, and I said the Oregon Trail came across
my property and this and that. And he said, Well, I
guess we'll have to find another place to build the
line. He said, what he said was, We will have to find
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in Oregon. Certainly we have a portion of that.
Tourists do not travel to ponder the power grid. And
those of us who live in the rural area made a choice to
live here where the countryside is not marred by manmade
structures. Please do not ruin the viewshed for
eternity for your towers and lines.
Our future is the continued livability of the
place that we live, work, and play. Our future requires
that we maintain the viewshed that is not marred by
large unsightly towers and miles of wire.
So your plan is to plan for the future; our
plan is to protect our future.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MR. JOE HORST: Hello. My name is Joe Horst.
I live at 87 Hawthorne Drive. My house and property
sits right next to where their proposed tensioning
station lines are going to be. Because of where it is
we will be able to see at least a couple of the towers
from our property.
In 2002, I bought 135 acres right there. It's
up here on the hill, and the Oregon Trail -- there's two
reasons I bought it, and one was the view, it was really
good; the other one was the Oregon Trail came across it,
which really intrigued me. And I very shortly
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another route. So I didn't think anything about it, as
far as I know, it's a done deal.
On December 16, 2016, I received a second
letter with some maps, and it showed a -- they weren't
very detailed, they were pretty vague, and neither the
proposed route or the alternative route came near my
property on those maps. This letter was very short and
a bunch of legal jargon, but it had a questionnaire
which pertained to farming. I didn't fill it out or
anything.
Then the very next letter I received was on
May 12th of 2017, and the letter said it was contacting
landowners whose property may be crossed by this
project. At this time I was contacted by somebody from
Idaho Power. He was actually contracted to come talk to
me. And this is when he actually started talking to me
about the tensioning station. So I went ahead and sat
down and talked to him. And as it comes out, they want
to use the road coming up to our house, where it comes
right past our house, literally 20 feet from our front
door, 10 feet from our well, with big heavy trucks and
everything. And because of the tensioning station
building built, according to Idaho Power, could be as
many as 160 vehicles per day. That's what they said.
The other issue I have on that particular deal
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Kellen Tardaewether
Senior Siting Analyst
550 Capitol St. NE Salem, OR 97301
P: 503-373-0214
C: 503-586-6651
P (In Oregon): 800-221-8035

From: Max Farbman <mfarbman@enviroissues.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 2:31 PM
To: TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE <Kellen.Tardaewether@oregon.gov>
Cc: Maffuccio, Jeff <jmaffuccio@idahopower.com>; Berg, Sven <sberg@IdahoPower.com>; Bridger Wineman
<bwineman@enviroissues.com>
Subject: FW: B2H
Hi Kellen,
Just a heads-up that we received this letter for the ODOE process in the IPC inbox. It looks like it also went to the ODOE
DPO email but we wanted to send it along just in case.
Thanks,
Max
From: Anita Metlen <a.m.twigg@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 10:13 AM
To: ipc@boardmantohemingway.com
Subject: B2H

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1

July 23, 2019
Energy Facilities Siting Analyst
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St N.E
Sale,, OR 97301
B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov

Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order.
Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council:
Topic: Create power close to the areas your serve. Build short transmission lines to
serve those areas.

Your claim is to plan for future. Our goal is to preserve and protect our future. The
proposal states that no significant impact will be realized by the construction of the
transmission line nor no significant impact on those who live near the line. How do you
explain that riding a bike under the power lines causes the gear shift mechanism on my
bike not to work? Or that my hands tingle while I am under the lines. My greatest
concern is the damaged that the system would cause to the view shed for the
countryside that the transmission line travels through and the impacts of constructing
the facility.
Tourism in Oregon is a $12.3 Billion industry that benefits rural areas the most. See
below.

The Power of Travel and Tourism
The Power of Oregon's Travel and Tourism industry is felt throughout the state. The
$12.3 billion industry directly generates more than 115,400 jobs in Oregon.
Tourism jobs are crucial for economic growth, especially in rural counties, where
tourism is one of the three largest industries. These jobs provide a training ground for
Oregon’s future workforce, empowering younger workers to build solid work habits
and demonstrate a professional work ethic. These meaningful tourism industry jobs
also provide flexibility for seniors, parents, students and other workers. What’s more,
tourism jobs provide vibrant career paths for rewarding and fulfilling professions
later. Industry news by Linea Gagliano Director, Global Communications
.linea@traveloregon.com

Tourism has continued to grow an average of 4% annually. Our rural area is dependent
upon tourism and agriculture. Tourists do not travel to ponder a power grid. They come
for scenic beauty and the opportunity to leave manmade structures behind.
Livability is the reason we live in NE Oregon. Those who live in rural areas of Baker,
Union, Umatilla counties made the choice to live where the countryside is not marred by
manmade structures. Please do not ruin the view shed for eternity with your towers and
lines. Our future is the continued livability of the place we live, work and play. Our
future requires that we maintain a view shed that is not marred by large unsightly towers
and miles of wire for those who live here and those who pass through and visit.
Alternatives to the present proposal
-DEVELOP SOLAR FARMS IN IDAHO WITH SHORT TRANSPORTATION LINES TO
SERVE CUSTOMERS CLOSE TO THE GENERATION SOURCE.
-DEVELOP WIND FARMS WITH SHORT TRANSPORTATION LINES TO SERVE
YOUR CUSTOMER BASE.
-BURY THE LINES.
-REFURBISH EXISTING TOWER LINES TO SERVE THE INCREASED CAPACITY.
In conclusion I believe it is our task to protect and preserve our future by maintaining
our view shed for future generations. It is your task to be a good neighbor and not ruin
the livability of NE Oregon. Convert to power generation methods that serve your
customers by generating power closer to your customers so that short transportation
lines can be built in the area where the power is used.
Sincerely,
Kim Metlen
65208 Hull Lane
Imbler, OR 97841
oregoneastcycling@hotmail.com
541.910.0981..

TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Karen Meyer <karen@greenfireproductions.org>
Friday, August 16, 2019 12:23 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposal Order May 23, 2019.
Comments-Karen-Anspacher-Meyer.pdf

Please find the attached comments on the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Project.
Thank you,
Karen Anspacher-Meyer
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August 16, 2019
Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St. NE
Salem, OR 97301

B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov
Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Project
9/28/2018; Draft Proposal Order May 23, 2019.
Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council:
I am very concerned about the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Project as it is proposed. My concerns are
for the safety of myself and all of the citizens of La Grande if this line is permitted. I have lived in La Grande for 14
years, My house is at the edge of the city limits and very close to the proposed project. I am greatly concerned about
this proposed transmission line for a number of reasons. I will focus on slope stability and risk of wildfire in this
letter.
The proposed route sited to the west of La Grande is placed on a ridge noted to have instability and high risk for
slides. The geologic study provided by Idaho Power references several studies (below).
Table H-2. USGS Quaternary Faults within 5 Miles of Project by County on page H-12 clearly shows that the
project is placed right on an active fault in the West Grande Ronde Valley Fault Zone. In addition, in exhibit H,
Geological Hazards and Soil Stability, Table B3: Soils Descriptions, Union County, much of the erosion hazard is
rated “severe.” Below is part of the report:
5.2 La Grande Area Slope Instability
As part of our study, we reviewed DOGAMI’s open file report: Engineering Geology of the La Grande Area, Union
County, Oregon, by Schlicker and Deacon (1971). The study identified several landslides in the areas west and
south of La Grande. The majority of the landslide features mapped by Schlicker and Deacon (1971) were similarly
mapped as landslides or alluvial fans in Ferns and others (2010). The current SLIDO database uses the feature
locations mapped in Ferns and others (2010). While the two map sets generally agree, there are differences in the
mapped limits of some landslide and alluvial fan areas, and there is one landslide area in Schlicker and Deacon
(1971), near towers 106/3 and 106/4, which is not included in SLIDO or Ferns and others (2010). The Landslide
Inventory in Appendix E includes mapped landslide and alluvial fan limits from both SLIDO and Schlicker and
Deacon (1971).
This slope instability is not inconsequential to a project like this. Recall in 2014, Oso, Washington, was the site of a
catastrophic mudslide as the result of logging disturbance of the soil upslope from the town combined with
significant rainfall. This resulted in 43 fatalities. We must learn from previous mistakes in not heeding the
geologists’ warnings. The area down slope from the proposed B2H line lies the Grande Ronde Hospital and Clinics,
which employs hundreds of people and is the critical access hospital for this region. La Grande High School and
Central Elementary School are also positioned down slope from the proposed towers. At least 100 homes are
positioned down slope of the proposed towers. According to “Engineering Geology of the La Grande Area, Union
County, Oregon” maps published by Schlicker, and Deacon (1971), the ENTIRE area of the hillside is deemed a
“landslide area” in the La Grande SE quadrangle. This is not a safe place for a transmission line.

The next significant hazard to our community is wildfire. Oregon is ranked 8 Most Wildfire Prone state in the
United States according to Verisk Wildfire Risk analysis. La Grande is ranked in the top 50 communities in Oregon
with the greatest cumulative housing-unit exposure to wildfire as referenced in “Exposure of human communities to
wildfire in the Pacific Northwest,” by Joe H. Scott, Julie Gilbertson-Day and Richard D. Stratton (available at
http://pyrologix.com/ftp/Public/Reports/RiskToCommunities_OR-WA_BriefingPaper.pdf). Finally the proposed
route is in the vicinity of Morgan lake, the highest risk area (#1) in Union County in terms of wildland-urban
interface, according to the County’s Community Wildfire Protection Plan, August 10, 2005.
th

Cal Fire cites Pacific Gas and Electric equipment and power lines as the cause of numerous wildfires in the state in
the last 2 years. This includes the Camp Fire in Butte County (2018), Tubbs Fire in Napa/Sonoma Counties (2017),
Witch Fire in San Diego (2007), Valley Fire in Lake/Napa/Sonoma Counties (2015), Nuns Fire in Sonoma County
(2017), which were all attributed to transmission.
The Boardman To Hemingway Transmission Line Project proposal places lines about 2000 feet or less than half a
mile from the La Grande city limits, including medium density housing within the city as well as Grande Ronde
Hospital. If a line from this proposed route were to spark a fire, La Grande residents would have little time to
react. According to National Geographic, wildfires can move as fast as 6.7 mph in forests and 14 mph in
grasslands. A fast-moving fire starting at the B2H lines could move to residential areas of La Grande and
HOSPITAL in 10 minutes. This is frightening and an unacceptable risk for our citizens.
The current proposal for a Boardman to Hemingway transmission line does not adequately address the issue of
landslides, basically by stating it will be mitigated somehow when the time comes to build. The proposal offers no
analysis of wildfire risk, which is an unacceptable omission. All of the routes proposed are unsafe and create an
unacceptable risk to the citizens of La Grande.
The Council should DENY the request for a site certificate.
Sincerely,

Karen Anspacher-Meyer
308 C Avenue
La Grande, OR 97850

Hearing
June 19, 2019
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HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
After Mr. Meyer, we will hear from Laurie, is
it Solisz?
MR. MIKE MEYER: My name is Mike Meyer. I
live in Baker City. This will be one of them less
effective comments.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Mr. Meyer, I think
just for the record we do need an address more specific
than just Baker City.
MR. MIKE MEYER: And why do you need my
address?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: So that we can
provide you notice of the things that are happening.
MR. MIKE MEYER: Do I -- mailing address?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Mailing address.
MR. MIKE MEYER: Mailing address?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Yes.
MR. MIKE MEYER: Is 3155 Grove Street, Baker
City, Oregon.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MR. MIKE MEYER: I find it unfathomable that
anyone from Idaho, including Idaho Power, has the
audacity to rape 71 miles of Baker County with what I
think will be unnecessary and outdated towers by the
time they're ever put in. And I also would like to
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on with the Interpretive Center, which is a beautiful
museum -- and if you people are not from here, I would
highly recommend you going there. It is so inspiring.
I cry every time I go. This bump is the Interpretive
Center. So this is looking east. The Interpretive
Center looks west, which is the towers are going to come
up, supposedly not be able to be seen, under the
Interpretive Center.
So we have about 300 acres. We already bear,
our particular property already bears the burden of the
high-voltage 230 line. That was placed in 1950. That
line, they gave my ancestors, who thought it was a good
idea to help get electricity, a little bit of money.
However, 60 years later, we still have the line on our
property. It impacts our ability to do crops, it
interrupts our grazing. They were sagging close to the
ground. My husband was in jeopardy on his tractor this
last year. There's not much maintenance that goes on
with these lines.
So the B2H, and you've already heard about the
right-of-way difficulties that are going to be expected.
We've already had impact from the B2H; people, they've
entered our land without permission, claimed ignorance,
they drive on our property, they've flown over with
helicopters, interrupted the cattle. So we've already
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shame anyone that would ever permit this to happen.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Following Ms. Solisz, we'll hear from Gail, is
it Carbiener?
MR. GAIL CARBIENER: Close.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Sorry for maiming
names.
MS. LAURIE SOLISZ: My name is Laurie Solisz.
I'm a direct descendent of the land that this is going
to go across. My mailing address is P.O. Box 1110,
Baker County, Oregon.
So what I have brought today, I'm not very
high tech, but I have provided some pictures of how this
will impact our property, which is directly below the
Interpretive Center. I have four pictures here, and the
shadow, which is so interesting how this works, this is
what happens in the morning, sunrise, the shadow falls
directly on the line where the transmission line is
proposed, which I find very fascinating.
We don't have -- we just -- and this is a
picture of how the line will go across these hills. And
I will leave these pictures with you. The little bump
on the hill is the Interpretive Center. So if anyone
thinks that this isn't going to interrupt what's going
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experienced disturbance. And everyone claims ignorance,
Oh, we didn't mean to do that. Well, we didn't think,
and so forth. But it happens, and we are the ones that
bear that burden.
Well, I guess I ran through all my thoughts.
Any questions?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Do you want to leave
the photos?
MS. LAURIE SOLISZ: I would.
And if you have any questions, you can always
ask.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Any questions,
Council? Thank you.
MS. LAURIE SOLISZ: Thank you for listening.
Thanks for coming.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: We will next, after
we hear from you, we will hear from Wayne -- is it
Kaaen?
MR. WAYNE KAAEN: You're doing good on the
names.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MR. GAIL CARBIENER: My name is Gail
Carbiener. I live in Bend, Oregon, on 2920 Northeast
Conners Avenue. I represent the Oregon-California
Trails Association. I have been before the Council
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Meyers, Mike (Mike Meyers) <mike.meyers@tennessee.edu>
Saturday, August 10, 2019 1:22 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Regarding the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line

Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St N.E.
Salem, OR 97301

I am a partial owner of a tract of land that would be crossed by the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line (Morrow
County Detailed Map 11, HARTLEY KATHLEEN LYNN ETAL 01N26E000000401). I share the comments in opposition
provided by family member and adjoining landowner Brian Doherty to the EFSC at the June 27, 2019, meeting in
Boardman.

My cousin Brian has detailed the many economic hardships visited upon the owners and farmers of this land at the hands
of the state and federal government. This is worst of those, even poorer than the ridiculously small compensation
provided to my father Peter Meyers on our farm in Umatilla County when Interstate 80N was constructed through our
family farm. I think the take it or leave it offer at that time was $4.00 per acre.

In summary, the project will permanently change the landscape and usefulness of our property. It will limit future
development opportunities on our property. It will make farming more expensive, less efficient, and our production will be
lower. We can't afford that.

Please ensure that the ongoing compensation system proposed by Brian Doherty and others is implemented.

If the state of Oregon is going to approve Boardman to Hemingway, please ensure that every conceivable and possible
measure is taken to protect the landowners and the citizens of Oregon.

Sincerely,

Mike Meyers
University of Tennessee
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Institute for Public Service

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

bpmeyers <bpmeyers@q.com>
Monday, August 19, 2019 5:23 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Brian Doherty

This is in support of the opposition of the proposed transmission line through the Morrow county land which I
am a landowner . I was never contacted about this and am against this as it represents an unreasonable
seizure of land without adequate compensation. As stated in the comments from Brian Doherty this property
has experienced many previous intrusions that have negatively impacted the ability to successfully farm this
land. A generational property should not have to lose production without recognition of all the previous
sacrifices this family has made over many decades.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

1

ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

bpmeyers <bpmeyers@q.com>
Wednesday, August 21, 2019 1:16 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Proposed transmission line

This is in support of comments from Brian Doherty about the new transmission line through the Morrow county
property I am a partial owner of. I was never notified and stand in opposition for all the reasons Brian listed.
Adequate compensation for the generations of cooperation from this family should reflect all they've done over
the years.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Milbert <jmfisherman9@gmail.com>
Monday, August 12, 2019 10:57 AM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Letter of Protest

Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St, N.E.
Salem, OR 97301
Via E-Mail: B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov
Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Project
9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order.
Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council:
I respectfully request that this letter protesting issuance of a Site Certificate for the proposed Boardman to
Hemingway Transmission Project be entered on the record.
Specifically, the applicant has failed to acknowledge the presence of a Federal and State-listed Threatened
species, and has failed to identify Category-1, Critical Habitat.
The Draft Proposed Order (DPO), p. 304, lines 20-26, fails to list Bull Trout, a listed State-Sensitive Threatened
Species, also listed as Threatened by USFWS. OAR-345-021-0010 (1)(p) requires identification of all fish and
wildlife at the proposed location, and identification of habitat classification categories, as set forth in OAR-635415-0025, in order to comply with OAR-345-022-0060, requiring identification of habitat categories and
required mitigation. The applicant has failed to comply with these requirements!
The Grande Ronde river watershed contains a well-documented population of Bull Trout. By statute, wherever
a portion of a watershed contains a Threatened or Endangered species, the entire watershed is under federal
protection. The Grande Ronde river watershed encompasses the entirety of Union county, and the majority of
Wallowa county. As evaluated in the DPO, ASC Exhibit P, suitable habitat used by state-listed Threatened and
Endangered species is designated pursuant to ODFW's Habitat Mitigation Policy, and EFSC's Fish and Wildlife
Habitat standards, as Category-1 Habitat, where any impact, direct or indirect is prohibited. There is NO
mitigation for Category-1 Habitat!
The DPO, p. 304, line 32, through p. 307, line 21, acknowledges that there will be impact, but is unable to
quantify it. Since any impact is prohibited, the magnitude of impact becomes irrelevant.
The applicant has failed to meet the requirements for issuance of a Site Certificate contained in OAR-345-0220080, as noted above.
In view of the fact that recovery of the Bull Trout population sufficient to remove its Threatened status is
reliably estimated to be a matter of decades, issuance of a Site Certificate should be denied, with prejudice!
1

Sincerely,
John B. Milbert
1812 Jefferson Ave
La Grande, OR 97850
jmfisherman9@gmail.com
541-963-6964
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ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Mildrexler <d.mildrexler@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 22, 2019 4:59 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
EOLL comments on B2H Transmission Line Proposal
EOLL_B2H_comments_August_2019.docx

To whom it concern,
Attached please find the comments of Eastern Oregon Legacy Lands on the B2H Transmission Line. We
appreciate your attention to our comments.
warm regards,
David Mildrexler

1

David Mildrexler
Systems Ecologist, PhD
Eastern Oregon Legacy Lands
davidm@eorlegacylands.org
August 8, 2019
C/O Kellen Tardaewether
Via B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov

Re: Comments on the B2H Power Line
I am an ecosystem scientist with expertise in ecology, forestry and a number of related
fields. I work for Eastern Oregon Legacy Lands, sponsor of Wallowology Natural History
Discovery Center located in downtown Joseph, Oregon. Eastern Oregon Legacy Lands (EOLL)
strives to create a land conservation legacy in part through establishment of a system of reserves
and corridors across the Blue Mountains landscape.
EOLL is strongly opposed to the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line. We are
opposed to the Mill Creek and Morgan Lakes routes over Glass Mountain. This proposal and the
impacts on the Blue Mountains are in direct opposition to the goals of our organization and our
membership.
The Blue Mountains represent one of the most biologically important wildlife megacorridors in the Pacific Northwest, directly adjoining the Northern Rockies to the East, and the
Cascades to the West. The data in Figure 1 illustrates the average direction mammals, birds and
amphibians need to move to track hospitable climates as they shift across the landscape. The
East-West orientation of this corridor is unique, forming a linkage between systems that are
otherwise characterized by North-South migration corridors. The integrity of this corridor is
critical to the survival of the species that inhabit Eastern Oregon, the Blue Mountains, and for
resilience of adjacent regions. Climate change increases the need for species to move and adapt
to change, and the B2H Transmission line puts a massive barrier to that need across the
landscape. The B2H Transmission line will drastically degrade the ability of natural ecosystems
to function in the Blue Mountains. This proposal threatens the integrity and well-being of the
ecosystems and communities of Eastern Oregon.

Figure 1. The average direction mammals, birds and amphibians need to move to track
hospitable climates as they shift across the landscape of the interior PNW region of Oregon,
Washington and Idaho. http://maps.tnc.org/migrations-in-motion/#7/44.739/-119.680

In conclusion EOLL is strongly opposed to the B2H Transmission line due to its negative
impacts on habitat connectivity, working lands, scenic resources, and the economic vitality of
our region. The B2H Transmission Line would slice a major barrier to wildlife movement
directly through the heart of this landscape. Such actions run counter to biodiversity
conservation, water protection, climate change adaptation and ultimately to the health of the
communities of the Blue Mountains.
Respectfully submitted,
David Mildrexler
702 East Greenwood St
Enterprise OR, 978928
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June 26, 2019
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be succinct and pointed in your comments.
Is there anybody on the phone that would like
to give comment tonight? Hello, is there anybody on the
phone that wants to comment tonight? Hearing none, I
will circle back around later, but we will just assume
for now that everybody that wants to give comment will
be doing so in person tonight.
As I said, at this point I have three cards,
and if I get more, please bring them up to me. I will
say, that if you need 15 minutes, feel free to use that,
otherwise, we'll keep going.
Please be respectful of the allotted time,
which is, in this case, tonight, as long as you need,
and of other speakers. If I or a Council member asks a
clarifying question, the time will be stopped for the
question and response and then restarted to provide you
the opportunity to complete your statement.
Any requests made to the Council will be
brought up at the conclusion of the public testimony
opportunity of the hearing.
Today's hearing, as well as all of the public
hearings on the Boardman to Hemingway draft proposed
order, are being documented by a certified court
reporter, and there will be transcripts of the testimony
made available after the completion of the public
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We will now begin the public testimony. It is
5:05 p.m. When I call you up to speak, please provide
your name and address for the record at the beginning of
your testimony.
And the first person we will have tonight is
Jennifer Miller.
MS. JENNIFER Miller: My name is Jennifer
Miller. I live in Hermiston, Oregon. My address is 445
Southeast 9th Drive.
I don't have a bunch of written things down,
just a few comments, I guess. Then maybe when I write
my letter, I can be more specific. I didn't know how
specific I needed to be this evening.
I'm a member of the Oregon and California
Trails Association. So, of course, the Oregon Trail is
definitely one of the issues that I have issues with.
The trail is finite in how much there is, and when it
gets ruined, it's never going to be able to be brought
back, no matter what kind of mitigation can happen.
Because "mitigate" just means you're trying to fix a
little something on the side in replacement of what has
been destroyed. And once it's been destroyed it cannot
be brought back.
So I appreciate that, especially on BLM lands
and some places that measures have been taken to try to
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hearings. We are also recording the hearing today. The
presentations, written comments, and oral testimony are
part of the decision record of the proposed facility.
Pursuant to OAR 345-015-0220(5)(a), (b),
please note the following: "A person who intends to
raise any issue that may be the basis for a contested
case must raise the issue in person at the hearing or in
a written comment submitted to the Department before the
deadline July 23rd at 5 p.m.
"A person who intends to raise any issue that
may be the basis for a contested case must raise the
issue with sufficient specificity to afford the Council,
the Department, and the applicant an adequate
opportunity to respond, including a statement of facts
that support the person's position on the issue."
To raise an issue in a contested case
proceedings the issue must be: Within the Council's
jurisdiction, raised in writing or in person prior to
the close of the record of the hearing comment period,
again, July 23 at 5 p.m., raised with sufficient
specificity to afford Council, the Department, and
applicant an adequate opportunity to respond.
To raise an issue with sufficient specificity,
the person must present facts that support the person's
position on the issue.
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preserve the trail and keep things away as much as
possible. But no matter what, the support roads that
are going to be built are going to cross sections of the
trail, and so it will be destroyed or permanently
changed.
Also, depending on where the actual
transmission line gets put is also going to affect the
trail. Not necessarily right on top the trail, but
visually the viewshed is going to definitely be changed
forever.
And just speaking as a person who lives in
eastern Oregon, I like being able to see a wide viewshed
instead of just being super narrow. If I didn't want to
see things, then I would go live in Portland and see
towers and things like that. That's not where I live.
I live here.
Some questions that came up about the noise.
When the decisions are made whether noise would affect a
place or not, was there a person who actually went to
each of those places, physically boots on the ground, to
see how that would affect -- I guess it's just a
question. I don't know how that process worked. Can
you answer that?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: I can't. And I
don't think Council can or the staff can at this point

M & M Court Reporting Service
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because the purpose is to hear from the public tonight.
But it's a concern that you can raise and a question
that you can present to be considered later.
MS. JENNIFER MILLER: Okay. I was just
wondering.
Of course all of my ideas ran right out of my
head. I can't think of anything else right now.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: You had the trail
concern, the noise concern. Was there another one?
MS. JENNIFER MILLER: And the weed suppression
and the fires that was mentioned, too. So I appreciated
the comments that Kellen made.
I know that wildfires are becoming
increasingly more serious all the time. And so that is
a big concern of mine, that in the county level, that if
there were to be a fire, the demands and the pressure
would be on the local fire departments. And I think
that is too large of an area, too much demand for the
local communities to be able to support the cost, the
manpower, and just the wherewithal to be able to deal
with the kind of fire that might be very far-reaching
because of the cause.
I've also spent some time under electric
lines, and I hear how much snapping of electricity is
being lost as the electricity is being transported. And
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I want to go over several different things.
One is about the forestland and the impacts that this
development is going to have on forestland. What I
found is that the assessment of what is forestland is
pretty questionable in terms of the amount of forestland
that they're saying the transmission line will affect.
And I know in Union County they used prevailing use of
the land, which is inconsistent with litigation that
said that it had to do with the soil classification.
And so first off, the amount of acres is I
think fairly low. Also, the way they value forestland
is really questionable. In Union County, we're going to
lose they say 530 acres. They value that the economic
value is $97,000 for 50 years.
In Umatilla County, they're going to lose
245 acres, according to the developer, and they value
that at $120,000. So I guess the people in Umatilla
County have better trees or something, I don't know.
I've been really curious about the difference in how
they value those.
One thing also with the forestland that are
impacted, they only include the ones that are within the
site boundary, and there is a lot of activity that's
going to occur outside of the site boundary, and they're
not including those impacts in their statement of the
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to me that is a concern, that this proposed line is
going to transport all this energy and not all of it
will even be able to be delivered because of the loss
that happens over the miles that electricity is being
transported.
Another concern I have is there are no
off-ramps in Oregon. I don't want to pay for something
I don't get any benefit from. I think that's a fair
statement. I mean, our taxes, I'm assuming, would go up
to pay for this transmission line that will pay for
electricity to go to California or somewhere else,
wherever the highest bidder is. We get pretty cheap
electricity because we are right by the dam, and that
goes into our grid. So I have a concern about paying
higher bills because that electricity is going to
somebody else that I'm paying for.
I think that's it.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you,
Ms. Miller.
Next is Irene Gilbert.
MS. IRENE GILBERT: Irene Gilbert, 2310 Adams
Avenue. I don't imagine you can figure out who one of
the groups are that I'm here for. I'm also here for
myself as a citizen and also as the legal research
analyst for Friends of the Grande Ronde Valley.
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impacts to forestland.
One of the things that's very concerning to me
is the way Idaho Power did their application. There was
actually a contested case about what was included in the
site boundary, and the rules of the statute are pretty
clear. It says that it's going to be the development
and all the related or supporting facilities like roads
and transmission lines and that sort of thing.
Well, one of the developers didn't include a
transmission line, and so there was a contested case.
And I'm sure that the people on the Energy Facility
Siting Council recall that. The decision of the Council
was that if the developer did not include one of these
related and supporting facilities, it wasn't considered
part of the site. So it was left up to the developer to
make that decision.
Now, this developer, when they filed their
application, they included as the site basically the
right-of-way. They have some little isolated circles
around some multi-use areas, but they did not include a
lot of the access roads. And so what that has meant is
that they didn't do surveys of those areas, they didn't
do wildlife impacts, they didn't do any of the things
they have to do for the site.
Well, now we are at this point in the
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Thank you for consideration in reading this letter. Sincerely, Jennifer Miller
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BEFORE THE
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF OREGON
LC 68

In the Matter of
IDAHO POWER COMPANY
2017 Integrated Resource Plan

My name is Jennifer Miller and I am a resident of Hermiston, Oregon. I am writing concerning the
proposed Boardman to Hemingway transmission line.
I strongly oppose the building of this transmission line for several reasons. As a taxpayer, I will be
directly affected by the building of this line. My tax dollars will be used to pay for something that will
not bring any direct usable power FOR Oregonians. In addition, the rates that I will be charged to
maintain this unnecessary line will cost me for many years to come.
I also love the open spaces in eastern Oregon. Building another transmission line that has not been
proven to be necessary will be a blight on the landscape. I have been under several high voltage
transmission lines and the loss of electricity in transit is hugely wasteful.
Lastly, I am a member of the Oregon and California Trails Association. The impact to the Trail is severe
in many places, especially in Eastern Oregon. Many tourism dollars are spent each year as people learn
about, and travel along the Trail. This Trail is what bound our country together in the first place. It is
not a replaceable resource. Once it’s gone, it can never come back. It is an essential part of our
heritage.
I do not believe that Idaho Power is in an appropriate place to ask for pre-construction activities (action
item #6) for the B2H. There needs to be clear proof that this line is needed, that what is being proposed
is actually prudent for our beautiful state of Oregon. Surely, with the great advancement of technology,
a better way can be found before the year 2026, when the projected line might be in service.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Miller
445 SE 9th Dr.
Hermiston OR 97838

TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mary Miller <marymillerinbakercity@gmail.com>
Monday, July 22, 2019 2:21 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
B2H
B2H DPO Comments.odt

Enclosed file contains my B2H letter. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely
Mary E. Miller
3545 Carter St., Baker City, OR 97814
marymillerinbakercity@gmail.com
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July 22, 2019
Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capital St NE
Salem, OR 97301
Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission
Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposal Order May 23, 2019.
Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council:
I am a citizen and taxpayer in Baker City, Oregon. I have some strong objections to the B2H
transmission line here in Baker County. Though my concerns are many, I will focus here on adverse
effects on tourism in Baker County, and visual impact to the Oregon Trail Interpretive Center.
1. Effects of B2H Transmission Line on Tourism in Baker County
Total Direct travel Spending in Oregon reached 12.3 billion dollars in 2018 (Oregon Tourism
Commission, March 2019, traveloregon.com). This was the ninth consecutive year that travel spending
increased. Total Direct Travel Spending for eastern Oregon was $391 million for the same year. In a
study published by traveloregon in 2017, 43% of overnight travel to Baker County was to visit historic
sites.
The Draft Proposed Order fails to take into account the effects on the tourism economy. Both the
Scenic Resources section of OAR 345-022-0080 pp. 341 and the Recreation Resources section of OAR
345-022-0100 pp. 449 fail to mention effects on tourism. In light of this utter failure to account for
effects on the tourism economy, I recommend that the council deny this certificate application.
2. Effects of B2H Transmission Line on the viewscape at the Oregon Trail Interpretive Center
In OAR 345-022-0080 Visual Impacts, Exhibit R, Section 2.1, pp. R-1, it states that “...to issue a site
certificate, the Council must find that that the design, construction, and operation of the facility, taking
into account mitigation, are not likely to result in significant adverse impact to scenic resources and
values identified as significant or important in local land use plans, tribal land management plans and
federal land management plans for any lands located within the analysis area described in the project
order.” However, on pp. 65 of OAR 345-022-0080 Visual Impacts, Exhibit R, under the heading
“mitigation considered,” it states very clearly that “In evaluating various alternatives for Project siting,
IPC concluded that potentially significant visual impacts from facility structure in the vicinity of
NHOTIC could result.” Mitigation includes the use of H frame structure with a natina finish. It is
merely Idaho Power's opinion that this is adequate mitigation. Citizens and government of Baker
County have repeatedly insisted that the effects on viewscape are significant; the view is effected not
just for a few seconds while driving east on highway 86, but for an eternity for those who live in the
valley. This is not opinion-it is fact. Baker County officials and residents have also insisted that IPC
consider burying the lines in the Baker Valley. The benefits and cost of this was supposedly discussed
in Exhibit L of the Application for Site Certificate, but no reference could be found in this section of
the OAR. Considering that the visual effects are significant in the area around the NHOTIC in Baker
County, and that mitigation is inadequate, and that buried lines were not fully analyzed, I recommend
that the council deny this certificate application.
Conclusion: That Idaho Power would fail to consider the economic impacts of tourism in Baker

County is an unacceptable omission. In addition, the viewscape around the NHOTIC in Baker Valley is
one of our most prized resources. There is no mitigation that can fix a ruined landscape. For the
reasons stated above, I would like to see the Energy Facilities Siting Council REJECT this
proposal and application.
Sincerely,
Mary E. Miller
3545 Carter St.
Baker City, OR 97814
marymillerinbakercity@gmail.com

TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

MARY MILLER <miller89123@cox.net>
Monday, August 12, 2019 11:09 AM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Boardman to Hemingway Transmission line

Attention: Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst, Oregon Department of Energy

Hello,
I have an ownership interest of a parcel of land that would be crossed by the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission
Line (Morrow County Detailed Map 11, Hartley Kathleen Lynn et al).

I join in the comments made by Brian Doherty to the EPSC at its June 27th meeting in Boardman.
The changes to our way of life that would result from the proposed line are unacceptable and unnecessary, and not in
the best interests of the public.

Please ensure that the ongoing compensation system proposed by Mr. Doherty and others is implemented, and if for
any reason the line is approved, please take every possible measure to mitigate its impact and protect the citizens of
Oregon.

Thank you for reading this.

Mary Anne Miller
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sue Miller <subdo2000@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, August 20, 2019 8:41 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
B2H comment: Deny site certificate

August 20, 2019

Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St, N.E.
Salem, OR 97301

Sent Via email: B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov

Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission
Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order.

RE: Endangered Fish in Ladd Creek and Tributaries, Union County

Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Energy Facility Siting Council:
I am writing in protest of the proposed Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line Project. This
project has unacceptable long term impacts.
I request that my letter protesting issuance of an Oregon Site Certificate for the currently proposed
Boardman-to-Hemingway Transmission Project (B2H Project) be entered into the permanent written
record. I also request response to, and resolution of, the issues I raise herein.
Both of the proposed routes in Union County for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line
project include a crossing of the Ladd Creek and/or its tributaries. Ladd Creek flows approximately
14 miles through the Wallowa Whitman National Forest and private land on the east side of the Blue
1

Mountains, into the Ladd Marsh Wildlife area, connecting with Catherine Creek and the Grande
Ronde, Snake, and Columbia Rivers.
Historically, there were anadromous fish (steelhead and salmon returning from the ocean) in Ladd
Creek. ODFW has documented that steelhead and salmon used Ladd Creek for
spawning. However, construction of Interstate 84 in the 1970’s stopped the passage of these fish
above the interstate due to a vertical culvert being installed (see attached Power Point “Ladd Creek
Fish Passage Project - ODOT FTP”).
The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife’s mission is to protect and enhance Oregon’s fish and
wildlife and their habitats for use and enjoyment by present and future generations. The department is
the only state agency charged exclusively with protecting Oregon’s fish and wildlife resources. The
state Wildlife Policy (ORS 496.012) and Food Fish Management Policy (ORS 506.109) are the
primary statutes that govern management of fish and wildlife resources.
The B2H Draft Proposed Order (pages 9-10 of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC Exhibit BB,
Attachment BB-2), states that Ladd Creek and its tributaries contain only local fish (trout), but that
status has changed due to major culvert work along and under the I-84 interstate in the last 4
years. As a result, the information contained in the B2H Draft Proposed Order is incorrect and out of
compliance with Oregon and Federal statutes.
In 2015, ODOT completed a 2-year project to replace culverts that previously had blocked fish
passage in the creek and at the I-84 crossing of Ladd Creek (see
https://www.lagrandeobserver.com/csp/mediapool/sites/LaGrandeObserver/LocalState/story.csp?cid=
4108250&sid=824&fid=151).
According to ODFW Fish biologist Tim Bailey, in the year after completion of the fish passage project
(2016) a steelhead redd was documented above the culvert, upstream from the freeway.
ODOT has continued this fish passage project in 2019 along with plans for freeway reconstruction
and additional traffic lanes (see ODOT Works to Improve I-84, Fish Passage in Ladd
Canyon). Construction projects have resulted in costs above 32 million dollars, and the list of
agencies and individuals in support of this costly fish passage project include ODFW, Union County
Board of Commissioners, The Grande Ronde Model Watershed, the US Army Corps of Engineers,
Senator Jeff Merkley, Senator Ron Wyden, and the National Marine Fisheries Service

ODOT Works to Improve I-84, Fish Passage in Ladd
Canyon
2

Crews have begun work on a $29.3 million project in Eastern
Oregon that is expected to improve safety on a highw...

(see https://www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=20381) and attached
([PPT]Ladd Creek Fish Passage Project - ODOT FTP).
An entire watershed is protected when it is determined that it contains federally threatened or
endangered fish species. Idaho Power in its application and the B2H Draft Proposed Order have
failed to incorporate information regarding identification of the habitat category or locations which will
be impacted by the proposed B2H powerline development. Critical habitat is specifically identified in
the federal law recording the listing of threatened species. The current application and site certificate
fails to include requirements that would assure that the state is complying with federal laws in
providing habitat protection for listed species (salmon and steelhead).
Idaho Power has two proposed line routes across and through Ladd Canyon, a preferred and an
alternative. Idaho power has also stated that because there are only resident fish in Ladd Creek, that
“No new fish passage plan anticipated” (page 9-11 of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC Exhibit BB,
Attachment BB-2).
Because the alternative route through Ladd Canyon would necessitate a 3a/3b design change for a
bridge crossing on Ladd Creek and there are threatened anadromous fish in Ladd Creek, an ODFW
fish passage plan will need to be implemented (OAR 17 412-0035) based on (OAR) 635-412-0020
for this route for Ladd Creek and its tributaries.
In conclusion, the B2H DPO contains improper evaluation of the potential long term negative impacts
on fish habitat in the Ladd Creek drainage, including tributaries. The Endangered Species Act
requires identification and evaluation of effects of the proposed action through ESA section 7(a)(2)
consultation with NMFS (anadromous fish species). Federally protected anadromous species are
currently present in Ladd Creek, and its tributaries.
Idaho Power's B2H DPO is not in compliance with State or Federal Protected Species laws. The
applicant has failed to meet the requirements for issuance of a Site Certificate contained in OAR-345022-0080. Therefore, issuance of a Site Certificate should be denied.
Sincerely,

Sue Miller
62240 Dial Lane
Summerville, OR 97876
subdo2000@yahoo.com
(541) 605-8286
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ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sue Miller <subdo2000@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, August 20, 2019 8:48 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Comment in protest of B2H project

August 20, 2019

Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St, N.E.
Salem, OR 97301

Sent Via E-Mail: B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov

Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission
Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order.

RE: Anadromous Fish in Ladd Creek, Union County

Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Energy Facility Siting Council:
I am a concerned citizen writing in protest of the proposed Boardman to Hemingway Transmission
Line Project. Specifically, I am protesting regarding the B2H Draft Proposed Order, the Final
Environmental Impact Statement, and the project’s plan regarding wild and threatened fish.
Both of the proposed routes in Union County for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line
project include a crossing of the Ladd Creek and/or its tributaries. Ladd Creek flows approximately
14 miles through the Wallowa Whitman National Forest and private land on the east side of the Blue
Mountains, into the Ladd Marsh Wildlife area, connecting with Catherine Creek and the Grande
Ronde, Snake, and Columbia Rivers.
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Historically, there were anadromous fish (steelhead and salmon returning from the ocean) in Ladd
Creek. ODFW has documented that steelhead and salmon used Ladd Creek for
spawning. However, construction of Interstate 84 in the 1970’s stopped the passage of these fish
above the interstate due to a vertical culvert being installed (see Power Point “Ladd Creek Fish
Passage Project - ODOT FTP”).
The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Mission is to protect and enhance Oregon’s fish and
wildlife and their habitats for use and enjoyment by present and future generations. The department is
the only state agency charged exclusively with protecting Oregon’s fish and wildlife resources. The
state Wildlife Policy (ORS 496.012) and Food Fish Management Policy (ORS 506.109) are the
primary statutes that govern management of fish and wildlife resources.
The B2H Draft Proposed Order (page 9-10 of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC Exhibit BB, Attachment
BB-2), states that Ladd Creek and its tributaries contain only local fish (trout), but that status has
changed due to major culvert work along and under the I-84 interstate in the last 4 years. As a
result, the information contained in the B2H Draft Proposed Order is incorrect and out of compliance
with Oregon and Federal statutes.
In 2015, ODOT completed a 2-year project to replace culverts that previously had blocked fish
passage in the creek and at the I-84 crossing of Ladd Creek (see Restoring fish habitat in Ladd
Canyon).

Restoring fish habitat in Ladd Canyon
By Thanksgiving, fish are expected to gain access to more than 10
miles of habitat along Ladd Creek that has bee...

According to ODFW Fish biologist Tim Bailey, in the year after completion of the fish passage project
(2016) a steelhead redd was documented above the culvert, upstream from the freeway.
ODOT has continued this fish passage project in 2019 along with plans for freeway reconstruction
and additional traffic lanes (see ODOT Works to Improve I-84, Fish Passage in Ladd
Canyon). Construction has resulted in costs over 32 million dollars, and the list of agencies and
individuals in support of this costly fish passage project include ODFW, Union County Board of
Commissioners, The Grande Ronde Model Watershed, the US Army Corps of Engineers, Senator
Jeff Merkley, Senator Ron Wyden, and the National Marine Fisheries Service
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ODOT Works to Improve I-84, Fish Passage in Ladd
Canyon
Crews have begun work on a $29.3 million project in Eastern
Oregon that is expected to improve safety on a highw...

(see https://www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=20381) and ([PPT]
Ladd Creek Fish Passage Project - ODOT FTP).
An entire watershed is protected when it is determined that it contains federally threatened or
endangered fish species. Idaho Power in its application and the B2H Draft Proposed Order have
failed to incorporate information regarding identification of the habitat category or locations which will
be impacted by the proposed B2H powerline development. Critical habitat is specifically identified in
the federal law recording the listing of threatened species (ESA). The current application and site
certificate fails to include requirements that would assure that the state is complying with federal laws
in providing habitat protection for listed species (salmon and steelhead).
The B2H Draft Proposed Order contains the following outdated information:

1. In Table 1. Road-Stream Crossing Ownership, Risk Summaries, Proposed Crossing Types,
and Fish Passage Information Idaho Power names 5 waters in the Ladd Creek area (page 9-11
of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC Exhibit BB, Attachment BB-2) with stream crossings. The
report states that the only fish in these waters are resident fish. This information is now
incorrect.

2. The B2H Draft Proposed Order states that for all of Ladd Creek and its tributary streams that
“No new ODFW fish plan anticipated.” (page 9-11 of Attachment BB-2). It cannot be
overemphasized that this information is now incorrect.

3. The alternative route Idaho Power has chosen will necessitate a 3a/3b (page 11 BB-2) design
change for a bridge crossing on Ladd Creek if this route is chosen, this will trigger an ODFW fish
3

passage plan to be implemented (OAR 17 412-0035) based on Oregon Administrative Rules
(OAR) 635-412-0020. Again, the B2H Draft Proposed Order information is now incorrect.

Because of the change of status of the fish population in Ladd Creak, the B2H Draft Proposed Order
is out of compliance with several Federal and State laws including:
1. ORS 509.580 through 509.910: Fish Passage; Fishways; Screening Devices; Hatcheries Near
Dams
2. OAR 635-41-0005 through 635-412-0040: Fish Passage
3. Oregon Forest Practice Administrative Rules and Forest Practices Act, OAR Chapter 629
(ODF 2014)
4. Forest Practices Technical Note Number 4, Fish Passage Guidelines for New and
Replacement Structures (ODF 2002)
5. Fish and Wildlife Mitigation Policy (OAR 635-415-0000), which states that :

(a) The mitigation goal if impacts are unavoidable, is no net loss of either habitat
quantity or quality and to provide a net benefit of habitat quantity or quality.

(b) The Department shall act to achieve the mitigation goal for Category 2 habitat by
recommending or requiring:
(A) Avoidance of impacts through alternatives to the proposed development action; or
(B) Mitigation of impacts, if unavoidable, through reliable in-kind, in-proximity
habitat mitigation to achieve no net loss of either pre-development habitat quantity
or quality. In addition, a net benefit of habitat quantity or quality must be provided.
Progress towards achieving the mitigation goals and standards shall be reported
on a schedule agreed to in the mitigation plan performance measures. The fish
and wildlife mitigation measures shall be implemented and completed either prior
to or concurrent with the development action.

(c) If neither 635-415-0025(2)(b)(A) or (B) can be achieved, the Department
shall recommend against or shall not authorize the proposed development action.

In conclusion, the B2H Draft Proposed Order contains an improper evaluation of the potential
short and long term negative impacts to the fish habitat in the Ladd Creek drainage, including
surrounding creeks, given the fact that species listed as threatened under the Endangered
Species Act are now returning to Ladd Creek, with their numbers expected to increase in
upcoming months and years.
Sincerely,
4

Sue Miller
62240 Dial Lane
Summerville, OR 97876
subdo2000@yahoo.com
541.605.8286
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Hearing
June 26, 2019

Input on Draft Proposed Order for the Boardman to
Hemingway Transmission Line
Page 62
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August 22nd, 5 p.m. Pacific Daylight Time, I think.
Unless it's Standard Time, but I believe it's Daylight
Time at this time of year.
One last opportunity for anybody to give
comment this evening. I don't know, do we want to -- we
will plan to stay around in case somebody comes in later
and wants to give comment. But we will go into recess
now until somebody comes in, if they do.
It is 6:24 p.m. We are in recess.
(Recess taken.)
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: It's 7:27. We are
reconvening for another member of the public to give
public comment.
If you would hand me your form there.
MR. ED MILTENBERGER: I haven't filled it out.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: You can do it
verbally. If you would state your name and your
address, please.
MR. ED MILTENBERGER: Ed Miltenberger, 803
Southwest Court, Pendleton, Oregon. That's my mailing
address. The property is, we are located out in the
Gerdain [ph] District. My concern, is that where I
should start?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Yeah. What issues
did you want to raise about the B2H draft proposed
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erosion in a place where erosion really doesn't occur
because it is kind of on the knoll of a hill that
provides access to this road that is proposed into that
property.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Just to clarify,
it's a road that they are going to use as an access road
or is it going to be -MR. EDWARD MILTENBERGER: Yeah, it is on the
plat, as an aerial plat of it. I see how it would
service probably three towers. So if there is any
activity in inspecting the towers in the future or just
setting them all up, it's going to be pretty hard on
this piece of property because it's so sparsely
vegetated. The grass out there is pretty fragile.
That's kind of what I'm looking out for is
that I don't get a runoff problem. It just winds up in
the middle of a ravine below it.
CHAIRMAN BEYELER: How large an acreage is it?
MR. ED MILTENBERGER: 380 acres.
CHAIRMAN BEYELER: Okay. So that's part of
the section.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Anything else you
want to bring up?
MR. ED MILTENBERGER: Not at this time, unless
there is -- I would be open to the idea of an improved
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order?
MR. ED MILTENBERGER: The issue I want to
bring up is just to state here that I'm concerned with
the fragile depth of the soil and the traffic across it
and the terrain steepness and the topographical outlay,
that it's going to be pretty hard on that piece of
property.
I know I avoid the "trail," as you might call
it, and I see they have listed it as a "road." It's
really not much of a road because the only thing they
use it for is servicing the springs up on top. And I
try to stay off of it as much as I can, so as light of
traffic as possible because it's so steep. There is
some parts of it that stay pretty wet and it tears it up
pretty bad.
Like I said, the soil is real fragile. The
grass that is on it is less than in 2 inches of soil,
and I know it takes more than 2 years for some of it to
come back in the tracks that I've laid.
So with that in mind, the runoff in the spring
is terrible up there because we do get a lot of snow,
and it stays on pretty good. But when it comes off, you
can tell by these ravines in the map, that, boy, there
are really torrents that come down out of there.
This road is a testimony to a great amount of
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road on the property, but not so much. It's like
unpredictable to say that any road up there as a
permanent access would do that property any good at all.
And if it winds up that way, I would want to be
compensated for the upkeep of the road and the
preparation to keep it from turning into a complete
runoff thing, or someone should be responsible for the
terrain.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MR. ED MILTENBERGER: That's about it.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: It's 7:32 and we are
back in recess.
(Recess taken.)
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: We are reconvening
again. We have another member of the public who wants
the opportunity to comment. It is 7:50. We are going
to hear from Terry L. Clarke.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: If you would state
your name and your address for the record.
MR. TERRY L. CLARKE: I'm Terry L. Clarke,
1325 Northwest Horn, Pendleton, Oregon.
I also represent TJL Ranch, one of the
properties impacted by this proposed line.
So what I wanted to get on the record is that
we object to this, the construction of this line,

M & M Court Reporting Service
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August 18, 2019

Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St, N.E.
Salem, OR 97301

Sent Via email: B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov

Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order.

RE: Endangered Fish in Ladd Creek and Tributaries, Union County

Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Energy Facility Siting Council:

I am writing in protest of the proposed Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line Project. I
request that my letter protesting issuance of an Oregon Site Certificate for the currently proposed
Boardman-to-Hemingway Transmission Project (B2H Project) be entered into the permanent
written record. I also request response to, and resolution of, the issues I raise herein.

Both of the proposed routes in Union County for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission
Line project include a crossing of the Ladd Creek and/or its tributaries. Ladd Creek flows
approximately 14 miles through the Wallowa Whitman National Forest and private land on the
east side of the Blue Mountains, into the Ladd Marsh Wildlife area, connecting with Catherine
Creek and the Grande Ronde, Snake, and Columbia Rivers.

Historically, there were anadromous fish (steelhead and salmon returning from the ocean) in
Ladd Creek. ODFW has documented that steelhead and salmon used Ladd Creek for spawning.
However, construction of Interstate 84 in the 1970’s stopped the passage of these fish above the
interstate due to a vertical culvert being installed (see attached Power Point “Ladd Creek Fish
Passage Project - ODOT FTP”).

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife’s mission is to protect and enhance Oregon’s fish
and wildlife and their habitats for use and enjoyment by present and future generations. The
department is the only state agency charged exclusively with protecting Oregon’s fish and
wildlife resources. The state Wildlife Policy (ORS 496.012) and Food Fish Management Policy
(ORS 506.109) are the primary statutes that govern management of fish and wildlife resources.

The B2H Draft Proposed Order (pages 9-10 of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC Exhibit BB,
Attachment BB-2), states that Ladd Creek and its tributaries contain only local fish (trout), but
that status has changed due to major culvert work along and under the I-84 interstate in the last 4
years. As a result, the information contained in the B2H Draft Proposed Order is incorrect and
out of compliance with Oregon and Federal statutes.

In 2015, ODOT completed a 2-year project to replace culverts that previously had blocked fish
passage in the creek and at the I-84 crossing of Ladd Creek (see
https://www.lagrandeobserver.com/csp/mediapool/sites/LaGrandeObserver/LocalState/story.csp
?cid=4108250&sid=824&fid=151).

According to ODFW Fish biologist Tim Bailey, in the year after completion of the fish passage
project (2016) a steelhead redd was documented above the culvert, upstream from the freeway.

ODOT has continued this fish passage project in 2019 along with plans for freeway
reconstruction and additional traffic lanes (see
https://www.constructionequipmentguide.com/odot-works-to-improve-i-84-fish-passage-in-laddcanyon/45648). Construction projects have resulted in costs above 32 million dollars, and the
list of agencies and individuals in support of this costly fish passage project include ODFW,
Union County Board of Commissioners, The Grande Ronde Model Watershed, the US Army
Corps of Engineers, Senator Jeff Merkley, Senator Ron Wyden, and the National Marine
Fisheries Service
(see https://www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=20381) and
attached ([PPT]Ladd Creek Fish Passage Project - ODOT FTP).

An entire watershed is protected when it is determined that it contains federally threatened or
endangered fish species. Idaho Power in its application and the B2H Draft Proposed Order have
failed to incorporate information regarding identification of the habitat category or locations
which will be impacted by the proposed B2H powerline development. Critical habitat is
specifically identified in the federal law recording the listing of threatened species. The current

application and site certificate fails to include requirements that would assure that the state is
complying with federal laws in providing habitat protection for listed species (salmon and
steelhead).

Idaho Power has two proposed line routes across and through Ladd Canyon, a preferred and an
alternative. Idaho power has also stated that because there are only resident fish in Ladd Creek,
that “No new fish passage plan anticipated” (page 9-11 of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC
Exhibit BB, Attachment BB-2).

Because the alternative route through Ladd Canyon would necessitate a 3a/3b design change for
a bridge crossing on Ladd Creek and there are threatened anadromous fish in Ladd Creek, an
ODFW fish passage plan will need to be implemented (OAR 17 412-0035) based on (OAR)
635-412-0020 for this route for Ladd Creek and its tributaries.

In conclusion, the B2H DPO contains improper evaluation of the potential long term negative
impacts on fish habitat in the Ladd Creek drainage, including tributaries. The Endangered
Species Act requires identification and evaluation of effects of the proposed action through ESA
section 7(a)(2) consultation with NMFS (anadromous fish species). Federally protected
anadromous species are currently present in Ladd Creek, and its tributaries.

Idaho Power's B2H DPO is not in compliance with State or Federal Protected Species laws. The
applicant has failed to meet the requirements for issuance of a Site Certificate contained in OAR345-022-0080. Therefore, issuance of a Site Certificate should be denied.

Sincerely,
Richard Minogue
64338 Mt. Emily Rd
LaGrande, Or.
97850
richminogue@eoni.com
541-9637903
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Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St, N.E.
Salem, OR 97301

Sent Via E-Mail: B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov

Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission
Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order.

RE: Anadromous Fish in Ladd Creek, Union County

Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Energy Facility Siting Council:

I am writing in protest of the proposed Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line
Project. Specifically, I am protesting as a concerned citizen regarding the B2H Draft Proposed Order,
the Final Environmental Impact Statement, and the project’s plan regarding wild and threatened fish.

Both of the proposed routes in Union County for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line
project include a crossing of the Ladd Creek and/or its tributaries. Ladd Creek flows approximately
14 miles through the Wallowa Whitman National Forest and private land on the east side of the Blue
Mountains, into the Ladd Marsh Wildlife area, connecting with Catherine Creek and the Grande
Ronde, Snake, and Columbia Rivers.

Historically, there were anadromous fish (steelhead and salmon returning from the ocean) in Ladd
Creek. ODFW has documented that steelhead and salmon used Ladd Creek for spawning.
However, construction of Interstate 84 in the 1970’s stopped the passage of these fish above the
interstate due to a vertical culvert being installed (see Power Point “Ladd Creek Fish Passage Project
- ODOT FTP”).

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Mission is to protect and enhance Oregon’s fish and
wildlife and their habitats for use and enjoyment by present and future generations. The department is
the only state agency charged exclusively with protecting Oregon’s fish and wildlife resources. The

state Wildlife Policy (ORS 496.012) and Food Fish Management Policy (ORS 506.109) are the
primary statutes that govern management of fish and wildlife resources.

The B2H Draft Proposed Order (page 9-10 of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC Exhibit BB, Attachment
BB-2), states that Ladd Creek and its tributaries contain only local fish (trout), but that status has
changed due to major culvert work along and under the I-84 interstate in the last 4 years. As a
result, the information contained in the B2H Draft Proposed Order is incorrect and out of compliance
with Oregon and Federal statutes.

In 2015, ODOT completed a 2-year project to replace culverts that previously had blocked fish
passage in the creek and at the I-84 crossing of Ladd Creek (see
https://www.lagrandeobserver.com/csp/mediapool/sites/LaGrandeObserver/LocalState/story.csp?cid=
4108250&sid=824&fid=151).

According to ODFW Fish biologist Tim Bailey, in the year after completion of the fish passage project
(2016) a steelhead redd was documented above the culvert, upstream from the freeway.

ODOT has continued this fish passage project in 2019 along with plans for freeway reconstruction
and additional traffic lanes (see https://www.constructionequipmentguide.com/odot-works-to-improvei-84-fish-passage-in-ladd-canyon/45648). Construction has resulted in costs over 32 million dollars,
and the list of agencies and individuals in support of this costly fish passage project include ODFW,
Union County Board of Commissioners, The Grande Ronde Model Watershed, the US Army Corps of
Engineers, Senator Jeff Merkley, Senator Ron Wyden, and the National Marine Fisheries Service
(see https://www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=20381) and ([PPT]
Ladd Creek Fish Passage Project - ODOT FTP).

An entire watershed is protected when it is determined that it contains federally threatened or
endangered fish species. Idaho Power in its application and the B2H Draft Proposed Order have
failed to incorporate information regarding identification of the habitat category or locations which will
be impacted by the proposed B2H powerline development. Critical habitat is specifically identified in
the federal law recording the listing of threatened species (ESA). The current application and site
certificate fails to include requirements that would assure that the state is complying with federal laws
in providing habitat protection for listed species (salmon and steelhead).

The B2H Draft Proposed Order contains the following outdated information:

•
In Table 1. Road-Stream Crossing Ownership, Risk Summaries, Proposed
Crossing Types, and Fish Passage Information Idaho Power names 5 waters in the Ladd
Creek area (page 9-11 of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC Exhibit BB, Attachment BB-2) with

stream crossings. The report states that the only fish in these waters are resident fish. This
information is now incorrect.

2. The B2H Draft Proposed Order states that for all of Ladd Creek and its tributary streams that
“No new ODFW fish plan anticipated.” (page 9-11 of Attachment BB-2). It cannot be
overemphasized that this information is now incorrect.

3. The alternative route Idaho Power has chosen will necessitate a 3a/3b (page 11 BB-2) design
change for a bridge crossing on Ladd Creek if this route is chosen, this will trigger an ODFW fish
passage plan to be implemented (OAR 17 412-0035) based on Oregon Administrative Rules
(OAR) 635-412-0020. Again, the B2H Draft Proposed Order information is now incorrect.

Because of the change of status of the fish population in Ladd Creak, the B2H Draft Proposed Order
is out of compliance with several Federal and State laws including:

•
ORS 509.580 through 509.910: Fish Passage; Fishways; Screening Devices;
Hatcheries Near Dams
•

OAR 635-41-0005 through 635-412-0040: Fish Passage

•
Oregon Forest Practice Administrative Rules and Forest Practices Act, OAR
Chapter 629 (ODF 2014)
•
Forest Practices Technical Note Number 4, Fish Passage Guidelines for New
and Replacement Structures (ODF 2002)
•

Fish and Wildlife Mitigation Policy (OAR 635-415-0000), which states that :

•
The mitigation goal if impacts are unavoidable, is no net loss of either
habitat quantity or quality and to provide a net benefit of habitat quantity or quality.

(b) The Department shall act to achieve the mitigation goal for Category 2 habitat by
recommending or requiring:
(A) Avoidance of impacts through alternatives to the proposed development action; or
(B) Mitigation of impacts, if unavoidable, through reliable in-kind, in-proximity
habitat mitigation to achieve no net loss of either pre-development habitat quantity
or quality. In addition, a net benefit of habitat quantity or quality must be provided.
Progress towards achieving the mitigation goals and standards shall be reported
on a schedule agreed to in the mitigation plan performance measures. The fish
and wildlife mitigation measures shall be implemented and completed either prior
to or concurrent with the development action.

(c) If neither 635-415-0025(2)(b)(A) or (B) can be achieved, the Department
shall recommend against or shall not authorize the proposed development action.
In conclusion, the B2H Draft Proposed Order contains an improper evaluation of the potential
short and long term negative impacts to the fish habitat in the Ladd Creek drainage, including
surrounding creeks, given the fact that species listed as threatened under the Endangered
Species Act are now returning to Ladd Creek, with their numbers expected to increase in
upcoming months and years.
Sincerely,
Richard Minogue
64338 Mt. Emily Rd.
LaGrande or
97850
seeminogue@gmail.com
541-9637903
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interaction with him. And one of the engineers out of
our department went out there yesterday and met with
him, just dropped everything. He had gone and went out
there, took a look at it. At this point, I don't know
that there's anything we can do that would change
things. We're going to have to look at things a little
bit more.
We have continued to work with a lot of
different landowners on various micrositing issues here
or there in trying to resolve issues ahead of time where
we can. So that's kind of where we're at with this
right now.
Mr. Proesch, as he indicated, just fairly
recently bought that parcel of property. We had over
the course of the last year, we had hired a title
company to go out and do title searches. We got that
information back certainly no more than 6 months ago.
And in fact, when the title company did the title
search, Mr. Proesch had not yet purchased that land; it
was a previous landowner's name who came back on the
results of the title search. So that's basically where
that's at.
While I have the opportunity in front of the
Council, I also wanted to point out and thank Roger
Findley and Gary Pearson for their comments earlier.
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statement that I'm concerned with over there in Adrian,
Oregon.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: So come back up.
MR. ARNOLD TROPF: I'm a recipient of a heart
pacemaker. I've got a monitor that's supposed to work
with cell phone connections, and I, myself, and several
other people in Adrian -HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Hang on just one
sec. I just want to reintroduce you. You're Mr. Tropf;
right?
MR. ARNOLD TROPF: Arnold Tropf.
And I'm very concerned about my situation as
far as communications. What would this, what kind of an
adverse effect would this have on our communications
being's we don't have much now with this transmission
line going through? Because it used to be that I used
to use CenturyLink through their phone network but they
discontinued it. So I don't have 24/7, which I need to
have. But I can't get transmission out of there now.
So I don't know what would happen if it did, if I did
get it, would I be able to use it with this transmission
line, with static?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: At this point we are
here just to get public comment and not answer those
questions.
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When this whole project started, I was involved with it
from the get-go back in 2006 when it was first
identified. In fact, it came out in an IRP in the
summer of 2006. We do a road show to talk about the
plan with the public. And literally that fall of 2006,
I was over here in this room next door explaining the
whole plan to everybody. I met Roger and his wife Jean
and Gary, along with probably about 300 other people
that were here that night, which has to be the largest
crowd we've ever had for one of our IRP meetings.
So anyway, I wanted to thank those folks for
their comments. They expressed some concerns still with
some routing issues, but in general I think they were
very complimentary to Idaho Power on the efforts we've
made to reach out to the public and everybody that we
realize is going to be impacted by this line.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Any further
questions from Council for Mr. Stokes? Thank you.
Has anybody joined us that would like to give
public comment this evening?
As I indicated, we will be hanging around here
until 8:00, but we'll go off the record, and we will
reconvene if we need to. But at this point I want to
thank you all for coming and participating.
MR. ARNOLD TROPF: Could I make one more
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MR. ARNOLD TROPF: That's just another
concern.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MR. CARL MORTON: I'm Carl Morton.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: If you would just
state and spell your name and address for the record.
MR. CARL MORTON: My name is Carl Morton,
M-o-r-t-o-n. We have property at 2185 Rock Springs
Canyon Road.
Our concern is that we have livestock in the
area, and we do have other properties next to the power
line that goes out toward Burns. When we're out there
it's very concerning because our horses can feel the
electricity, and the cows don't hang around it. We do
have irrigation systems that are aluminum, and when the
lightning storms come in we don't even change the water
just because of the issues of electricity.
We do have a very scenic area out there. As
Mr. Bowman stated, the eagles, we have deer around, we
have a lot of wildlife out there. And where your guys'
power line is going right next to our property is
probably within 50 feet. I'm pretty sure you wouldn't
like that power line next to your house. I don't want
to get up in the morning and see that thing or hear it.
We have grandkids, they're going to be around.

M & M Court Reporting Service
(208)345-9611(ph) (800)234-9611 (208)-345-8800(fax)
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You know, we're very concerned. It's not a big issue to
take that thing and go out on public ground, which is
within 2 or 3 miles. There's another access route.
The canal system that's right there, the
irrigation systems that Mr. Chamberlin and Mr. Horton
were speaking about, they are on fragile ground. It's
over 80 years old. And you guys start traveling and
pounding the ground there, it's fragile rock, it's going
to tear that system up, which is the lifeblood of this
valley.
So what you guys need to do is stop and visit
and really go out and get hands-on where this is going.
Also, I don't think you've actually done any studies on
archeology sites. I've been at one of these meetings
and spoke to someone, I'm pretty sure they don't really
know where they're at. And there is areas there that
have Indian artifacts there.
So I don't think that everything is being done
by looking at where you're going with this. And we need
to just stop and take a minute and get it right.
Because we don't need it in our backyards. We don't
need it in our front yard or right out our window. So
just please be considerate of where you're going and
what you're doing with it.
And not only that, but you're taking value out
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
I, BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, Certified

Shorthand Reporter, certify:
That the foregoing proceedings were taken before

me at the time and place therein set forth;
That the testimony and all objections made were
recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or

under my direction;
That the foregoing is a true and correct record

of all testimony given, to the best of my ability;
I further certify that I am not a relative or
employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially

interested in the action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this

25th day of June 2019.

______________________________________

BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR 710
Notary Public
P.O. Box 2636
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636
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of our property. We purchased these grounds to keep
them and help supply the food chain of the United States
and our local government and the county. Even though
we're just a small drop in the bucket, we're still here.
So please don't take the value out of our ground.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Is there anybody on the phone at this point?
IT PERSON: No.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: And what we'll do
now is we will recess. I have 6:33, so we will be here
for another hour and a half or so, and we'll reconvene
if somebody wants to give comment.
Thank you.
Feel free to mill about and enjoy the snacks
in the meantime.
(Hearing recessed at 6:33 p.m.)
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Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council,
I am writing you to express my concern over the transmission line plan noted above, for many reasons such as view
shed, wildlife habitat disruption, wildfire risks and others. I specifically wish to address native plant community
disruption and the almost certainty of introduction and worsening of nonnative, noxious weeds proliferation. As a
commercially licenced herbicide applicator by the state of OR, I recognize the need for significant measures that IPC
must take to avoid problematic introduction of noxious weeds or destructively spread existing infestations. This will take
ongoing surveying and treating areas for weeds several times a year for the entire time of not only construction but
operations and management of the corridor. There is considerable research establishing the longevity of these weed
seed germination potential, even put to many decades. This should be coordinated with the county weed program and
require washing stations for vehicles going into and leaving the work site to minimize weed seed dispersal. Idaho Power
cannot comply with these or other state standards in this area and EFCE should deny the site certificate.

Ed Mosiman
1710 2nd Street
La Grande, OR 97850
emosiman@gmail.com
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factories, commercial facilities, businesses and homes.
But the way that we use energy today is based more on
power electronics and direct current, which is the
format Thomas Edison preferred. Many of the new
resources in energy, such as solar and battery energy
storage, are inherently DC, which is resulting in a
mismatch between AC, which is the transmission line
we're talking about, and the DC-based resources and
loads.
And he talks about how this electricity
resources include not only cleaner natural gas plants,
but distributed solar and wind farms located mainly in
rural areas. This new paradigm was enabling options for
smaller regional microgrids as a method of building
greater resiliency, reliability, and security in our
power infrastructure. And these are defined by smaller
geographical boundaries. Microgrids essentially contain
enough energy resources to meet the demands.
And nowhere in the application does Idaho
Power talk about having looked at microgrids as an
option.
So I asked myself: Why is Idaho Power looking
at this long transmission line? Well, the US Department
of Energy report that I cited previously says that:
Currently power groups, like the American Electric
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My name is David Moyal, and my address is 1804
Second Street here in La Grande. I appreciate the
opportunity to speak to the members of the Council.
I object to the proposed routing of the B2H
transmission line through Union County. I'm a resident
of La Grande, and I'm very concerned because I live not
much more than a mile from the proposed route. In its
application for site certificate, Idaho Power states
that the project is, and I quote, "not likely to result
in significant adverse impacts to scenic resources and
values identified as significant or important in local
land use plans, tribal land management plans" -HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Mr. Moyal, if you
would move the mic a little closer to you.
MR. MOYAL: Closer still? Is this okay?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Yes.
MR. MOYAL: -- "and federal land management
plans for any lands located within the analysis area
described for the project."
But this conclusion is far from the case. The
arguments for it can only be made by the narrowest
possible interpretation of specific clauses in the Union
County land use plan. The plan's general and
overarching purpose, and I quote Union County's general
plan, is: "The natural beauty of Union County is worthy
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Power, is not building new power plants; they are
retiring power plants, but they are expanding their
transmission network because it provides reliable
financial returns at a time when an industry's main
source of income, power generation, is flat.
And so I was very concerned that the whole
siting methodology may not have looked at this, and I
was wanting to make sure that you folks heard that.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you very much.
Following Mr. Moyal, we will have Roger Barnes
on deck.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Mr. Barnes is not here.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Well, then we are
going to skip Mr. Barnes and we will hear from JoAnne
Marlette after -MR. MOYAL: David Moyal.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Yes, your turn, and
then Ms. Marlette.
MR. DAVID MOYAL: Thanks for allowing me to
speak to members of the Council -HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: A couple things. If
you would use the microphone, if you would state your
name and your address, and if you would read a little
bit slower so the court reporter can take it down.
MR. MOYAL: I will.
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of preservation and should be preserved consistent with
the stated purposes of this plan."
It goes on to say on page 33 that the
development will maintain or enhance the attractiveness
of the area and not degrade resources. The application
ignores the general purpose of the plan, basically
saying, and I paraphrase it, if an area isn't
specifically mentioned in the plan, in County's plan,
then it lies outside the purview of the application and
doesn't need evaluation.
The logic behind this dismissal of scenic
resources impact is flawed. The County, in defining
specific areas of concern, couldn't possibly in the
1970s have anticipated every possible project that might
deleteriously affect County viewshed, hence the general
mission statement of the plan, which I quoted earlier,
needs to be addressed in the application before
conclusions regarding scenic values can be reached.
I'll go off topic a little bit. I would like
to point out the injustice in the exclusion of the City
of La Grande from permitting and siting process. More
than any other municipality we are impacted by this
project, yet because it lies immediately outside our
city limits we are excluded beyond the City Council
proclamation opposing the project from the

M & M Court Reporting Service
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1 decision-making process.
2
Please remember as you reach your decision,
3 that you'll be gone tomorrow, but we'll be living with
4 the effects of your decision, positive or negative, for
5 years to come. Thank you very much.
6
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
7
Following Ms. Marlette we will be hearing from
8 Virginia Mammen.
9
Good evening.
10
MS. MARLETTE: Hi. Thank you for allowing us
11 to speak to you this evening. I am JoAnne Marlette,
12 2031 Court Street, Baker City, Oregon. You will
13 probably hear pretty much what I said last night.
14
As you are all well aware, Oregon has an
15 existing utility corridor which was set in place during
16 the administration of Governor Tom McCall. I knew Tom
17 McCall; as a matter of fact, I typed the first draft of
18 his mother, Dorothy Lawson McCall's, book, "Ranch Under
19 the Rimrock."
20
It was his love of this ranchland in Central
21 Oregon that led him to his commitment to preserve farm
22 and forestland. And in the early 1970s, as governor, he
23 signed Senate Bill 100, which created a statewide land
24 use regulatory system aimed at preserving farm and
25 forestland.
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much.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Following Ms. Mammen, we will be hearing from
Adrian Henderson.
SECRETARY CORNETT: Because we are recording
it and we have people on the phone, if everybody could
speak into the mic, it will be much more helpful for us
and those on the phone.
MS. VIRGINIA MAMMEN: I'm Virginia Mammen. I
live at 405 Balsa here in La Grande. I have lived on
Balsa, off Modelaire/Hawthorne Loop for 50 years, and I
love and appreciate the area in which I live. Through
those years I have learned to appreciate the area in
which I live. Although, I have learned that the land
around me, not only under my house, but far up into the
hills above me are to be respected as much as my
neighbors are to be respected.
During that time I have also learned that
although I have taken good care of my body, age and time
demand that I not push it any farther than necessary or
it will break down in one place or another.
So too the hills west above my house. As I
have watched this land creak and grown with the seasons,
it has been plagued with fire, drought, and flooding. I
have learned it is to be respected as a living being and
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Knowing how important preserving farm and
forestland would be, a utility corridor was set from
Boardman, Oregon, to the Idaho border, so that issues
such as what we are having right now would not exist.
All utilities would have their own corridor and would
not encroach on farm and forestland in other parts of
the state. Idaho Power has consistently claimed using
our existing utility corridor would cost too much money.
From what I could find, it appears to me that
Idaho Power is not going through our public lands
because the environmentalists would be after them like
stink on a dog, perhaps even suing Idaho Power for all
the reasons we are objecting to it coming through our
private property here in northeastern Oregon. I'm sure
they don't want to spend tons of their money defending
this B2H proposed project through our public lands with
impending threats of lawsuits at their every turn.
Also, I find quite a discrepancy as to need.
My research shows the market is not growing. Idaho
Power's billed sales for the last 10 years have been
essentially flat, if not declining. That is supported
by reports from the US government and Idaho Power's own
data.
And I will be providing further written
comment prior to the July 23rd deadline. Thank you so
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should not be pushed. In 2010, this area was determined
to be a hazard area and unstable. It moves and shifts
with the nudges from Mother Nature making appearances
down below my house with cracks and other minor
nuisances.
I don't see any respect for our hills or me or
my neighbors if B2H comes into our area, which is rated
"high" or "very high" as a landslide area, while not
just to give our hills an occasional push, but to slam
them with dynamite, create massive holes, introduce
excessively heavy weight and strip them of their beauty,
pride, and spirit while opening the opportunity for
causing the changing of the underground water paths and
land stability and introducing possible new elements for
fire hazard. Any one of these could create catastrophic
danger to the formerly quiet neighborhood below that I
have enjoyed for 50 years.
The disturbance of a soil and track-out would
pollute the clean area which we cherish. Then there is
the noise pollution from both construction and completed
project. To me this is not progress in the making but a
total lack of respect and appreciation for both people
and the land.
I would invite you to come walk my
neighborhood with me, on the streets meant not for
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to your home. Microgrids would be nice. Instead the
trouble is we are locating wind farms such as the one in
the once naturally scenic Pyles Canyon south of
La Grande, the wind farms and once beautiful Columbia
River Gorge, and the wind farm in the once scenic Burnt
River Canyon on the way to Boise.
These unreliable sources of energy are far
from your home and the load they serve. These energy
sources load the power lines and increase power line
losses. This unnecessary transport of very unreliable
power has created the need for more ability to transport
power.
Idaho Power, PacifiCorp, and Bonneville Power
Administration are responding to the requirements that
power be maintained to your house whether or not the
wind is blowing, and they are keeping this power system
together whether or not the wind is blowing.
A big item in our lives is electric cars.
Transportation accounts for a huge part of our national
energy usage. We want to be able to provide energy for
electric cars. Electric cars hog a lot of electric
power. That will require nearly double the electric
output of our power system. Let's don't stall electric
cars because of stalling a power line.
Please don't pass the mess of a weak
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From what I am understanding this form
provided by Idaho Power, the long and short, from what I
understand, Oregon is supposed to take one for the team
for the sake of Idaho. That makes me wonder. What is
it about the Idaho infrastructure and Idaho's power grid
that determines the demand from Oregon? It also makes
me wonder, why is it that you insist it be in our
backyard and not in your backyard?
I've been here my whole life. I remember the
fire of '73. I remember how hard people worked to save
their houses. I remember the sun disappearing, and I
remember a tinder box ready to go. And you want to go
with an overhead power system that the world doesn't
even recognize anymore. The world puts power grids
underground today. It's the future. It's how we do it.
You are taxing a system that doesn't have to be taxed.
These lines, they inevitably are overtaxed, and they
droop, they hang, and they cause fires. And as I said,
we've have got a tinder box surrounding us.
I don't know if we want to go through the
inevitable again of having another fire. I don't know
if we want to suffer the inevitable outcome that
happened to Paradise, California, when they had only
time enough to grab their purse and wallet and the
shirts on their backs before their house was rendered to
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infrastructure of our power system to our children and
all the people in the Northwest. Let's allow Idaho
Power Company, PacifiCorp, and Bonneville Power
Administration to drive without their brakes on. Let's
allow Idaho Power Company, PacifiCorp, and BPA to heat
their house with the windows closed.
If we want to have unreliable energy sources
such as the wind farms located far from where the
electric load is, let's provide the power lines to carry
the load and maintain system stability. If we want to
provide for a huge electrical energy increase to support
electric vehicles, then Idaho Power Company, PacifiCorp,
and BPA have the power lines they need to handle the
load.
I understand your feelings about where to put
the line. Let's not allow our power system to become an
obsolete mess for our children. Let's figure out the
best place to locate B2H. Please make some siting
suggestions to the Commission and to Idaho Power
Company.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MR. ROD MUILENBURG: My name is Rod
Muilenburg. I reside at 412 16th Street, La Grande,
Oregon.
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a mere foundation and a fireplace and the rest is a
toxic waste element. Do we want to go through that?
And then I heard only yesterday that a diamond
factory in Washington is going to demand enough voltage
to supply 10,000 people to manufacture synthetic
diamonds. I don't know when this ends.
But I've listened to all these people behind
me talking about the eyesore we are going to see,
talking about the impact. And they are mentioning
things I haven't even considered; hearing problems,
sound transmission lines. There's a whole lot involved
that we have just barely touched the tip of the iceberg.
And is it a requirement that Idaho have its power in the
first place?
I don't know, I am just thinking we have got a
lot of small cities, too, with the prevailing winds
around this area, Ukiah, and all these little cities
surrounding here, and how bad will it be? Is there
enough fire suppression? Is there enough accountability
for the environmental impact?
I don't think anybody here has weighed this
whole thing out until they attended this forum tonight.
Which, by the way, I appreciate you putting it on. I
appreciate you being here. I appreciate Idaho Power for
allowing us to voice our opinions.
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But historically, like I said, the Oregon
Trail, we have to consider it. We have got the
procurement of land, and apparently no letters were
offered for the initial route before anybody had a
chance to respond. And now this new thing comes in and
we all get a surprise.
I think a lot of people have a lot more to say
about this than me; so I'm just going to yield back my
time.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Following Irwin Smutz, we have Jeri Watson,
and then I don't know if Idaho Power wants to -- okay.
So then we will hear from Idaho Power after that.
MR. IRWIN SMUTZ: My name is Irwin Smutz, and
I live at 59074 Foothill Road. My ranch borders the
game refuge. I have got two oil lines, two gas lines,
and two fiberoptic lines, and the power line that, I
think your alternative route, I think the preferred
route is going to be just above that power line.
I have two concerns: One of them is the fire
danger. That present power line set a fire a few years
ago close to Ladd Canyon. The people that ran the power
line, a long distance line, failed to keep the brush cut
underneath the line, and the tree grew up and that line
arced and started a fire.
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And also it was kind of hinted at by another
speaker, where the hospital is, that is really unstable,
too. They had to put in a huge amount of cement to try
to keep that thing from shifting, the new building that
they put there at the hospital.
The site that my house is on is also shifting.
I have a board fence and they have all pulled away from,
in places they have pulled away from the posts because
the building site is going down the hill. Well, that is
a thing that you are dealing with on the power line
going through that area.
So I just really appreciate you listening to
me, but I am concerned. These people have serious
concerns, it makes a really big difference. You can put
these things through and they'll pay so much a foot to
go through and then you put up with it for the rest of
your life.
Just an example, I went to put some fence
across all those pipe lines, and somebody came out and
told me I was not allowed to put any steel posts in the
fence going across that because some of the, I guess the
fiber optic lines or something were only underneath the
line about 4 inches they said.
So I really appreciate you folks listening.
And I just wanted to share that with you. I have had
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Also, in the site, the area where they are
going to put the proposed power lines through that you
are talking about is in an unstable area. My dad went
up and checked the cows when I was a boy, and he got up
to this real steep unstable area, and the ground had
shifted because of another line that came through, an
oil line, it shifted, and this pipe came out, out of the
ground 5 or 6 feet in the air and made a bend.
Fortunately, it did not break, or oil or gas or whatever
they put through that, would have ran down the hill.
Well, this proposed power line is going
through that area where that shift was. They cut
through shale type ground, and they kind of loosened the
thing up. So that's a thing that really kind of
concerns me. Of course, we have a lot of game of all
kinds, we border the game refuge.
But I would just like to share that this is
one problem that you would have. The building site
where all my buildings are on the ranch there are down,
of course, at the bottom of the hill, and I guess the
building site where my buildings are slid off the top of
the mountain some time in prehistoric history. And the
geologist out there told Dad, I guess the rest of it
will stay up there. But that line is going to be going
right across that unstable land.
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quite a bit of experience on things coming through my
land, and it does have everlasting consequences once
these things go through.
Thank you very much.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: All right. Jeri
Watson.
MS. JERI WATSON: Hello. Long day. I really
appreciate you all being here. And I'm Jeri Watson,
J-e-r-i, W-a-t-s-o-n, and I live at 1906 Foley Street in
La Grande.
I've been here for about 40-some years. And I
moved here, I came from a city in California called
Torrance, and I moved here to teach school, knowing that
I wouldn't make the kind of salary here that I would
make in places that I was capable of going. I'm not
trying to be modest, but I'll just give you an idea of
my qualifications. I could teach, I'm certified in
special ed, high school, elementary school, I speak
three languages; one being Spanish. The others are
Japanese and obviously English. I was at the top of my
class at University of Southern California, and I really
could have gone anywhere if money was important to me.
Enough money to get by is important.
But my folks didn't want me to come here.
They said, You can't eat the scenery. But I live every
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But I still trust that we will do the right
thing here. And I believe over time that Idaho Power's
own IRP process will also discover that the
decentralized local generation, local distribution,
non-centralized huge transmission grid is the way of the
future. And once they change their business model to
correlate and align with that new energy future, I think
we are all going to be better off in the end.
So on a good day, I'm very optimistic; and on
a bad day, you catch me like you saw me a few minutes
ago.
So anyway, that is my journey, that is my
story. I probably won't ever talk to you guys again,
but you'll get my stuff in writing. And I wish you
luck. This is not an easy process. Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you,
Ms. Kreider.
Next up we have Jerry Myers.
COUNCILLOR ROPPE: I have a question. How
many people do we have total? He said there was
somebody on the line, and we also wanted to talk to
Idaho Power before we leave, and we only have 45 minutes
left.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Right. He would be
the last member of the public and then we have Idaho
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Everybody has one light there in each room. So that was
all they had. That was the only power they had. There
had to be a well, too.
So anyway, in my life, somewhat, I joined the
co-op when I got older than 21. And as another
neighbor, when running with Haddock on the -- was the
director, and he had to move to the country, somewhere
else. So he wanted to get a new director. So I said,
well, I thought maybe that would be fun, too. So I did
that for quite a while.
Then I had a tremendous amount of -- well, I
was there for 23 years. Even developing our country
around to where everybody had, at first, where they had
30 volts of electricity. That was just for everything
in the wiring and in the house, every building had to be
redone.
So we got that big, that new bolt of
electricity, that was really, just had one -- I think it
had just one big wire on all of the wires on about
25 miles. And that was the end of the line. And we
lived there at end of the line and we are on the last
pole.
So it didn't take very long, found out that we
needed a lot more, where everything we started buying,
things needed power. First thing you only had a
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Power.
If there is anybody on the line, on the phone
line, that wants to speak up, please make yourself known
now.
COUNCILLOR ROPPE: Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: So hearing none, we
have just Mr. Myers and then Idaho Power.
MR. JERRY MYERS: Thank you. It won't take
long.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: If you could start
with your name and your address, please.
MR. JERRY MYERS: My name is Jerry Myers from
Butter Creek, Little Butter Creek. I have difficulty
talking sometimes. What more do you need? 68477 Little
Butter Creek.
I've got 5 more days and I'll be 85 years old.
My granddad started farming over there in 1898. And he
himself was a brother, and he didn't want to do that.
He just wanted to go to town and drink beer.
Well, we have done a lot of things on the
farm. It started from we didn't have any electricity
for anything at all. And so my granddad figured out a
way, something they called a tower, a tower with a
little fan on it, and he bought some gigantic batteries
and put it in a building. And that is what he kept.
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battery, or an electric, something to charge things, the
thousands of elements of things that we have nowadays.
So the first thing you know pretty quick we
had to have bigger wire because the electricity gets
very low. I'm getting too far off the subject here.
But we will go directly to, as a director, I
learned slowly but I got, after a while, it seemed that
Bonneville electricity, power was everywhere I guess in
Idaho, that they were kind of tough people. So we had
to be careful dealing with. And it was something that
kind of developed over many years and did not have a
good subject to talk about. So that was the first thing
we noticed right away.
So for what more -- it took a tremendous
amount of electricity, but we had plenty of power right
here. And first thing in 1930, early '30s, all of
Bonneville had started building dams all around the
Columbia River, and they were big. They dammed the
whole river and built up everything. That was the
subject of many things. Went right from -- right here
on to out in all of Washington and right here. And it
mostly was pumping with electricity and water. So that
goes on and on forever practically. Every day I think
they built a new thing.
But I'll go back to my first part. It took me
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38 years to pay for that. It took a long time. I had
to pay for -- of course, my folks, I had to pay for
them. And then when they died, then they were finally
passed on to all the relatives, but then it was all
developed and done up in the first place. And I had to
add quite a bit for the federal tax payment or income
tax. It took a long time, but I finally got that done.
Next, one of the things that I find around
here is looking -- if you look they have a really nice
map out there on the computer up there. That is pretty
nice. It's much better than I ever saw anywhere. And I
would like to have it bigger and be able to have more
items that we can see, just to read the paper. So I
don't know why -- I don't why they need to do it so
tiny.
Some other item, a night from last night,
which is last night, it was lightning. And we have a
lot of lightning for some reason. They like it in
those, it's just partly in the flat county and part of
it is up in the hills. They get up pretty close to get
it into the mountains. That was a big item.
Now, I have many things about the towers, and
I don't know about them. I don't know anything about
them. Are they made of wood? Are they made of steel?
Are they just a single pole that goes up? I haven't
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MR. MARK STOKES: Good evening, Chair Beyeler,
Vice Chair Jenkins, other Council members, staff. Thank
you again.
My name is Mark Stokes from Idaho Power
Company. I'm the engineering project leader for the
Boardman to Hemingway Project. My address is 21 West
Idaho Street, Boise, Idaho 83702.
I do have a few comments I would like to make
tonight before we get to some of your questions. To
start out with, on Thursday night, last week, there was
a person that made a comment that Idaho Power did not
have any customers in Oregon, and I attempted to correct
that during my testimony at the end after that session.
And the number that I put out was incorrect. So I want
to get that corrected on the record.
The number that I gave you was 15 percent of
our load is for Oregon customers. That number is
actually approximately 3 1/2 percent of our total load.
And then also to add to that, we have a little over
19,000 customers between Malheur and Baker County.
Let's see, the next piece I wanted to address,
and I have been holding off doing this because over the
course of last week and the two hearings this week there
have been a lot of comments made that really get back to
the need for the B2H project, and it really does go back
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heard anything like that. I thought I got pretty good
educated from all these papers that we get once a while,
but apparently we don't.
Since my farming, there is 2 miles of these
towers that go through 2 miles of -- touches to my land.
I do not know what the special would be. I understand
that it is 6 feet -- or 600 feet wide of something in
space in the ground. I don't know that. On my place
there is nothing on it except soil and good dirt.
Once in a while they used to, they used to
have wood posts with a steel fence, just making a fence.
It's only 4 feet high. Now we don't have any. We took
them all out, cleaned them all up. So that is the way
it goes nowadays.
But on those towers, do they call them towers
or poles, or whatever you call them, how high do they
go? How do they go across the ground? Are they a
quarter of a mile or are they a few hundred feet? I
have not heard any of this. So I'm guessing I'd like to
know things that way.
I think I'm about done. Thank you very much.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you,
Mr. Myers.
Okay. Next we will have Mark Stokes from
Idaho Power.
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1 to the Integrated Resource Planning process.
2
According to EFSC's guidelines, standards, the
3 Council relies on determination of need, they rely on
4 the opinion of the Oregon Public Utilities Commission.
5 There is a fair amount of information in Exhibit N that
6 addresses the IRP and that whole piece of that
7 long-range planning process. We go through and we
8 update that plan every 2 years.
9
The IRP that is in our current application,
10 that is in your hands right now, was filed in 2017, by
11 June of 2017. And it was acknowledged, I believe it was
12 May of 2018 when the Oregon PUC acknowledged that IRP.
13 And it's literally that acknowledgment of the action
14 plan in the IRP that establishes the need for whatever
15 resources or actions are proposed in there. And very
16 specifically in that 2017 IRP, we asked the Commission
17 to acknowledge certain construction activities related
18 to B2H and they did grant that.
19
Jump forward 2 years, right now we have just
20 completed our 2019 IRP that will either be filed
21 tomorrow or next Monday with the Oregon Commission. And
22 our intent is to go ahead and file that with ODOE so you
23 have an updated copy of that.
24
There is a lengthy regulatory process that we
25 have to go through with the PUC, and so I would not
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Sam Myers
68453 little Butter Creek Rd.
Heppner, Or. 97836
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June 23, 2019
Energy Facilities
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior siting Analyst
Oregon Department Of Energy
550 Capital St. N.E.
Salem, OR. 97301
Via EMAIL: B2H.DPOCComments@Oregon.gov
Subject: Idaho Power Application for Site Certification for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/18; Draft Proposes Order.
Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council:
As an operator of a Century Oregon Farm directly impacted by the proposed
transmission line. I am opposing this project because of the extreme fire danger it places
on the livelihood of our entire operation. Our dry-land farming cropping system operates
near the eastern edge of Morrow County and has been successfully producing wheat for
many decades; a fire would be a catastrophic event that would reduce our ability to stay
in operation.
The climate of our farm is such that we see many low Relative Humidly months and
frequent “Red Flag” warnings are placed over our area in the summer. This is a huge
problem for us. I believe we are being placed under an undue amount of danger from
fire; specifically from the higher voyages proposed for this transmission line!
The soils that support our crops do not recover quickly from fires that occur durning the
pre-harvest fully mature stage of our crops, durning this stage there is a very high fuel
load created by the crop itself. A fire a fire during this stage of the cropping cycle will
devastate the soul for many years!
I do not believe that a “Right of Way” should be able to take away a persons livelihood! A
very small fire occurred on a neighboring field some 6 years ago, I was able to fight that
fire myself along with other responders, it was a post harvest fire most likely caused by a
motorists cigaret, this fire had repercussions for 2 cropping cycles, some 4 years later a
reduced yield was reported to me by the farms owner.
Please so do not allow this proposed transmission line to be placed over our farm.
Sincerely
Sam Myers

I do not believe this is acceptable risk we should suffer!
This “Right of Way” could take away our ability to financially survive!
Urna Semper
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Transmission Project 9/28/18; Draft Proposes Order.
Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council:
As an operator of a Century Oregon Farm directly impacted by the proposed
transmission line. I am opposing this project because of the extreme fire danger it places
on the livelihood of our entire operation. Our dry-land farming cropping system operates
near the eastern edge of Morrow County and has been successfully producing wheat for
many decades; a fire would be a catastrophic event that would reduce our ability to stay
in operation.
The climate of our farm is such that we see many low Relative Humidly months and
frequent “Red Flag” warnings are placed over our area in the summer. This is a huge
problem for us. I believe we are being placed under an undue amount of danger from
fire; specifically from the higher voyages proposed for this transmission line!
The soils that support our crops do not recover quickly from fires that occur durning the
pre-harvest fully mature stage of our crops, durning this stage there is a very high fuel
load created by the crop itself. A fire a fire during this stage of the cropping cycle will
devastate the soul for many years!
I do not believe that a “Right of Way” should be able to take away a persons livelihood! A
very small fire occurred on a neighboring field some 6 years ago, I was able to fight that
fire myself along with other responders, it was a post harvest fire most likely caused by a
motorists cigaret, this fire had repercussions for 2 cropping cycles, some 4 years later a
reduced yield was reported to me by the farms owner.
Please so do not allow this proposed transmission line to be placed over our farm.
Sincerely
Sam Myers

I do not believe this is acceptable risk we should suffer!
This “Right of Way” could take away our ability to financially survive!
Urna Semper

Hearing
June 27, 2019

Input on Draft Proposed Order for the Boardman to
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intention at this time and we'll circle back to you and
give you the opportunity.
I don't hear anybody on the line.
So I will call up the people with the cards
that I have here. But before I do that, I have at this
point four comment cards. I expect that some more will
trickle in. Because we have allotted several hours or a
few hours for this, I will not put any time constraints
on anybody this evening. But I do ask that you be
succinct in your comments. And as Kellen had indicated,
keep them -- the more effective the better for us.
Any requests that are made to EFSC will be
brought up at the conclusion of the public testimony
opportunity of the hearing.
Today's hearing, as well as all of the public
hearings on the Boardman to Hemingway draft proposed
order, are being documented by a certified court
reporter, and there will be transcripts of the testimony
made available after completion of the public hearings.
We are also recording the hearing tonight.
The presentations, written comments and oral
testimony are part of the decision record for the
proposed facility.
And then for the legalese. Pursuant to OAR
345-015-0220(5)(a) and (b), please note the following:
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of the hearing. I will ask that when I call the speaker
up, the first thing you do is provide your name and
spelling and your address for the record, so that the
court reporter can have that information.
And the first person coming up to give
testimony is going to be Sam Myers. Mr. Myers.
MR. SAM MYERS: My name is Sam Myers. S-a-m,
last name M-y-e-r-s. Our address is 68453 Little Butter
Creek Road, Heppner, Oregon.
Thank you for allowing me to be here. Again,
my name is Sam Myers. I operate a family-owned dryland
wheat farm on the eastern edge of Morrow County. I am
here with my father, Jerry Myers, who is in agreement
with the comments that I'm about to make.
If I could, so I understand fully, when I'm
opposed to the project, do I call it the order or the
proposed order? Does it make a difference?
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: It doesn't really
make a difference. If you have concerns about -- you
would have concerns about the draft proposed order or
parts of the application. So either one of those two
would be where you would be addressing your concerns.
MR. SAM MYERS: My argument against the
proposed order has to do with and relates to the issues
regarding a fire. My arguments do not have to do
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A person who intends to raise any issue that may be the
basis for a contested case must raise the issue in
person at the public hearing or in a written comment
submitted to the Department of Energy before the
deadline, which we just indicated has been extended to
August 22.
A person who intends to raise any issue that
may be the basis for a contested case must raise the
issue with sufficient specificity to afford the Council,
the Department, and the applicant an adequate
opportunity to respond, including a statement of facts
that support the person's position on the issue.
To raise an issue in a contested case
proceeding, the issue must be: Within the Council's
jurisdiction; raised in writing or in person prior to
the close of the hearing record comment period, which
is, as we have now said several times, is August 22,
2019; raised with sufficient specificity to afford
Council, the Department of Energy, and the applicant an
adequate opportunity to respond.
And as we have stated previously, to raise an
issue with sufficient specificity, the person must
present facts that support the person's position on the
issue.
We will now begin the public testimony portion
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with -- they assume that the transmission lines are
going to light fires and that we have not come to a
conclusion that that doesn't happen. So my testimony
tonight wants to shed light on the issues that I have
regarding a potential fire from these transmission
lines.
The damage that concerns me the most is
long-term. Even more than the loss of buildings,
dwellings or equipment or crops that are destroyed, it
is the damage from an in-crop fire that is detrimental
to our soil and our livelihood. Buildings can be
rebuilt, equipment can be replaced. But the moment a
fire hits the soil, the soil can be damaged.
The cropping system this transmission line
crosses over is one of our really most prized fields,
untouched in many ways from any of mankind's buildings
or roads, so to speak. It is our job to manage this
field, and we do so, with respect to the soil, as best
we can.
We work to maintain the soil. Our livelihood
depends on the soil. We have to consider soil organic
matter, soil microbes, soil structure, and sequestering
as much rainfall into this soil as possible due to our
low rainfall area. The soil is our most precious
resource, and preserving its health is our top priority.

M & M Court Reporting Service
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Firsthand experience, along with the counsel
from the researchers at Columbia Basin Research Center
near Pendleton, Oregon, have revealed to me that a fire
in our dryland crop, which this transmission line goes
over, does destroy the crop. In their words, a
gentleman I talked to this morning, a researcher, I
believe his name was Steve, said literally a fire takes
the life out of a soil.
Here's what a fire does specifically to a
soil. It burns off organic matter. It kills the
microbial colonies that are needed for soil health. It
destroys the carbon-nitrogen cycle that we depend on to
break down the previous crop into nutrients that can be
used for the next one.
It destroys soil structure. Soil structure is
critical for the ability of the soil to hold water and
also for the soil to be able to take higher rates of
water into it before it's eroded. Fire also creates a
wind erosion potential. In our area that's very
critical.
The long-term loss from soil damage could
threaten our livelihood. That is because the soil
rebuilding process takes years, perhaps 6 to 10 years,
to fully recover from a fire. Again, this is firsthand
knowledge and counsel from the research center.
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What happens to our crop as it moves from a
small green, leafy plant and matures towards harvest to
this time of year, what they characterize as a living
load, a green, leafy plant, turns into what they call a
dead fire load. The Forest Service uses these
designations as they seek to understand how potentially
dangerous a fire can be in the forest.
So when our crop approaches a dead fire load
at full maturity, the fire that could happen at that
point in time is devastating to the soil. It does all
the things that I previously mentioned in destroying
that soil.
It is also important for me to note, however,
that a postharvest fire, fire when the crop has been
harvested, there is a significant height difference with
the remaining residue. It can also be very dangerous.
And those are the fires that I fought and had personal
comment from the neighbors describing to me years later
they can still tell where the yield reduces where the
line of the fire started.
This is the place we live in. These are the
climate conditions that we face; hot, dry, windy days,
wind speeds in the 20s or 30 miles per hour. They all
happen simultaneously. These are the conditions that
have me extremely concerned. If these transmission
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The revenue loss encountered by the soil
destruction would be financially disastrous to us. We
currently have no protection from that kind of loss. We
are simply exposed to that risk.
The second issue that I think is specific to
our area is our climate. We have very dry conditions in
the spring, late spring and summer, sometimes into the
fall, with low relative humidity. Our area has some of
the lowest relative humidity percentages over a cropped
land of perhaps any place in the state. These dry
conditions do not suppress the ignition of a fire.
The National Weather Service issues red flag
warnings. We had one just a few days ago. I spoke with
the National Weather Service and had quite a
conversation with the gentleman there. Red flag
warnings happen a couple times during June, July, and
August in our area, sometimes even into September.
These warnings indicate that a fire can spread rapidly
upon ignition. The red flag warning is an indication
that widespread fire damage can occur.
Now, just to clarify, the Weather Service
cannot predict a fire; it can predict the possibility,
the probability of a lightning strike in your area. So
it also depends on determining fire load and other
weather conditions that can make a fire possible.
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lines started a fire, it could spread for miles.
My goal here today is that you understand that
the destruction of our soil resource is very troubling
to me. The pennies we might receive from a right-of-way
to Idaho Power does not compensate us for the risk we
would bear. What is at stake here is our soil.
I would urge the Siting Council to consider
this testimony as it specifically relates to this area.
We cannot ignore the environmental damage to the soils
that could happen on an event that is possible almost
every year. Red flag warnings, like I mentioned, can
be -- we've seen them perhaps on average once a month,
maybe twice a month. Like I said, the Weather Service
lists those, put those out there so the general public
knows that if somebody is going to be doing something
that could potentially start a fire, it could spread
rapidly and cause massive amounts of damage.
So I thank you for being here and hearing my
testimony. When I had considered this project some,
almost 10 years old now, I can't believe that for
pennies for a right-of-way our farm could be devastated
financially. We could be left with nothing. Our
margins on that farm are small. There is no protection
for a 7-, 8-year yield reduction. We live with that
risk, and now we're adding potentially another risk
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factor to that environment.
There are other problems on our farm that I
have with this. We have an airstrip that will probably
be rendered useless because of the transmission lines'
location; we have Internet communication that could be
interrupted; and the cropping system that we use, most
likely I can't use an aerial applicator in that area.
It would make it extraordinarily more expensive to fly
next to this transmission line. So I have a lot to
lose. I have a lot to overcome if this happens.
So I appreciate the Council's consideration of
what I hoped to have made very specific, very real, very
credible information. We're talking about an
environmental problem and we're talking about destroying
a resource that could probably, in my opinion, there
might be better ways to serve the needs of power
somewhere else than making me live under such a
disastrous risk from the transmission lines.
Thank you very much.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you,
Mr. Myers.
Next up is John -- is it Luciani?
MR. JOHN LUCIANI: I'm not quite ready,
please.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Do you want me to
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electrical industry. After over 125 years, our mission
still stands as that.
The things that I want to bring to light are
the IBEW is in agreement with this project. We're in
support of this project for all the reasons identified
by Idaho Power. But the most important is for balancing
the renewable resources throughout this region and the
Intermountain West.
When we look at the constraints that are on
current transmission right-of-ways, those constraints
lend to high-capacity time periods in which additional
transmission lines throughout our regions can help
minimize I think some of these fire concerns that a lot
of the public has. The more that a transmission line is
overloaded, the more likelihood or the potential for the
system to fail, and the more likelihood of those fires
could occur.
I'm not here to discuss the potential routing
as far as the benefits or the considerations that went
in prior to this. My testimony is just to discuss the
imminent need. Transmission lines throughout this
region as well as connecting the Intermountain West are
needed in order to balance the peak-and-valley nature of
our renewable portfolios.
The energy imbalance market is something that
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put you at the end of the line?
MR. JOHN LUCIANO: Please.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Next is Travis Eri
or Eri?
MR. TRAVIS ERI: That's correct.
Hello. Travis Eri. It's T-r-a-v-i-s, E-r-i.
Address is 17200 Northeast Sacramento Street, Portland,
Oregon 97230.
So to start with, my background, I'm a
journeyman lineman, having worked in the Pacific
Northwest, earning my certificate right here throughout
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. I currently am the
business manager for International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, Local Union 125. And IBEW 125
represents the electrical workers throughout Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, and Montana, consisting of 3600
members in the utility and construction industry in all
sectors of construction, transmission, and distrib- -or generation, transmission, and distribution services.
I'd like to start by recognizing all those who
may be in opposition of this project for various
reasons. My testimony is not to minimize any of their
concerns that they are here discussing today.
The IBEW was formed in 1891, and our purpose
and our mission was to stand for improving safety in the
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Pacific Power started several years ago, and many of the
utilities have joined into this. And it's nothing more
than basically sharing transmission authority between
different regions and taking advantage of
peak-and-valley natures of renewable portfolios.
What it allows for is a reduction in having to
spend resources to create new generation, allowing for a
lot of our carbon-emitting generation facilities to be
able to scale back and take advantage of excess
renewable in other areas.
The Boardman to Hemingway line, in what I have
seen from the studies, will do just that. It will
balance out renewable portfolios within the
Intermountain West, and the Oregon and Washington
Columbia River Gorge renewable portfolio, taking
advantage of those resources at different times when
they will be able to exchange power.
The additional benefit, other than easements
to those that are affected by the transmission
corridors, are also going to be felt through the
reduction in necessary transmission -- or sorry,
necessary generation being built in order to cover the
electrical needs of our communities.
And with Bonneville Power Administration
joining the energy imbalance market, all of the
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B2H DPOComments * ODOE
B2H project siting comment

Sam Myers
68453 Little Butter creek road
Heppner, Oregon 97836
sam.myers84@gmail.com
August 21, 2019
Energy facilities
c/o kellen Tardewether, Senior siting Analyst Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capital St. N.E.
Salem, Oregon, 97301
Via, email.. B2H.DPOCComments@Oregon.gov
Subject: Idaho Power Application for site Certification for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmisson Project 9/28/2019
Draft Proposed Order.
Dear Chair Beyeler and members of the council:
After giving a oral presentation at the Boardman Oregon public comment meeting, I have even more concerns about the
B2H Transmisson line routed over our farm in Morrow county.
It seems that those involved with the use, construction and rent of this transmission line will be enriched financially
while those who’s lives are directly impacted by the risks and dangers of the transmission line get very little
compensation!! A one time right of way payment does not even begin to compare with the value of the energy that
passes through the line! The fact is, this transmission line’s necessity has come under scrutiny and rightfully so!! This
line does not meet the “good of the public” criteria any more!! The money makers at play in this project seem to be
pushing the project to make money while those people directly impacted, are only to suffer the risks!! I am disgusted
that we could be so unfairly compensated/abused!! This transmission line produces; health risks, fire risks, not to
mention cropping restrictions, communication problems, land use issues and yearly ongoing structure avoidance! These
problems will make our farming existence even more difficult. All of this for a minimal one time payment, an absolute
disparity!! We have heard from various sources that right of way payments could range from 8 to 10 thousand dollars
for various properties; this does not even come close to the risks we would encounter from the this transmission line!!
While others continue to financially gain year after year we are offered nothing for the continued risks we endure!!
I am extremely concerned about the voltage of this transmission line as well, it is the highest voltage used (500kv). I
am concerned that our low humidity and high temperatures have not been studied enough to guarantee our safety!! As
I stated in my oral presentation, fire is our biggest concern and with the 500kv line no one has studied its impact at our
location or the conditions that exist on our farm, at this highest voltage. I would contend that we simply do not have
safe conditions for this transmission line!! Our livelihood is at stake potentially 6 months of every year!! This is also
disturbing to me that utility companies are not fully dealing with the risks and continue the process to build this
transmission line; to solve a problem that has many other solutions!! Even a quick google search online reveal several
sites detailing the facts about health dangers of the electromagnetic field surrounding a transmission line of this
voltage!!
Please do not allow a disaster to unfold over our farm!,
1

Sincerely,
Sam Myers
Sent from my iPad

2

ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

sam myers <sam.myers84@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 22, 2019 1:19 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Weed Control Management Plan not consistent with Oregon or County requi...
Weed Control Management Plan not consistent with Oregon or County requi....pdf

I agree with this report and find the omission of a valid weed prevention plan to be completely unacceptable, I’m constantly fighting
weeds in our farm, this would only make matters worse!!! Please do not allow the incomplete project we’d plan to continue!!
Sincerely
Sam Myers

Sent from my iPhone

1

August 21, 2019
Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St. NE
Salem, Oregon 9730l
email: B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov
The Draft Proposed Order fails to control and treat Invasive Weeds resulting from
the development.
NOXIOUS WEED CONTROL
The applicant has not established a weed control plan that will protect the adjacent farm,
wetlands, native habitats and forests from infestations due to the transmission line
providing for noxious weed introduction and stimulation.
Failure to control noxious weeds will result in a failure to comply with OAR
345-022-0110 as it will result in significant adverse impacts to the ability of the county
and private providers within the analysis area to provide those services as well as
significantly increase the costs to private farm and forest owners to control noxious
weeds.
Rules impacted with an example of the types of impacts which make the development out
of compliance with the rule:
-Failure to comply with both OAR 345-022-0070 and OAR 345-022-0060 due to the
negative impact invasive weeds have on the ability of the habitat to support wildlife
species due to changes in the types of food available to species and the fact that invasive
species clog waterways necessary for threatened and endangered fish.
-Fails to comply with OAR 345-022-0090 due to the fact that invasive weeds push out
"first foods" species relied upon by Native Americans. Please refer to the comments
submitted by the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes, pages 5 and 6 identifying concerns with
noxious weeds and the need to address them at all locations impacted by the
development, as well as the need for vehicle cleaning.
The current plan fails to comply with the following general rules and statutes which apply
to the entire siting process:
--Oregon Revised Statute 469.507 requires the site certificate holder to not only establish
programs for monitoring the environmental and ecological effects of the construction and
operation of the facilities, but also requires the certificate holder to perform testing and
sampling necessary for the monitoring program per guidelines established by the EFSC
or it’s designee.
-- OAR 345-021-0010(l)(u)(E) Identifies the need for establishing a monitoring program
to establish the identification of conditions which impact the providers ability to provide
required services. (This statute and rule make it clear that the Department of Energy and
EFSC have the authority and obligation to establish in site certificate conditions
requirements for monitoring of those programs.)
!1

Comments provided by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife state the need to
address the introduction and spread of noxious weeds during the entire life of the project:
--OAR 345-025-0016 states, “In the site certificate, the council shall include conditions
that address monitoring and mitigation to assure compliance with the standards contained
in OAR Ch 35, Div. 22 and Div. 24. Given the speed with which invasive weeds can
cause significant damage to surrounding habitat as well as agricultural and forest lands,
the need exists to monitor and control noxious weeds on an annual basis during the life of
the project.
The importance of this issue for the economic impact it has on the state is contained in
Or. Report, 2014. That report estimated the economic impact of six invasive weeds
studied was $1.5 billion and $2.4 billion personal income if infestation moved into the
susceptible areas. This would represent 40.8 thousand jobs.
Following examples identify shortcomings in the draft proposed order and Noxious Weed
Plan to meet the requirements of the above rules and statutes.
1.

Construction and ongoing maintenance of the transmission line will introduce
and stimulate the development of multiple noxious weed varieties which pose a
threat to public and private property for many miles adjacent to the transmission
line. Some seeds disperse for hundreds of miles. A failure to identify and treat
noxious weeds prior to them dispersing seeds onto adjacent properties is a critical
component of effective treatment to avoid these impacts. State law contained in
ORS 569.390 requires the developer to treat weeds prior to seed dispersal, ORS
569.400 provides penalties for failure to do so and ORS 569.445 requires
developer to clean machinery prior to moving it over any public road or
movement from one farm to another. The statute requires cleaning to occur at the
locations where equipment leaves or enters a public road or moves across a
property boundary. Utilizing washing facilities located at multi-use areas or
public facilities will not be consistent with the state statutes which the Oregon
Department of Energy and Energy Facility Siting Council are required to adhere
to.

2. The site certificate needs to include a monitoring schedule during the spring and
summer periods of rapid growth that will address the actual invasive weeds along
the right of way. Since different weeds go to seed from early spring through late
fall, in order to meet the requirements of the statute, the monitoring plan must
address the life cycle of the weeds potentially present at different locations along
the right of way to assure weeds are identified and treated prior to seed dispersal.
This would require visual inspections to occur based upon the timeframes for
specific weeds to develop. Multiple examples are provided for Category A weeds
which occur along the proposed transmission line. For example, flowering and
seed production for the List A invasive weeds occurs as early as March for Scotch
broom and extend into October for Purple loosestrife. These are both on List A.
3. *Section 1.3 of the Draft Plan indicates the following, “IPC will only be
responsible for the control of noxious weeds that are within Project right-ofway(ROW) and that are a result of the company’s construction- or
operation-related surface-disturbing activities. For EFSC purposes, IPC is
not responsible for controlling noxious weeds that occur outside of the
Project ROW’s, or for controlling or eradicating noxious weed species that
!2

were present prior to the Project. With respect to pre-existing weed
infestations, IPC recognizes Oregon Revised State (ORS) Chapter 569
imposes onto occupiers of land within a weed district certain obligations to
control and prevent weeds; if IPC identifies pre-existing weed infestations
within a Project ROW, IPC will work with the relevant landowner or land
management agency to address the same consistent with ORS Chapter 569.”
As noted in the August 22, 2017 communication, IPC is responsible for all weed
infestations in the right of way, regardless of whether or not they existed at the
time the transmission line right of way is assumed just as any person assuming a
right of way would be responsible.
4. *Section 2.1, Page 4 , last sentence in section, states counties were contacted to
determine if each county requires specific noxious weed control methods or best
management practices “No specific best management practices were requested
by any of the county weed management personnel contacted.”
Contrary to this statement, Union County Weed Control submitted 31 comments
and concerns developed by the weed supervisors of Morrow, Umatilla, Union
County, Dept of Agriculture and Tri-County CWMA and incorporated comments
from previous meetings with Malheur and Baker County weed supervisors. Most
of those requirements submitted on August 22nd, 2017 do not appear in the draft
proposed order or the Draft Weed Management Plan. The site certificate needs to
include a condition requiring the Weed Management Plan to include these 31
items. The Draft Proposed Order and Draft Weed Management Plan fail to assure
that the counties (as well as private landowners) will not sustain significant and
ongoing financial consequences due to the failure of Idaho Power to control the
invasive weeds which will be introduced and the numbers increased due to the
development of this transmission line. It is, therefore, imperative that the counties
receive the proposed final Weed Management and Habitat Restoration Plans for
their approval prior to being implemented; and an advisory council of private
landowners should be included.
5.

*Section 5.0 repeats the limit of IPC’s responsibility and lists specific areas
which with existing roads only includes areas involving ground-disturbing
construction and/or improvements (e.g. new cutouts.)
IPC is responsible for all noxious weeds within the site boundary as well as
noxious weed infestations outside the site boundary if the development and/or use
of the ROW contributed to the increase in noxious weeds. IPC is responsible for
areas of overland travel which they indicate they will be using as well as any
weed infestations occurring as a result of IPC use of other roads.

6. *Section 5.0 , Page 18, also states “IPC is not responsible for controlling
noxious weeds that occur outside of the Project ROWs or for controlling or
eradicating noxious weed species that were present prior to the Project.”
IPC states they will work with landowner to deal with pre-existing weeds
consistent with ORS Chapter 569. IPC is responsible for all weeds inside the
ROW which are there once they assume control of the transmission line corridor.
In addition, they are responsible for any increased number or species of weeds
that occur as a result of the development action they are proposing.
!3

7.

*Section 5.2.1 Vehicle Cleaning: States construction contractors vehicles
and equipment will be cleaned prior to arrival at the worksite.
It fails to require vehicles and machinery to be cleaned prior to moving onto
public road or require vehicle and machinery cleaning as construction progresses
along ROW and moves from one property owner to another. The plan indicates
that will be determined by land management agency and ODOE. The requirement
is dictated by statute and the land management agency and ODOE do not have the
authority to overrule the statute.

8. *Section 5.2.3 “ On BLM or USFS land the construction contractor may be
required to provide additional treatments to prevent return of noxious weeds
where topsoil is removed (i.e., pre-emergent pesticides).”
The Weed Management Plan for Private and State lands needs to include this
option as determined by the local weed management supervisor.
9. *Section 5.3.2, page 24, paragraph 1 states that Idaho Power will identify
areas where preconstruction noxious weed control measures will be
implemented.
Preconstruction noxious weed control measures need to be implemented wherever
noxious weeds exist.
10. *5.3.4 Page 24 states: “Noxious weed control efforts will occur on an Annual
Basis for the first 5 years post-construction. When it is determined that an
area of the Project has successfully controlled noxious weeds at any point
during the first 5 years of control and monitoring, IPC will request
concurrence from ODOE. If ODOE concurs, IPC will consult with ODOE to
design an appropriate plan for long-term weed control. If control of noxious
weeds is deemed unsuccessful after 5 years of monitoring and noxious weed
control actions, IPC will coordinate with ODOE regarding appropriate steps
forward. At this point, IPC may suggest additional noxious weed control
techniques or strategies, or may request a waiver form further noxious weed
obligations at these sites. If a waiver of noxious weed control is granted, it
will include justification for how the waiver is consistent with the appropriate
EFSC standards.” This is repeated in Section 6.1, Page 25.
This section does not support management of noxious weeds for multiple reasons
including:
1. During the first five years after construction, weed control needs to
occur on a timeline that addresses the weeds present at the location as determined
by Idaho Power and the local Weed Supervisor. Annual control does not account
for the timing for noxious weed species going to seed.
2. Following the initial 5 year period, noxious weed control needs to occur
at least annually for the life of the project as IPC will be using the ROW on an
ongoing basis for repairs, monitoring, inspection, vegetation management, etc. In
addition, there may be unauthorized uses of the transmission line right of way by
such things as ATV’s, hunters, etc. that increase noxious weeds due to the access
the developer is providing by building the transmission line. These impacts must
be addressed by the developer.
3. Noxious weed control efforts are planned to occur annually for the first
5 years post-construction and can end sooner if ODOE concurs that noxious
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weeds have been controlled. Noxious weeds will not be controlled absent
ongoing monitoring and treatment for the life of the project. No waiver of annual
control and monitoring of noxious weeds should occur due to the fact that in a
single year, large numbers of plants can occur given that some of these plants
disperse at least 900 to 1,500 seeds as the previously referenced and attached
information sheets on some of the plants on the A list confirm.
11. *Section 6.2 The annual Noxious Weed Monitoring Report is only planned to
be submitted to IPC and ODOE and land management agencies as required.
These reports should also be submitted to the County Weed Control Supervisors
and private land owners. Idaho Power needs to be designated as the responsible
party for completion of things such as annual reports rather than “construction
contractors.” If Idaho Power wants to contract with a construction contractor to
complete these for their approval and submission, they have the option of doing
that. The contractors will change and there will be no continuity in terms of
methodology, reporting, etc.
12. *Section 6.3 Ongoing Monitoring and Control “IPC will be responsible for
monitoring and control of noxious weed infestations as set forth in the terms
and conditions of the ODOE Site Certificate, BLM ROW grant, and USFS
special-use authorization. The BLM, USFS, ODOE, and counties may
contact IPC to report on the presence pf noxious weed populations of
concern within the ROW.” “IPC will control the weeds on a case-by-case
basis in consultation with the land management agency and/or landowner, as
appropriate.”
Following a report of a noxious weed infestation, IPC needs to provide the
information including the location of the noxious weed population and consult
with the local weed management supervisor to identify an appropriate plan of
action.
13. *Section 8.0 Places responsibility for development of Final Noxious Weed
Plan, documentation of existing infestations adjacent to the survey area,
documenting results of the preconstruction noxious weed inventories,
mapping areas subject to preconstruction noxious weed treatment, and
providing a detailed control methodology for each noxious species, etc. to
“The Construction Contractors”.
Idaho Power is assuming no responsibility and the accompanying accountability
for this program or the results. The developer needs to be listed as the responsible
party.
14. *Section 3.2 states “existing site-specific disturbances and land uses (e.g.
grazing, grading, etc.) that could be contributing to the introduction, spread,
or viability of weed populations were also recorded.”
This information should only be used to identify areas where the opportunity
provided by the construction and operation of the transmission line could provide
an opportunity for an increased occurrence of noxious weeds. It should not be
used to provide the developer an excuse for not meeting their responsibility for
monitoring and controlling weed infestations which are going to be stimulated
due to the existence of the transmission line. The draft weed management plan
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provides ongoing references which indicate that IPC does not consider themselves
responsible for noxious weeds when they are present in areas outside the ROW or
when they result from things such as recreational use, grazing, other construction
projects, natural occurrences, or when the developer did not physically disturb the
area. It needs to be clear that the existence of the transmission line will increase
the numbers and species of invasive weeds absent ongoing monitoring and
treatment which the developer is required to provide.
15. *Section 5.3.1.3, Third Paragraph, Page 22 says herbicide and application
rates will be approved by “County Weed Supervisors or Superintendents”.
Top of Page 23 says “Herbicide will not be applied prior to notification and
receipt of written approval from the applicable land management agency,
ODOE, or private landowner.”
This section appears to allow ODOE to determine what herbicides are used.
Appears at least some landowners will have “landowner agreements.” Developer
needs to be required to develop landowner agreements with willing landowners
and provide written notice to any landowner who’s property will be sprayed with
chemicals so that the unless there is a landowner agreement, the impacted
landowner can determine if chemicals should be used, and if there should be any
restrictions based upon the conditions on their land or adjoining land such as
organic gardening, necessary setbacks due to flowing water or wetlands, sensitive
plant species, etc.
16. Page 23, final paragraph says, “Final species-specific noxious weed control
methodologies will be included by the Construction Contractor(s) in the
Final Noxious Weed Plan.”
The noxious weed plan is the responsibility of Idaho Power and should involve
the county weed control agency as well as the landowner.
A failure to manage noxious weeds would result in a significant financial burden being
placed upon the county and landowners. Noxious weeds have been identified as the most
significant threat to agriculture. In addition, introduction and increased numbers of
noxious weeds in wildlife habitat would reduce the value of this habitat to wildlife
dependent upon it and result in wildlife fatalities through starvation or displacement to
less desirable habitat. Native plant species are at risk of depredation, some to the point of
extinction, if weeds are not controlled.
The application and draft proposed order lacks conditions that will keep noxious weeds
from spreading within the counties and the state. There is no serious effort to provide
mitigation for the negative impacts of the spread of weeds within habitat or on
agricultural or forest land.
The final plan will not be completed until after the site certificate is issued. County
Commissioners need to be able to assure the citizens that the final plan provides adequate
management of noxious weeds. For this reason, the concerns listed in this letter need to
be addressed in the site certificate and the following site certificate conditions need to be
included.
Recommended site certificate conditions:
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•

The revegetation plan will require ongoing inspections of the right of way based
upon the types of noxious weeds present and be performed in a timeframe that
will allow for treatment prior to seed dispersal.

•

The monitoring plan will remain in effect for the life of the project including
annual monitoring and treatment necessary to address invasive weeds within the
ROW and adjacent land identified as having increased occurrence of invasive
weeds compared to control sites.

•

The County will be provided a copy of the completed weed management plan for
county comment and approval prior to it being accepted as final. Advisory
consultation of landowners and professionals will be part of the county approval
process.

•

Two sample plots will be identified in each county outside the right of way at
locations within ½ mile of the right of way to be monitored for increased invasive
weeds. Two additional sample plots will be identified at distances recommended
by the Oregon Department of Agriculture from the transmission line in areas that
should not be impacted by weeds on the ROW. In the event that noxious weed
infestations increase at a rate greater than similar areas located in sample plots,
Idaho Power will treat or provide funding for County staff, equipment and means
to treat the area of increased infestations outside the ROW.

•

Increased invasive weeds in the area of seed dispersal determined by the Oregon
Department of Agriculture, will be presumed to have occurred as a result of
habitat impacts of the development. This includes noxious weeds spread from
areas outside the ROW, recreationsal use, gazing, other construction projects,
unless the developer provides convincing evidence that the infestation would have
occurred absent the development of the transmission line.

I encourage you to address the inadequacies of the weed management plan proposed by
the developer. A failure to provide for effective, legal management of invasive weeds
will preclude the Oregon Department of Energy and Energy Facility Siting Council
approval of the site certificate for this development.
Sincerely,
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ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathy Myron <krmyron@frontier.com>
Tuesday, August 20, 2019 4:32 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order.

August 20, 2019

Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St, N.E.
Salem, OR 97301

Sent Via E-Mail: B2H.DPOComments@Oregon.gov

Subject: Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Project 9/28/2018;
Draft Proposed Order.

RE: Anadromous Fish in Ladd Creek, Union County

Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Energy Facility Siting Council:

I’m writing in protest of the proposed Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line Project. Specifically, I’m protesting as a
concerned citizen regarding the B2H Draft Proposed Order, the Final Environmental Impact Statement, and the project’s
plan regarding wild and threatened fish.

Both of the proposed routes in Union County for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line project include a
crossing of the Ladd Creek and/or its tributaries. Ladd Creek flows approximately 14 miles through the Wallowa Whitman
National Forest and private land on the east side of the Blue Mountains, into the Ladd Marsh Wildlife area, connecting
with Catherine Creek and the Grande Ronde, Snake, and Columbia Rivers.
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Historically, there were anadromous fish (steelhead and salmon returning from the ocean) in Ladd Creek. ODFW has
documented that steelhead and salmon used Ladd Creek for spawning. However, construction of Interstate 84 in the
1970’s stopped the passage of these fish above the interstate due to a vertical culvert being installed (see Power Point
“Ladd Creek Fish Passage Project - ODOT FTP”).

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Mission is to protect and enhance Oregon’s fish and wildlife and their
habitats for use and enjoyment by present and future generations. The department is the only state agency charged
exclusively with protecting Oregon’s fish and wildlife resources. The state Wildlife Policy (ORS 496.012) and Food Fish
Management Policy (ORS 506.109) are the primary statutes that govern management of fish and wildlife resources.

The B2H Draft Proposed Order (page 9-10 of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC Exhibit BB, Attachment BB-2), states that
Ladd Creek and its tributaries contain only local fish (trout), but that status has changed due to major culvert work along
and under the I-84 interstate in the last 4 years. As a result, the information contained in the B2H Draft Proposed Order is
incorrect and out of compliance with Oregon and Federal statutes.

In 2015, ODOT completed a 2-year project to replace culverts that previously had blocked fish passage in the creek and
at the I-84 crossing of Ladd Creek (see
https://www.lagrandeobserver.com/csp/mediapool/sites/LaGrandeObserver/LocalState/story.csp?cid=4108250&sid=824&
fid=151).

According to ODFW Fish biologist Tim Bailey, in the year after completion of the fish passage project (2016) a steelhead
redd was documented above the culvert, upstream from the freeway.

ODOT has continued this fish passage project in 2019 along with plans for freeway reconstruction and additional traffic
lanes (see https://www.constructionequipmentguide.com/odot-works-to-improve-i-84-fish-passage-in-laddcanyon/45648). Construction has resulted in costs over 32 million dollars, and the list of agencies and individuals in
support of this costly fish passage project include ODFW, Union County Board of Commissioners, The Grande Ronde
Model Watershed, the US Army Corps of Engineers, Senator Jeff Merkley, Senator Ron Wyden, and the National Marine
Fisheries Service
(see https://www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=20381) and ([PPT] Ladd Creek Fish
Passage Project - ODOT FTP).

An entire watershed is protected when it’s determined that it contains federally threatened or endangered fish
species. Idaho Power in its application and the B2H Draft Proposed Order have failed to incorporate information
regarding identification of the habitat category or locations which will be impacted by the proposed B2H powerline
development. Critical habitat is specifically identified in the federal law recording the listing of threatened species
(ESA). The current application and site certificate fails to include requirements that would assure that the state is
complying with federal laws in providing habitat protection for listed species (salmon and steelhead).

The B2H Draft Proposed Order contains the following outdated information:
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1. In Table 1. Road-Stream Crossing Ownership, Risk Summaries, Proposed Crossing Types, and Fish Passage
Information Idaho Power names 5 waters in the Ladd Creek area (page 9-11 of draft Fish Passage Plan in ASC
Exhibit BB, Attachment BB-2) with stream crossings. The report states that the only fish in these waters are
resident fish. This information is now incorrect.

2. The B2H Draft Proposed Order states that for all of Ladd Creek and its tributary streams that “No new ODFW
fish plan anticipated.” (page 9-11 of Attachment BB-2). It cannot be overemphasized that this information is now
incorrect.

3. The alternative route Idaho Power has chosen will necessitate a 3a/3b (page 11 BB-2) design change for a
bridge crossing on Ladd Creek if this route is chosen, this will trigger an ODFW fish passage plan to be
implemented (OAR 17 412-0035) based on Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 635-412-0020. Again, the B2H
Draft Proposed Order information is now incorrect.

Because of the change of status of the fish population in Ladd Creak, the B2H Draft Proposed Order is out of compliance
with several Federal and State laws including:

1.
2.
3.
4.

ORS 509.580 through 509.910: Fish Passage; Fishways; Screening Devices; Hatcheries Near Dams
OAR 635-41-0005 through 635-412-0040: Fish Passage
Oregon Forest Practice Administrative Rules and Forest Practices Act, OAR Chapter 629 (ODF 2014)
Forest Practices Technical Note Number 4, Fish Passage Guidelines for New and Replacement Structures (ODF
2002)
5. Fish and Wildlife Mitigation Policy (OAR 635-415-0000), which states that :

(a) The mitigation goal if impacts are unavoidable, is no net loss of either habitat quantity or quality and
to provide a net benefit of habitat quantity or quality.

(b) The Department shall act to achieve the mitigation goal for Category 2 habitat by recommending or
requiring:
(A) Avoidance of impacts through alternatives to the proposed development action; or
(B) Mitigation of impacts, if unavoidable, through reliable in-kind, in-proximity habitat mitigation to
achieve no net loss of either pre-development habitat quantity or quality. In addition, a net benefit
of habitat quantity or quality must be provided. Progress towards achieving the mitigation goals
and standards shall be reported on a schedule agreed to in the mitigation plan performance
measures. The fish and wildlife mitigation measures shall be implemented and completed either
prior to or concurrent with the development action.

(c) If neither 635-415-0025(2)(b)(A) or (B) can be achieved, the Department shall recommend against or
shall not authorize the proposed development action.
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In conclusion, the B2H Draft Proposed Order contains an improper evaluation of the potential short and long term
negative impacts to the fish habitat in the Ladd Creek drainage, including surrounding creeks, given the fact that
species listed as threatened under the Endangered Species Act are now returning to Ladd Creek, with their numbers
expected to increase in upcoming months and years.
Sincerely,

Kathy Myron

640 N. 9th St.
Union, OR 97883
krmyron@frontier.com
(541)562-5629
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dale Mammen <dmammen@eoni.com>
Thursday, August 15, 2019 5:53 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order 5/23/2019
Scan 2019-8-15 17.38.19.pdf

To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter signed by me and 54 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and we
request that EFSC deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by the US Postal Service.

Sincerely,
Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dale Mammen <dmammen@eoni.com>
Thursday, August 15, 2019 5:28 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposal Order 5/23/2019
Scan 2019-8-15 17.14.06.pdf

To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter sign by me and 46 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and
requesting that EFSC Deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by US Postal Service.

Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Traffas <traffasp@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 19, 2019 8:13 AM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE; MStokes@idahopower.com; JMaffucio@idahopower.com;
Gail Carbiener; Travis Boley
B2H

Thank you for the opportunity to comment once again.
You have, on numerous occasions, received explicit and precise information from Mr. Gail Carbiener who
represents the Oregon-California Trails Association. His expert work should be carefully considered.
As President of the Oregon-California Trails Association, I wish to comment once again regarding B2H. Our
Association (OCTA) has a very detailed Strategic Plan calling for action on many fronts, and many
projects. The Number One goal we have is "To Preserve, Protect, and Develop Trail Resources." There are
precious Trail Resources which would suffer great adverse effects with the B2H Project.
Please consider the viewshed at the National Historic Oregon Trail Interpretive Center at Baker City. Here, any
visitor has unobstructed views of the Oregon Trail. This experience is one of a kind at this particular site, and
offers the viewer an exceptional opportunity. Proposed towers would obstruct this view as well as threaten onthe-ground trail resources and remnants. Our mission is to advocate for the preservation and protection of
both the viewshed and on-the-ground trail resources. I ask a question of you: "Would you want a
similar transmission tower in YOUR backyard?" Well, we do not want a transmission tower in OUR
backyard! If this transmission power line must go through, only an underground line would be the acceptable
result.
And there are other areas and trail resources which will be impacted by the BSH project. Because of the threats
to trail resources, the Oregon-California Trails Association (OCTA) recomends that the Council add an Oregon
Trail expert to the Cultural Resource Team. The qualified Oregon Trail individual should have an
undergraduate degree, with emphasis and specialty of anthropology, archaeology, or in the field of geology,
engineering or history. This individual should be recommended by the National OCTA President and agreed to
by B2H Field Director.
Please share this communication at the upcoming comment meetings. Thank you for the opportunity to
comment on the B2H Draft Project Order.
Patricia Traffas,
National OCTA President
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

SHEERAN Kristen * GOV
Monday, July 22, 2019 11:49 AM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
BENNER Janine * ODOE; CORNETT Todd * ODOE
Letter in Support of B2H Draft Order
B2H Letter.pdf

Dear Kellen,
Please add this letter to the official record of comments on ODOE’s DPO on the proposed B2H project.
Sincerely,
Kristen Sheeran
Kristen Sheeran Ph.D.
Energy and Climate Change Policy Advisor to Governor Kate Brown
Director, Carbon Policy Office
775 Court Street NE
Salem, Oregon 97301
Kristen.Sheeran@oregon.gov
Cell: 971-240-0140
Office: 503-378-5145
Assistant: Miles Palacios
503-986-6543 (w)| Austin.M.PALACIOS@oregon.gov
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Kate Brown
Governor

July 21, 2019
Barry Beyeler, Chair
Energy Facility Siting Council
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St NE
Salem, OR 97301
CC: Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Dear Chair Beyeler and members of the Energy Facility Siting Council,
On behalf of Governor Brown, I am pleased to submit this letter in support of the Oregon Department of
Energy’s Draft Proposed Order recommending EFSC approval of the proposed Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Line (B2H). Governor Brown appreciates Idaho Power’s due diligence in acquiring permits
and collecting feedback from constituents over the course of the last decade to determine the most
beneficial route for this important transmission line.
To facilitate utilities’ transition from coal and fossil fuel resources to meet our state and regional climate
and clean energy goals, the West requires new and upgraded transmission capacity to integrate and
balance intermittent resources like wind and solar. B2H can help balance renewable resources across the
West and relieve congestion on existing transmission lines in Eastern Oregon through connections with
larger transmission lines across the West. Electricity customers in Oregon and across the Pacific
Northwest and Mountain West will benefit as a result. The project can deliver clean energy in the winter
months to the Northwest and give the Northwest’s utilities and independent energy generators a path to
sell excess energy to Mountain West customers during the summer. For these reasons, B2H is a critically
important investment in maintaining a robust electrical grid while integrating clean, renewable energy
resources across the Pacific Northwest and Mountain West states.
The B2H project is also an important driver of economic activity in Eastern Oregon. By relieving
transmission congestion, the B2H project can bring new economic opportunities related to wind and solar
development to the region. The construction of the project can also create jobs and expand the tax base in
Eastern Oregon.
For these reasons, Governor Brown supports the proposed B2H project as a benefit to electricity
customers, businesses, and local governments in Oregon.
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of this important project.

Kristen Sheeran, Energy and Climate Policy Advisor to Governor Kate Brown
Office of Governor Kate Brown

254 State Capitol, Salem OR 97301-4047 (503) 378-3111 Fax (503) 378-6827
www.oregon.gov

TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Andrea fry <andrea@ibew125.com>
Wednesday, June 19, 2019 8:32 AM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
OSAEW Letter to support Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line
20190612153819432.pdf

Hard copy to follow in the mail.
Thank you,
Andrea
IBEW Local 125
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SEVERSON Joe * OSMB
Monday, July 22, 2019 1:37 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line

Attn: Kellen Tardaewether
Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line Comments
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the proposed Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line project.
The Oregon State Marine Board (OSMB) is an advocate for recreational boating safety, navigation and access pursuant
to Oregon Revised Statues chapter 830 and Oregon Administrative Rules chapter 250. The Boating Facilities Program
provides engineering services, technical assistance and grant funding for public recreational boating access facilities.
The Oregon State Marine Board comments are made in part based on a comprehensive review of the cumulative impact
on recreational boating activities, public boating facilities, waterway rules, safety, conflict and congestion within the
project area and potential impacts upstream or downstream.
The primary interests of the Oregon State Marine Board as they relate to recreational boating; include impacts to river
navigation, construction timelines construction staging, in-water work, buoy placement, nighttime lighting, neighboring
public boating facilities, placement of in-water structures, and placement of over-water structures.
Activities that would raise concern include: any staging of equipment at nearby boating facilities, any in-water work, any
use of public boating facilities on or off the water, construction of infrastructure over boated waters, and changes in
vertical and horizontal clearance that may impact river navigation and safety, among other activities planned that we
may be unaware of.
Additionally, in-water construction activities have the potential to change or alter the geomorphology of the river; OSMB
recommends a careful review for any impacts that may lead to scour, sedimentation or historical water elevations at any
public boating facilities within or impacted by the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line.
OSMB recommends careful evaluation of activities that may impact boating facilities; including the historical and current
recreational boating activities for safety, navigation. Given materials provided to OSMB and the current state in the
planning process for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line, OSMB is unable to fully ascertain direct or indirect
impacts that may be of interest to OSMB. Therefore, the Oregon State Marine Board would like to remain informed on
this planning process.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment and for including the Oregon State Marine Board in this planning process.
Joe Severson, GISP
Oregon State Marine Board
Planning and GIS Coordinator
Boating Facilities Program
503.378.2629
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dale Mammen <dmammen@eoni.com>
Thursday, August 15, 2019 5:53 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order 5/23/2019
Scan 2019-8-15 17.38.19.pdf

To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter signed by me and 54 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and we
request that EFSC deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by the US Postal Service.

Sincerely,
Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dale Mammen <dmammen@eoni.com>
Thursday, August 15, 2019 5:28 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposal Order 5/23/2019
Scan 2019-8-15 17.14.06.pdf

To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter sign by me and 46 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and
requesting that EFSC Deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by US Postal Service.

Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dale Mammen <dmammen@eoni.com>
Thursday, August 15, 2019 5:53 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order 5/23/2019
Scan 2019-8-15 17.38.19.pdf

To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter signed by me and 54 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and we
request that EFSC deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by the US Postal Service.

Sincerely,
Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dale Mammen <dmammen@eoni.com>
Thursday, August 15, 2019 5:28 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposal Order 5/23/2019
Scan 2019-8-15 17.14.06.pdf

To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter sign by me and 46 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and
requesting that EFSC Deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by US Postal Service.

Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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Hearing
June 20, 2019

Input on Draft Proposed Order for the Boardman to
Hemingway Transmission Line
Page 114

1 impossible. We have families, we have jobs. We can't
2 afford litigation. A lot of us, I can't speak for
3 everybody, but I know I can't. This whole process is
4 the sacrifice of a few to serve the many. It's a
5 divide-and-conquer approach. It's not right.
6
I have to answer the questions of my kids
7 almost every weekend when we work the property, when we
8 go to hunt, hike, whatever it is that we do. Why does
9 that power line -- meaning the existing power line -10 why does that exist? I don't know, that was before my
11 time, but it's here. What are we going to do if another
12 one comes through? I don't know. Dad, how is this
13 legal, how can they take our property? I don't know.
14
Imagine that for a second, trying to answer a
15 9-year-old boy of how you can have property and people
16 just take it. It's impossible.
17
I feel like the Council should take into
18 account the ability of the average person to be able to
19 comb through this paperwork and to present an articulate
20 argument which is being requested and demanded of us.
21 It's impossible. The Council should take into account
22 the average person's ability to understand and to
23 articulate this.
24
So ORS says that we have to cite certain
25 things; recreation, hunting, hiking. Hiking the Oregon
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Tweit.
MR. ASHLEY O'TOOLE: Hi. My name is Ashley
O'Toole. I live at 2 1/2 Depot Street in La Grande.
Thank you to the Council for being here and staying here
with us to the bitter end and hearing what we all have
to say. I appreciate that.
I'll start with referencing a letter To the
Editor that appeared in "The Observer" that I wrote. It
was published online on March 7th of this year, titled,
"Nothing to gain, everything to lose: B2H Transmission
line is obsolete and devastating." I am just going to
read a few excerpts and sort of expand on a few of the
points.
"The B2H transmission line is a 20th century
solution in search of a modern problem that doesn't
exist. It's wasteful, obsolete and potentially
devastating."
La Grande has nothing to gain from this
project and everything to lose. It will ruin our
surrounding ecosystems, our hunting and recreational
grounds, and our historical sites, our property values,
our view of the surrounding mountains and our ability to
effectively protect ourselves from devastating
wildfires. All of this, to help a private corporation's
customers in another state receive hydropower originally
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Trail, the 8th grade me, wildlife, seeing it with my own
eyes; moose, elk, deer, several species, wolves.
So I'm happy to announce, Gail was being
modest, but the last bit of it is historic properties,
the historic property. We have since allowed
professional archeologists on to walk the trail, mark
the trail. It has been approved and recommended to the
National Historic Preservation Society as historic
property, in which how do you mitigate that? Just
because a marker -- or a tower rather, doesn't go right
in the middle of the trail?
Guys, we are talking 300 feet or less of not
only marked trail, some of the best marked trail that
you will see between here and the inception of Emigrant
Campground, burial sites. How do you mitigate that?
You can't. How do you mitigate it for the future
children? How do you mitigate that for the residents of
La Grande who may not even know about this?
I talk to people all the time who don't even
know this exists. Why the hell would they build another
power line? I can't answer that. You cannot mitigate
this. It's impossible.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Following Ashley O'Toole, we will have Kerry
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intended for our state and Washington.
Since 2009, at least 12 similar proposals
across the country for these new high-voltage
transmission lines have been denied, and they have been
replaced by more cost-effective solutions.
I think that is it from the article. But as
you can see, I'm definitely of the Stop B2H crowd, not
move B2H crowd. So we hear people complaining about
this route or that route. Let it be clear, we really
are Stop B2H. I want to touch on a few points I think
from both of those routes, proposed routes.
I think I wanted to, at least first ask, just
because I'm not familiar with how long the Council has
been in town today or yesterday or tonight or tomorrow
morning, but I'm sure we have read the proposals, I'm
sure we have reviewed the engineering plans and
elevations and things. My question is: Perhaps, have
you yet physically been on Morgan Lake Road or do you
intend to be on Morgan Lake Road as you research this?
I think the points I wanted to make were how
steep it is and how sharp of turns those are, and I
understand that there could potentially be a mitigation
plan to that effect. I would love to see where in the
proposal in writing Idaho Power is really going to be
compelled to reach certain minimums with the municipal,
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the effectiveness of how these in town, along the route,
both at the county level and the city level.
Specifically when we talk to residents on the
Modelaire and Hawthorne Loop, which is in the city
limits, you guys want to try -- I should say Idaho Power
would love us to just kind of swallow this Morgan Lake
route in exchange for, what was it, $100,000 to make the
park a little prettier? It doesn't make the towers go
away. It really doesn't.
I wanted to -- let me kind of continue to
expand on a few other points though. You may have also
already seen what we call the "mock tower," that sort of
model of the tower up on the hill facing town. That is
pretty darn close to where one of the proposed towers
will be on the Mill Creek route.
By my calculation and guess, if I was standing
in the middle of the south side of La Grande, say, on
the EOU football field, we will see about 13 towers,
plus or minus 1 or 2. I would love to be proven wrong,
but I have not seen any renderings from Idaho Power of
what this is going to look like. Surely in their master
plan that they are trying to sell to you an engineer has
put together an elevation of a view of what these things
are going to look like from certain points of view
overhead and so on.
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I am a real estate agent. And a point that hasn't
really been brought up very much, I think the Mayor
briefly mentioned that property values that are going to
be affected. As a real estate agent, I've already seen
this in our town. If you guys are interested, there is
a listing on Gekeler Lane right now, directly underneath
the 230kV line, where we currently get our power, that
listing agent has told me that that house was on the
market for most of last year with no success. Here we
are back in the selling season, it's still sitting on
the market with no success.
I can tell you with firsthand evidence, 2
years ago I sold a house that was on the market for 4
years because it was underneath the 230kV line.
So we are not just talking about home values,
but also just marketability, sellability. I mean,
people pull up on the driveway and they see the giant
power lines and they turn around. It's over.
There are many, many citizens on Morgan Lake
Road, Wood Road, and Marvin Lane, Modelaire and
Hawthorne, that are going to be dealing with this, and
Idaho Power's attempt to give them a one-time cash
payment for an easement to make them go away, it's not
going to work for the next generation, it's not going to
work to help sell that property down the line. There is
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If they are so proud of the line, why have
they not shared this, why are we guessing what it could
look like from a visual standpoint?
I think one of the other points I wanted to
make was, we are sending this power over there. Idaho
Power did announce that there is going to be a new solar
plant come online, 120 megawatts just south of Twin
Falls. This kind of speaks to what Mr. Cimon was
talking about with this paradigm shift. That is solid
evidence of that concept, and it's announced and
probably touted by the same energy corporation that is
touting the archaic solution to the same problem.
So we have not seen the power demands in Idaho
follow the trends that they hoped they would see. The
population didn't grow like we said it would, people are
moving to more energy-efficient appliances and light
bulbs and smart meters. So how can you tell me 2026,
when this thing is scheduled to come online, that we are
going to need it.
I would love Idaho Power -- I just need to see
more proof from them that they actually need this line 5
years from now, 7, geez, 7 years from now, Matt. So
that's another point.
I think another point I'd like to touch on
here real quickly, looking at the time here especially,
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going to be a very real effect on property values for
many, many of our citizens along the route.
The last point I wanted to make was about the
blasting in the geological hazard zone. Again, as a
real estate agent, I can give you evidence of a home on
Modelaire that was affected by recent blasting from
Grande Ronde Hospital. The hospital put in a parking
lot, they had to demolish or blow away a lot of earth.
When I submit my written statement -- I see my
time is up. When I submit my written statement to you,
I will demonstrate evidence from a home inspection
immediately before and after of a 3-inch crack in that
foundation that formed. Of course, correlation is not
always causation, but it's a pretty sure thing. It has
something to do with all the damn dynamite that was
going on for months and months right across the street.
Don't let them blast in the geological hazard
zone. You are asking for landslides, you are asking for
a lot of other dangerous things.
I've got more to talk about, but I want other
people to speak. Again, I really thank you all for
coming out this evening. Have a good night.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: I don't know yet if
the Applicant wants to make any statements tonight or
not, but let me know.
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cecelia Otto <ceceotto@yahoo.com>
Thursday, August 15, 2019 7:15 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order 5/23/2019

Dear Chairmen Beyeler and Members of the Council:
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the B2H Draft Proposed Order. The Oregon National Historic Trail will be
significantly affected by the B2H Transmission Line.
The Draft Proposed Order identifies significant impacts to the Oregon Trail in several Exhibits, including Exhibit C:
Property Location and Maps; Exhibit L: Protected Areas; Exhibit R: Scenic Aesthetic Values; Exhibit S: Cultural
Resources; Exhibit T: Recreational Facilities; and Exhibit X: Noise.
B2H crosses the Oregon Trail at least 8 times. EFSC has done a reasonable job of protecting the Trail during
construction and operation, if the proposed requirements are followed, except at the Oregon Trail Interpretive
Center at Flagstaff Hill.
The B2H Transmission Line should be buried for approximately 2 to 2 ½ miles to comply with the exhibits indicated
above. Idaho Power has from the early years refused to do any significant analysis for this option. IPC uses cost as
the reason for stating that undergrounding is not feasible. Cost is not a specific standard, and costs are the
responsibility of the Oregon Public Utilities Commission during rate considerations. EFSC has determined that IPC
has the Financial ability even if some partners choose to not participate, so reasonable cost should not be a
determining factor for EFSC.
EFSC should refuse to approve the Draft Project Order for the following reasons:
1. Does not comply with Noise Standards as no measurements were done at the Oregon Trail viewpoint or
walking trails endpoint near milepost 146. Perhaps not a “Noise Sensitive Property,” in the context of
residential sleeping areas; however, certainly for tourists and visitors to the Interpretive Center and hiking
trails noise will be disturbing. Map 23 in Attachment X-1 does not even show the Oregon Trail.
2. Within OAR 345-022-0040 Protected Areas and ODEQ standards 340-035-0000-0100, this area should
have been monitored and modeled as a Noise Sensitive Property and was not.
3. Does not comply with Scenic Values from the Blue Mountains Parkway and Oregon Trail Interpretive
Center. The OR 86 encourages drivers to STOP and read interpretive signs, so viewer perception and
resource change cause significant decrease of scenic values. IPC says no significant impact.
4. The DPO does not comply with Exhibit L Protected Areas. The BLM ACEC at Flagstaff
Hill has not considered undergrounding for the protection of the Oregon Trail. No
analysis found the pristine, Class 1 swales of the Oregon Trail within the ACEC located
at: Lat 44.813762 Long -117.750194 or 44⁰ 48’ 48.26”N 117⁰ 75’ 57.97”W. IPC
proposes to build a new constructed road over the Oregon Trail in the area identified in
the location above.
5. The DPO does not meet the standards required for Exhibit T Recreational Facilities, OAR 345-022-0100,
especially at the Flagstaff Hill interpretive center, because of:
a. It is a BLM ACEC area managed for public tourism
b. It is the single most visited tourist facility in Baker County
c. The quality of the facility is outstanding
d. There is no other place where the Oregon Trail can be seen and interpreted.
1

6. The cost estimates of IPC do not compare with those of the Edison Electric Institute, January 2013
publication “Out of Sight, Out of Mind, An Updated Study of the Undergrounding of Power Lines.” This
article suggests that for 2.5 miles of rural undergrounding, the cost will be $67,500,000. This is almost half
the IPC estimate.
The Oregon Trail along the route of the B2H has the most damaging effects to its critical historic elements. Once the
Trail is gone it cannot be reconstructed or mitigated back to life. Once gone, always gone. The only easily accessible
public facility in Oregon is the Flagstaff Hill Interpretive Center near Baker City. The B2H must be buried to preserve
this important site.
Considering the reasons above and the unconscionable desecration of our national treasure, the Council must deny
the site certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway Transmission project.
Thank you,

Printed name: Cecelia Otto
Mailing address: 4630 NE Hancock Street, Portland, OR 97213
Email address: ceceotto@yahoo.com
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I'd like to digress momentarily to put forth a
brief history of where I'm coming from. No. 1, I've
been here in this area long enough to remember some of
the promises that were made by Idaho Power. Fish
passage either fish ladder, trucks or with -- pardon me,
thank you, Todd -- or with the construction of
fish-raising facilities. In every case, they have
waffled under these regulations to which is part of
Oregon law.
I could go on and have reams of material I've
collected on this. I'll get to some of the more recent
things here. Idaho Power most recently went to Oregon
asking about changing the laws about fish habitat in the
Snake River. They managed to do it, not because Oregon
felt it was appropriate, this was against Oregon law as
it stood, but because our own politicians waffled
underneath this.
This has been done over and over again. Most
recently in the paper as of June 6, 2019, once again,
our own politicians waffled under the regulations of
fish habitat, the passage of Clean Water Acts. It goes
on and on.
From a personal standpoint, the property to
which I have that is being impacted, years ago, 20 years
ago, we were required by Oregon state law to build
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CHAIRMAN BEYELER: Was the nature of it
nitrogen supersaturation?
MR. WAYNE KAAEN: It had to do with water
temperature, it had to do with fish passage, and it had
to do with pollution in the river. Those three items
are the items that I researched on.
CHAIRMAN BEYELER: Okay. Thank you.
MR. WAYNE KAAEN: This is all on the Internet
that I have got out. And the last portion is my own
personal experience. Everything before that is stuff
that I extracted off the Internet and Oregon laws.
CHAIRMAN BEYELER: Will that be submitted?
MR. WAYNE KAAEN: I thought I just submitted
it.
CHAIRMAN BEYELER: I mean in writing, the
article?
MR. WAYNE KAAEN: I can do that, but I cannot
afford a dozen Philadelphia lawyers to defend me either.
Idaho Power can and I can't. But I suppose I could get
somebody to write up something for me. Would that be
appropriate?
CHAIRMAN BEYELER: Yes.
MR. WAYNE KAAEN: Okay, Barry. Thank you very
much for that comment. I appreciate it.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: And if you submit
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another road that did not follow a tributary to Ladd
Creek. That road was built because we were required by
Oregon law to do it. This very same power line that B2H
wants to put in impacts that same tributary. A 250-foot
wide swath of barren ground to which they said they did
not want a road, barren ground road next to the water
source that would impact the redband trout.
Question to Oregon I have: Why is it I have
to obey Oregon laws and Idaho Power does not?
The other thing I question about that, too, in
terms of habitat, if you look at an aerial photograph of
our place, it's the only place within miles that has
old-growth timber, that has been a wildlife habitat in
our family for 60 years. That, in effect, is going to
be erased by this B2H line.
The question remains: Who's running Oregon;
Idaho or the Oregon citizens?
CHAIRMAN BEYELER: I did have one question.
MR. WAYNE KAAEN: Yes.
CHAIRMAN BEYELER: The nature of the lobbying
that you have talked about with Idaho Power, that was
with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife or the
Oregon DEQ?
MR. WAYNE KAAEN: Near's I can tell it was
both.
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it, please do so by July 23rd.
MR. WAYNE KAAEN: Boy, that's quite a time.
That really puts me under the crunch. Okay. Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Mr. Owen?
And is there anybody on the phone that would
like to give comment? Hearing none, we will take a
break after we hear from Mr. Owen, probably about a
15-minute break, and then we'll reconvene and then I
have a comment card here, we'll hear from Idaho Power.
MR. BRUCE OWEN: My name is Bruce Owen. I
live at 27910 Oxman Ranch Lane in Durkee, Oregon.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Your street name
again.
MR. BRUCE OWEN: 27910 Oxman Ranch Lane,
Durkee.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MR. BRUCE OWEN: You're welcome.
Twenty-five years ago, I retired and moved to
a lifelong dream of mine, a ranch in the Durkee area. I
bought it because of the scenic value and the isolation
with that. And for 25 years I've lived happily on that
ranch with the elk and the deer, and all the other game
animals there.
There is a power corridor through Durkee right
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down the freeway. There's two roads on Highway 30,
Interstate 84, and there is a railroad track with
multiple tracks through Durkee. There's a gas line -two gas lines, as a matter of fact. And already at
least one power line that I know of.
And why they deviated from that direct route
up the power corridor in Durkee, I have no idea. But
they have put -- they've deviated to the southwest right
through the middle of my ranch. I mean, right through
the middle of my ranch.
I've had some discussions with Idaho Power,
and they have talked to me about maybe running it down
the south border of my ranch and then up the west side.
I said if worse comes to worse, I can agree to that.
But then I found out that they won't even talk to me
about it with any authority until after this meeting
that we have now and after the Siting Commission comes
up with their comments.
So I really have no good feelings about what
may happen. They've not promised me anything at all
except that they would avoid my cabin and my house by
the noise allotment area of 2,000 feet. Which, I mean,
that's nice I guess. But still right through the middle
of the ranch. It's been a lifelong dream, and I resent
it very much.
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tonight.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Mr. Nickels. Thank
you.
COMMISSIONER BRUCE NICKELS: Thank you for
making me first.
So basically what I'm going to do is reiterate
what Baker County's position is. And one, the first
thing, there's no mitigation for the people that have
been promised things from Idaho Power in Durkee. And
the farm ground there is important to people. And
there's been cases that there's other sites that are
better.
Anyway, that's what I wanted to say. They
were promised they would be taken care of. That's now
been taken away, for whatever reason, I don't know.
There's also the Oregon Department of Energy.
There hasn't been any analysis done of burial to
mitigate the visual impact of the Interpretive Center or
compensatory mitigation for Baker County. That
Interpretive Center is very important to tourism for our
whole county and all of eastern Oregon. Tourism is very
important to Baker, and we have a hard enough time
trying to build that up and then you take away the
visual aspect of it, and you're making us go backwards
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1
And you know, if it was in a direct route
2 through the area, I could understand it. But they're
3 actually leaving the power corridor by about 2 1/2 miles
4 to come through my place. And for the life of me, I
5 don't understand why. And I would appreciate it if
6 someone would tell me the reason for that.
7
Those are the comments I have. They're
8 personal and I feel very strongly about them.
9
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
10
MR. BRUCE OWEN: Do you have any questions?
11
CHAIRMAN BEYELER: No.
12
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Okay. It is
13 2 minutes to 6:00. Why don't we take a break and we'll
14 try and get everybody back and reconvene about 6:15.
15
(Recess taken.)
16
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: All right. Thanks
17 everybody for taking your seat again. We're back on.
18
We have one more commenter before we hear back
19 from Idaho Power. And Commissioner Bruce Nickels wanted
20 to make a statement?
21
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: (Off microphone.)
22
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Ma'am, I was just
23 clarifying that this is an opportunity to give your
24 comment, but the Council is not going to be answering
25 questions. But you'll have your opportunity to be heard
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again. And we get nothing other than grief out of it.
The last thing, you didn't comply with Baker
County's land use plan. We need a substation if you're
going to put this thing here. And I know substations
cost a lot of money but Baker County is getting really
nothing out of this but grief. And with power, extra
power for Baker, we have a chance of some economic
development. We need some or a lot of power for
manufacturing and also business. If we don't have that,
Baker County has little chance to grow because we don't
have enough power; we can't attract those kind of
businesses.
So that's all I have to say. Other than the
fact I personally don't want to look at the dang lines
because I'm living very close to the freeway so I will
be able to see them, whether they're brown or whatever
color you want to make them. So I really don't want to
look at those. You should have put them on the other
side of somebody else's hill.
So thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you. And
we'll need the green sheet.
MR. BRUCE NICKELS: Yes. I told you I'd give
you that.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: And I don't know if
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Someone is going to comment on that later. "The
alternative route," called the Double Mountain, does
cross "the Owyhee Wild and Scenic River. Someone has
decided that Wild and Scenic Rivers is a higher priority
than EFU land, both have to be addressed in EFU [sic]
criteria. The other...concern is Northwest of Vale
[Oregon] where the B2H [power line] again crosses EFU
land. The alternative route there crosses Sage Grouse
habitat. Again, both EFU and Wildlife habitat are
points that have to be addressed by EFSC. Again someone
has decided that Sage Grouse habitat is a higher
priority than EFU land. SIP is asking EFSC to evaluate
ORS 345-20-10 which defines what EFU land is and the
protection it is afforded. We also ask for EFSC to
evaluate ORS 215.275 which lists the criteria that
[does] allow the power line such as B2H to cross EFU
land.
"In summary, SIP is generally well pleased
with Idaho Power for stopping the fast track process in
2010 and listening to all the stakeholders. Through a
collaborative [process] we have devised the best
possible route for the B2H power line through Malheur
County. SIP would like to see Idaho Power go ahead and
construct the power line. Most...members of SIP are
engaged in farming. With pressure from the Clean Water
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might be a stranger to you folks, I assure you I'm not a
stranger to this project or, in fact, Idaho Power.
I'm a long-time resident of Malheur County,
and I've been involved as a concerned citizen with the
B2H project for over 10 years. That involvement
includes being in the first meetings with officials from
Idaho Power outlining our reasons for resisting their
original planned route for the 500-kV power line. I was
on the citizens advisory panel set up by Idaho Power,
which resulted in numerous additional meetings with
Idaho Power which finally resulted in an alternative
route that would avoid Malheur County exclusive farm use
agricultural land.
I have testified in front of several
government entities, including a government hearing in
Salem. I am a board member of the nonprofit entity
known as Stop Idaho Power. That group was instrumental
in the decision by Idaho Power to institute the claims
advisory process in the first place.
The only reason I am outlining my history with
this project is to document for the record the fact that
I parrot the same exact issues that Roger Findley just
outlined involving the entire process, and as well as
the fact that the area near Adrian and north of Vale,
the line is still going across some acreage that is
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Act, many acres of EFU land are [now] being converted
from surface flow...to either" drip or sprinkler
irrigation. "Making this switch requires energy to run
pumps and motors. Also SIP understands that the greater
Boise area is experiencing a booming population growth.
Both these factors together contribute to greater
consumption of electrical power each year. Though some
of this increased demand has been met through the use of
renewable energy...such as wind and solar, irrigators
need power 24/7...not only when the wind blows or the
sun shines. SIP applauds Idaho Power for looking into
the future and trying to provide for our needs.
"Sincerely, Roger Findley."
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you,
Mr. Findley.
Just before we hear from Mr. Pearson, the next
one up after Mr. Pearson will be Jay Chamberlin.
And Mr. Findley, for the record, if you could
please state your address.
MR. ROGER FINDLEY: 3535 Butte Drive, Ontario,
Oregon.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Mr. Pearson, your name and address.
MR. GARY PEARSON: Thank you.
Hello. My name is Gary Pearson. And while I
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classified as EFU land.
And I further want to document the fact and
get on record that after 10 years of effort involving
hundreds of hours of time, I do not want to be shut out
from further proceedings and/or hearings down the road
if they become necessary.
I would also like to applaud Idaho Power in
having the wisdom to listen to the citizens of Malheur
County, and work with us to change their original plan
and work to find an alternative route that would avoid
damaging the Malheur County agricultural industry, which
is basically our only industry. We are very, very close
to that goal.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Mr. Pearson, if you
would please just add your address for the record.
MR. GARY PEARSON: I live at 654 King Avenue,
Ontario, Oregon 97914.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
MR. GARY PEARSON: If you'd like a copy of
this, I would like to give you a clean copy. This looks
like a road map because I made many changes in the last
10 minutes.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Before we hear from
Mr. Chamberlin, the next up is Irene Gilbert.
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ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathy PfisterMinogue <kate.pfisterminogue@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 22, 2019 4:56 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
stop B2H

Greetings
Like many of us in Eastern Oregon, I vehemently oppose B2H. I hope you are listening to the large numbers of citizens
here who oppose this transmission line which has no benefit to anyone living here and in fact is a large detriment. It will
place 1228, 150 foot high towers that will destroy the view in our scenic community where tourism is important and
where those of us who live here value the view shed. It will decrease many land values. It involves a 305 mile area of
clear cut and affects over 11,000 acres of farmland. Perhaps when the original plan was made, the transmission of
power line across long distances was more needed. Currently, the increased accessibility of solar energy along with
better systems of energy storage make this expensive and disruptive power line obsolite. Additionally, micro grids are
much safer in terms of disruption from outside attacks on our power systems.
I sincerely hope you will listen to those of us who live in this community. I hope you will have the courage to reconsider
this plan
Kathy Pfister-Minogue
54338 Mt Emily road
La Grande Oregon 97850
5419107903
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dale Mammen <dmammen@eoni.com>
Thursday, August 15, 2019 5:53 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order 5/23/2019
Scan 2019-8-15 17.38.19.pdf

To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter signed by me and 54 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and we
request that EFSC deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by the US Postal Service.

Sincerely,
Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dale Mammen <dmammen@eoni.com>
Thursday, August 15, 2019 5:28 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposal Order 5/23/2019
Scan 2019-8-15 17.14.06.pdf

To: Chairman Beyeler and Members of the Council
Find attached a letter sign by me and 46 other residents of La Grande expressing our concerns regarding the B2H Project and
requesting that EFSC Deny the Site Certificate.
I have also sent a bound copy of this material by US Postal Service.

Virginia L. Mammen
405 Balsa
La Grande, Oregon 97850
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ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Buck Pilkenton <buck48@eoni.com>
Wednesday, August 21, 2019 10:04 PM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Stop B2H

B2H.BPOC,
Eastern Oregon and Greenland have ay least two things in common. Lots of open space and no desire to
turn it over to an occupier. The proposed B2H is an avaricious, asinine, amoral insult to the people, geography
and culture of the affected area. Do not allow this inefficient, obsolete, and just plain ugly monstrosity to foul
Oregon’s land. The virtues of stopping B2H trump the meager and false benefits claimed by its pushers.
Thank you,
Buck Pilkenton
39203 Deer Creek Road
Sumpter Valley Oregon 97877
541 894 2527

1

TARDAEWETHER Kellen * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ryan Neal <RyanN@portofmorrow.com>
Friday, June 14, 2019 8:50 AM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Public Comments B2H
B2H Letter of Support Energy Site Council 6-14-19.pdf

Good Morning,
Attached you will find public comment for upcoming comment period for B2H project from the Port of Morrow. Thank
you for your time.
Ryan Neal
Executive Director
T: 541-481-7678
M: 541-371-1546
F: 541-481-2679
ryann@portofmorrow.com www.portofmorrow.com
2 Marine Dr. PO Box 200 • Boardman OR,
97818
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Page 50

Page 52

HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you for your
comment. Thanks.
Next we'll hear from Mr. -- I can't tell if
it's a "P" or an "F." Is it Froesch or Proesch?
Following Mr. Proesch we will hear from JoAnn
Marlette.
MR. TIMOTHY PROESCH: My name is Timothy
Proesch. I live at 2104 Lake Owyhee Road, which is a
Nyssa address also but closer to Adrian, as the Fosses
as well. So if you guys, you've been on your map and
looked at section 13 and tower 255/4. So I purchased
this property in November of last year. This was just
brought to my attention not even 2 weeks ago that you
guys have proposed to the previous owner that you guys
had an agreement with them to survey this land to put
this in. So if you look at this section 13, not only
are you guys putting a tower on my proposed new home
site, you guys are also wanting to use an existing road
that I use to access my irrigation for the whole
property, which is 113.7 acres.
Nobody from Idaho Power, nobody from Oregon
Department of Energy has contacted me. The last time
there was even a title search done on this property,
knowing it was on the market, was May of last year. So
we're looking at year and a half that you guys haven't

1 continued property search and title search on these
2 properties that impact private land, I think is kind of
3 an oversight that needs to be addressed. Because now
4 here I am owning this property for almost a year now and
5 not been contacted whatsoever regarding this, but yet,
6 your proposed site runs right on my property, and then
7 your lines are going to drape from my property and my
8 new proposed home site across that pivot that Mr. Foss
9 discussed previously.
10
So I mean, I haven't seen another map; I just
11 have the map that was presented to me by Idaho Power
12 yesterday. I talked to a representative from Idaho
13 Power yesterday, who came to my house, who showed me the
14 detailed map. And I haven't even seen whatever, the
15 other map you guys are talking about, Double Mountain.
16 So I don't even know how close that infringes on my
17 property.
18
But to have this just being brought to light
19 and you guys want to move forward with this project, is
20 kind of devastating to me, especially for the amount of
21 property that I purchased and for the price I purchased
22 it for, there's a reason I purchased this property away
23 from everything and everybody; not to be impeded on by
24 anybody else, especially a big corporation.
25
I feel kind of bullied into this whole thing.

Page 51

Page 53

done any due diligence to continue to see, knowing this
property was on the market. And now I feel like I'm
being forced into allowing this to transpire because
this is your guys' proposed route.
So I am not obligated to continue to follow
the contractual agreement that you guys had with the
previous owner for the surveying of this land. I
purchased this property outright from the previous
owner; there's no bank loan or anything on this
property.
And so I have come ill-prepared for this
meeting because I just found out about this, and I have
not been contacted by anybody; not Idaho Power, like I
said, not Oregon Department of Energy, nobody. This was
brought to light to me by my neighbors. They said, Do
you know about this? I said, No, absolutely not, nobody
has contacted me whatsoever regarding this issue. But
yet, the proposed route runs right through my property
with the tower and an access road which is going to take
up a huge chunk of my land.
So there's several issues that I am going to
bring to your guys' attention in my formal written to
you guys because, like I said, this was just brought to
my attention. But to have this not discussed with me
through any kind of proper channels and not doing a

Min-U-Script®

1 And talking with Idaho Power, we talked about the
2 eminent domain also, which I don't feel like is fair to
3 somebody who's a private landowner. Especially I
4 shouldn't have to follow a contractual agreement you
5 guys had with somebody else just for the survey of the
6 property. Here it is impeding clear through my
7 property, and it's impacting my neighbors and everybody
8 around me.
9
I have future plans for development for this
10 land, not just to have Idaho Power take up the majority
11 of my land. Like I said, if you zoom in on this, you
12 guys are taking up a huge chunk of my property. The
13 biggest chunk of my property that I have, which is like
14 88.8 acres, you guys are going to drive right through
15 the middle of it to access your guys' tower and then
16 your tower is going to be on my property, on my new
17 proposed home site that I've been planning since I
18 bought this property a year ago.
19
And to just have this brought to me, it wasn't
20 even brought to me through the proper channels, it was a
21 concerned neighbor that was concerned because he knew my
22 future plans and knew what I had done and how much money
23 and how much capital I have invested in doing this.
24 This is my life savings. Yes, I'm younger than most of
25 these people that are speaking out about this, but it's
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not from not doing my due diligence of the zoning of
this property to be developed, and coming up with that
kind of money to purchase a property of that magnitude.
I think that all of these things should be
considered, especially when encroaching on private land,
because it does impact us, everybody around us. And I
know you guys have been working on this project for a
long time, but I think there needs to be some other
proposed routes instead of encroaching on private land,
especially when we pay for this land, we've purchased
this land, not to be encroached on, not to be bullied
into doing something that a corporation wants to do
because it's convenient for them to transfer power to
other places.
After talking to the representative from Idaho
Power, he basically told me that you guys are just going
to pump a bunch of power through there to Portland. How
does that benefit me? There is no benefit to any of us
for this proposed line. None. I'm not getting more
power, I'm not getting anything from it other than it
being a nuisance and it impacting us tremendously.
Also with the electromagnetic field that it
produces, I have four babies. If BLM wants all these
studies done to be able to run through BLM land, how it
impacts nature and the environment and the waterways,
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And it's not every day that a property of this
size is purchased in Malheur County for the intentions
that we have, which I can go into in my written
statement. But I'm wanting this to be something for
everybody to enjoy. We have multiple things going on.
There are tons of wildlife, tons of geothermal activity.
I have four geothermal wells on this property that can
be utilized for multiple purposes.
The whole intention of this was to create
something for Malheur County, for the people here; not
just myself and not just capitalizing on this potential
that it has. But the road to the lake goes right
through my property. Everybody that goes to the lake
could enjoy this and be a part of this. I feel it is
detrimental to that development to have Idaho Power go
right through my property and then to take up this much
of my land.
I worked hard to have the money to be able to
purchase something of this magnitude. So to have it
impeded and to have it kind of looking like it's going
to be diminished to the capacity that nobody's even
going to want to recreate there. I mean, this is a huge
recreation area. On top of there's nothing like this
that's available to the people of this community in
Malheur County. Not only that, but the tourism that
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how does it impact my family and my children, my future?
This is already -- the reason we purchased the
property the way we did is to put it into a trust to
never be sold after it's developed, for it to stay in
the family to create a legacy. Not to have some power
lines running through there that, who knows. I mean,
you guys have been working on this 10 years. Are you
guys going to change it again in 10 years and want to
put more there? Am I slowly just going to get closed in
on? There's been no definitive answers to these
questions that I've asked. Like I said, I've never been
contacted by any representatives; I had to contact Idaho
Power to talk to them. Nobody has contacted me except
for my neighbors.
So I feel this was a big oversight on your
guys' part by not contacting me as the landowner. Like
I said, I put everything, my whole life savings into
this property and I want to continue to do that, but at
this juncture, I mean, it's a major devastating loss for
me financially if this continues to happen because it
impedes a lot of my property.
And I told the representative from Idaho Power
that I'm definitely not comfortable with this situation.
I mean, there's no open communication other than me
contacting them and having them come to my house.

Min-U-Script®
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this whole area draws. I mean, people drive up there
just to look at that siphon because of the magnitude of
the siphon. So it's not just the wildlife and our
property and our neighbors' property, the irrigation
district sees people using these access roads to see the
magnitude of something that great.
And I feel like having this transmission line
go through there is going to be totally detrimental to
everything that everybody in our area sees the potential
in this whole recreation area from the lake clear down
to the local grocery store that's there. Because if
this happens, that local grocery store is going to
suffer also. It's not just one thing or another.
There's so much that we have to consider in this whole
thing, and I feel like none of these things are being
discussed. And yes, there are certain things we should
put in there as far as how it's going to impact. And I
understand you guys have your guidelines, but put
yourself in my shoes. If you just paid this much money
for 113 acres and then find out, Hey, sorry, we're going
to take your road away from you and we're going to put a
tower on your property where you want to build your
house.
I think this all needs to be considered. I
will write up a formal letter to you guys once I do some
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more stuff, because like I said, I was very ill-prepared
for this meeting.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Ms. Marlette.
MR. JOANN MARLETTE: I'm JoAnn Marlette. I
reside at 2031 Court Street, Baker City, Oregon. And
I'm here to speak to you about the surveys for wildlife
habitat.
The survey area for wildlife habitat is not
adequate and the information is not current.
The survey area for wildlife habitat impacts
is identified as the siting corridors where the
transmission line and other developments will be
constructed. The surveys that were completed were done
during 2011 through 2014. The material provided is not
current per ODFW page P1-17 of the application, stating
the surveys are good for 3 years and the sample size was
too small on which to base any decisions. Wildlife
Condition 2 requires preconstruction surveys regardless
of any prior surveys. The small amount of available
habitat surveyed and the outdated nature of the surveys
do not allow a determination that this development
complies with OAR 345-022-0060.
This transmission line will span over 300
miles. Given the lack of information currently
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Baker. Mr. -- is it Baker?
MR. DUSTIN BAKER: Baker, yes.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Mr. Baker, if you
could please state your name and your address for the
record.
MR. DUSTIN BAKER: My name is Dustin Baker. I
live at 2340 Rock Springs Canyon Road, about a mile and
a half north and a little bit west of Jim Foss who
testified earlier. I'm also a manager of Faith Land
Company, and we own property on the Malheur River west
of the irrigated land. And Idaho Power will cross that
location. At this time their proposed route is across
that location.
Regarding the Faith Land Company property,
Idaho Power has been very good about contacting us, come
out and visited our location, helped site the towers,
where they're going to be, consulted with us on the best
routes for their access roads, and were very thorough in
that process. So I want to commend them on that.
However, in regards to the property that we
own on Rock Springs Canyon Road, the property
transmission line does not technically cross our
property; the easement goes across the corner of our
property. And so the power lines are sited just off of
our property line. Idaho Power has not contacted us in
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available, and the limited area planned for future
wildlife surveys, it is not possible to determine
whether or not the transmission line will be in
compliance with the above rules. The lack of
information extending beyond the site borders makes it
impossible for the developer to know if they are working
too close to an active raptor nest or whether they
comply with setback requirements.
Without a current, up-to-date survey, there
will be no baseline for impact assessment in order to
determine how significant the impacts may be and
determine if they preclude issuance of a site
certificate.
I will be providing written comment prior to
the July 23rd deadline.
Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Is there anybody else here that would like to
give comment this evening? Is there anybody on the
phone, do we know, that joined us?
IT PERSON: No.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Okay.
MR. DUSTIN BAKER: I have the form here. I'll
give it to you. I'll submit some written, too.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: This is Dustin
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regards to that property in any way, had no
representatives from Idaho Power come and look at that
proposed siting.
So my concern is similar to Foss's, is that
the current proposed route will create additional roads,
additional access, additional traffic, that we as
private landowners will need to contend with and deal
with. In my opinion, if they would have consulted with
local landowners who know the area more thoroughly in
this location, we could have helped them locate the
power line approximately 1 mile directly to the west and
farther to the south that would have avoided any of the
exclusive farm use property and been off of private
property.
I'm not sure their reasoning for wanting to
continue to keep the power line as close to private
property as they can. I don't know if it's easier for
them to deal with private property owners than it is to
deal with the BLM, Bureau of Land Management. But in
this case, they could have done a much better job
consulting with the local landowners in that specific
area.
That's what I'd like to say. Thank you.
HEARING OFFICER WEBSTER: Thank you.
Anybody else this evening?
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ESTERSON Sarah * ODOE
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Owyhee Oasis <owyheeoasis@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 22, 2019 11:14 AM
B2H DPOComments * ODOE
Idaho Power Application for a Site Certificate for the Boardman to Hemingway
Transmission Project 9/28/2018; Draft Proposed Order 5/23/2019.
CH. 469 Oregon Legislature with highlighted points.pages; 21S45E1300301_Survey
Results_20190722.pdf; Owyhee River_20190821_v2.pdf

Date: August 22, 2019
Energy Facilities Siting Council
c/o Kellen Tardaewether, Senior Siting Analyst
Oregon Department of Energy
550 Capitol St N.E.
Salem, OR. 97301
Dear Chair Beyeler and Members of the Council:
I would like to introduce myself, my name is Timothy Proesch. Our address is 2104 Owyhee lake road Nyssa, Oregon
97913. I am writing this letter today because this project was just recently brought to my attention. We started the
purchase of this property almost one year ago to the day I am writing this, we were finally able to close in November of
2018 as this was a major purchase the property was almost 3/4 of a million dollars and is 113.4 acres. After weeks of
negotiations we finally came to an agreement. During this time we asked the owners, caretaker, and title company about
this proposed project and were told is was an old project that had subsided for multiple reasons, that being said it was
definitely a determining factor for purchasing 2104 Owyhee lake road. So from day one we have been deceived and that
has continued through now.
The only persons and or entities to contact us about this project were our neighbors. Idaho power has not followed through
with any due diligence in completing this project or they would have continued to title search all of these private
properties that they would like to utilize for there benefit of this Boardman to Hemingway line project. I have continually
and tire contacted Idaho power to get any and all information about this project as we were notified only a week and a half
prior to the Efsc meetings being held around Oregon. When I addressed the council publicly I had voiced that I was ill
prepared as I needed to find out more about this project and how it would intrude upon our property and what our role
would be in this project. I was given a small map and quite frankly was appalled at how intrusive it was to our property,
especially without any contact from the entity wanting to utilize our property for there benefit. Finally about three days
prior to the EFSC public comment period I contacted Idaho power and remember this is only about four days after finding
out about this. I was put onto contact with an Idaho power project engineer named Mike Vaughn, after contacting him Mr.
Vaughn was to our property very shortly thereafter. As the president of our company and myself sat down with Mr.
Vaughn he explained very vaguely what the project entailed, also at this time we had a lot of questions which I would
speculate anyone would once you look at the attached map and see how much of our land they proposed to take over for
there company. During this meeting we were encouraged to let them do their job and not continue with our development
because it would impede there goal and we would just have to demolish and remove any development that would be in
there way and we should wait for EFSC to approve there project. During this time we also questioned what would happen
if we weren’t ok with this project and what recourse we would have? We were told that it was happening no matter what
that they had worked on this and sorry we weren’t involved but there would be no recourse in this matter and if we didn’t
cooperate that they would push for inanimate property domain repossession, big words for us to absorb but we had an
understanding of what this meant so I replied “how could this happen?” I was told by Mr. Vaughn that we didn’t have
“deep enough pockets to battle this in court”. At the initial meeting on our property we asked Mr. Vaughn for any and all
paperwork he could provide us pertaining to this project. And the only materials I was provided at this time were what our
neighbors provided and nothing from Idaho power. I show up to the EFSC public meeting to make my public statement, I
hear someone call my name from across there room and see someone I have never seen before calling out my name, it is
another Idaho power representative whom I have never met in my life but he knew exactly who I was, introduces himself
1

as Mark from Idaho power, again I tell him we are not interested in them using our land for there project again I am told
sorry about your luck but its happening and really nothing I can do at this juncture because it is so late in the planning
stages. I make my public comment to the board the meeting commences and Mark wants to talk to me yet again. I told
him my neighbors, family and myself are not interested in this project and why weren’t we notified? I was told well since
BLM forced them onto private lands in the 305 mile stretch of this project it crosses and interferes with over 700 private
properties and they cant talk to everybody and title search all these properties continually to ensure it isn’t a problematic
to the property owners. Mark also encouraged me to try and talk to my neighbors and see if we could arrange a meeting, I
said well my neighbors are not interested either and that they were upset with me because they thought we were ok with
your project because of how much land of ours was going to be used in this project as that was not the case at all.
A few weeks later we received a phone call of a cordial invitation to a banquet dinner from Idaho power for us and our
neighbors to discuss the matter at hand. We were assured our neighbors would be attending as they were just invited and
confirmed as going. We show up to the address we were given, The Vale Grange Hall which is bout 30 minutes away
from our residence. We arrive and it is in fact not what was described the only people in attendance are 8 Idaho power
employees and our two closest neighbors. We all start talking to Idaho power looking at maps and discussing this
proposed project. During this meeting I ask once again for documents pertaining to this project and I was told they had it
all together and I should be receiving it within a day or two and that it could be emailed as well. Finally after about two
hours of back and forth we asked ok so why are we here? They said well we want to know how you feel about this project
and if you have any suggestions on alternative routes or anything for this project. I stand up with the map they provided
and go to the overhead protector and show them what they have outlined as Vale BLM district utilities corridor, I
explained to them at this point it would benefit all parties involved if they were to include this utilities corridor into there
site mapping and avoid all of our properties all together. I proposed to Idaho power that I had come up with an A,B, and C
option that suites our needs and asked if they had other options if EFSC dines there current proposal MR.Vaughn said No,
there is no B option this is happening and it will be difficult to stop this project, My A proposal was in our favor that
EFSC denies this project, B they find an alternative route that avoids all of us and utilizes the existing corridor, And C we
go to court. My neighbors and myself agreed that it should be the designated route and that we would like them to contact
BLM to get this done. The meeting commences and my wife and I are confronted by Mike Vaughn and another Idaho
power associate and told if we want any of the information we will have to subpoena this information because of legality
purposes and that it isn’t public information because it was between Idaho power and the previous land owners, I was
emailed a biological survey of our property which is completely inaccurate and could be considered a falsified document
in order to achieve there ultimate goal, also at this time our neighbors are also talking to other Idaho power
representatives. I walk over to where my neighbor Mr. Jim Foss is standing talking to and Idaho power representative and
they are offering him two brand new pivots to replace the existing one he has because the power-lines magnetic field will
cause issues to the existing GPS operated one that is currently in operation on his property. We leave and the neighbors
and I agree to be in touch soon. A few days later we hold a meeting at the Owyhee water shed with our neighbors and
discuss what our next steps are. We all agree to setup a meeting with BLM.
With the help of Roger Finley we were able to get meeting scheduled with vale BLM representative Renae and Brent. All
of our neighbors and Mr. Finley as well as representative Lynn Finley are in attendance. During this meeting we discussed
the process and what role each representative of each entity played in the planning of this project. Introduced ourselves
and proceeded to delve into the discussion. We proposed several options to the BLM for routes, even to go as far as offer
to purchase land to be utilized for this project or to do a land exchange. The discussion also led into co-locating the new
power lines within the existing power corridor and we were told that wasn’t possible because of 9/11. 9/11? So we are
fear mongering the general public with unprecedented or factual documentation of terroristic threats to a power corridor
that is of insignificant threat for a terrorist attack? We all left feeling like the meeting that we had was productive and that
they would work with Idaho power to remedy this. Just this morning 8/22 as I was writing this letter I had to stop and
have a scheduled conference call with Idaho power regarding there new proposed route they discussed with BLM, once
again it was a half hearted attempt on Idaho powers part to remedy this situation. I was railroaded once again into having
to subpoena any information even though through the public information freedom act, and told that there was no
information that can be provided to us at this point.
In short, to summarize the gravity of this situation we are not accepting of this project. We have been continually and
persistently deceived and deprived of any information to be able to site specific ORS numbers. I can assure you the
biological, cultural, and eis surveys have been not conducted in such a manner other than to achieve Idaho powers goal of
using our personal private property to their benefit. I would hope the council can understand our position and hold
accountable Idaho power for the manner in which they have approached this project. I have been put off in every way
trying to obtain information regarding this project and there are several ORS numbers that have not been strategically
2

followed in this process. I have had limited time in this manner to obtain specific ORS numbers and compile the complete
list of the deceitful process Idaho power has been conducting there business, from limited public input or information to
incomplete survey information they have provided to EFSC. I hope that the bribery of offering equipment and or services
to achieve their goals is taken into consideration as well. I will include some maps and a few ORS numbers and
information on a separate attachment.
In closing I want to thank you for taking your time to read this letter documenting my experience with this entity in the
short time I have had the opportunity to preserve my property from such a project that will be detrimental to my way of
life as well as my investment and the quality of life for our friends neighbors and children who are the future generation
that will be preserving this property and the way we have choose to live our lives in the canyon lands of Malheur county.
EFSC must deny the this site certificate and include all of these factors in determining that there is a better way in the
future to achieve projects of this magnitude. Without deceiving the general public, private landowners ,and EFSC. I have
also included many points of contact for further comment and discussion of this matter and encourage any and all
continued contact to stay informed and up to date on this project.
Best regards,

Timothy C. Proesch
2104 Owyhee lake road Nyssa, Oregon, 97913
P.O.BOX 2583 Nyssa, Oregon, 97913
owyheeoasis@gmail.com
Home-(971) 270-4479
Cell-(208) 405-1222
Work-(541) 212-4611

Ch. 469 Attachment has specific highlighted areas to be pointed out, the first map (Parcel 21S45E1300301 survey
results) is Idaho Powers Inaccurate geological survey of the property, The second map is a revised map that we were
sent yesterday, August 21, 2019 after Idaho Powers PRIVATE meeting with Vale BLM.
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